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Nummer inom parentes vid objekt = ungefärligt antal märken.
Number within parenthesis for lots = approximate number of stamps.

Abbreviations / Förkortningar
 postfriskt 
 obegagnat
() obeg. utan gummi 
� stämplat 
cds circular date stamp
mnh mint never hinged
pc postcard
ppc picture postcard
pmk postmark
s/s souvenir sheet

mint unhinged
mint hinged
mint without gum
used
cirkelstämpel
postfriskt
brevkort
vykort
stämpel
block

F Facit
Mi Michel

Catalogues / Kataloger
Y, Yv Yvert & Tellier
SG Stanley  Gibbons

To our foreign customers (Bid deadline = 8am on day of auction)

The buyer´s commission is 25 % for all lots. Please bid on our website at  
www.philea.se, or use the bid form at the end of the catalogue. Our tele
phone num bers are +46–8640 09 78 and  +46–8643 43 31. 
AB Philea uses the margin scheme, hence no VAT is specified on invoices.

Customers receive an advance invoice. Known customers buying for about 
SEK 1000 receive lots against invoice. Credit card payments adds no extra 
charge. We accept Visa, Eurocard and Mastercard. 

Bids are binding. Lots are sold to the highest bidder for the second highest 
bid + an advance (of about 5–10 %). The auctioneer reserves the right to 
refuse bids without giving reasons.

Complaints on lots have to be made within a week from delivery. Complaints 
are considered only if the lot content or quality differs substantially from 
the description. If an invoice is paid too late the right to complain is voided. 
For further conditions or information please contact us or visit www.philea.se

Codes / Bokstavskoder
Om ni besöker vår visning ber vi er att skriva hela lotnumret inklusive 
eventuella bokstäver. Detta anger vilken typ av objekt det är fråga om 
så att vi lättare hittar dem:
A = Album                                            
K = Envelopes / Kuvert
P = Folder / Plastficka                                       
V = In safe / Objekt i kassaskåp
Two letters (e.g. Ea, Sb, Rd) = Placement code for boxes
Två bokstäver (t.ex. Ea, Sb, Rd) = Placering för lådor 
Utan bokstav = singelmonterat objekt

Vi erbjuder våra inlämnare ett svårslaget koncept: 
AB Phileas, Frimärkskompaniets, Nova Frimärkens, Göteborgs Frimärkslagers och Lars-Tore Erikssons kundregister har lagts ihop till det största i branschen i Sverige. 
Detta innebär att våra auktioner når ett rekordstort antal kunder. Lägg till alla våra internetkunder, och Dina objekt ses av tiotusentals kunder över hela världen.

Samtliga auktioner visas i sin helhet på Internet med tusentals bilder. Fyra gånger per år, i samband med våra kvalitetsauktioner (2) och 
myntauktioner (2) i maj och november, trycker vi dessutom fysiska kataloger som sänds gratis till våra aktiva kunder.

Information i korthet
– Vi redovisar c:a 5–6 veckor efter varje auktion. 
– Vår hemsida på Internet är den mest besökta i branschen i norra Europa. 
– Alla större auktioner visas dessutom på Stamp Auction Network (USA), Philasearch, Numisbids and Numissearch (Tyskland).
– Vi har mycket bred filatelistisk kunskap, vilket borgar för korrekta beskrivningar.
– Förskott lämnas vid större inlämningar, och vi kan naturligtvis även erbjuda kontantköp.
– Större inlämningar hämtas över hela landet.
– Provision 20 % inkl moms. För stora inlämningar och dyra objekt kan provisionen diskuteras.
– Varje inlämning ska ha ett samlat utrop på minst 2000:-
– Vi har kontor i Stockholm, Göteborg, Kalmar, Malmö, Skara, Uppsala, Vindeln, och Helsingfors.

Allt detta innebär att vi kan planera och dela upp Din inlämning på bästa sätt så att Du får så bra betalt som möjligt för dina frimärken och mynt.

Budgivning: Se anbudsblanketten. Anbud bevakas på förmånligaste sätt.
Deadline för bud som inte läggs via hemsidan är klockan 8:00 respektive 
auktionsdag.
  
Köparprovisionen är 25 % för alla objekt.

Avhämtning: I Stock holm, under pågående auktion, därefter vardagar 10–17.

Utskick: Förskottsfaktura. Kända kunder som handlar upp till c:a SEK 1000 
får material mot räkning.

Vid kortbetalning tillkommer ingen avgift. Vi tar: Visa, Mastercard, 
Eurocard, Köpkort och Sparbankskort.

Osålda objekt säljes för utropspris + provision under några veckor efter 
auktion. De kan besiktigas i våra lokaler fredagen efter auktionen, därefter 
endast efter överenskommelse.

Resultatlista presenteras omgående efter auktionen på Internet.

Ferdén  =  FERDÉN – CENSUS OF SWEDISH MAIL UNTIL 1940
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The auction on 22 March is an online live auction – with no auction room

We recommend that you create an account on our website in good time before the auction if you 
have not already done so. You can then leave bids beforehand or bid live when the lots are auc-
tioned, on www.philea.se. The auction schedule is found on page 6 and the system will auction 
at most four lots a minute.

We no longer require scheduled appointments for visiting the viewing, but naturally you still 
shouldn’t visit if you are ill. The viewing hours are found on page 6 and you may view during the 
ongoing auction.

You can bid using your mobile, tablet or laptop while at our premises during the auction and 
we will also set up terminals for customers to borrow for bidding. You may pick up bought lots 
throughout the auction days and during regular business hours after the sale.

If you are unable to bid online, you may give us your bids beforehand by post, email, telephone or 
to a member of our staff at the viewing, at least an hour before your lots are auctioned. 

We also offer “live” telephone bidding for lots with reserve SEK 2000 and up. For lots reserved 
at less than SEK 2000 we will bid on your behalf up to SEK 2000 if competition so requires, and 
only thereafter confirm your continued bidding. This is to speed up the auction process. We need 
to know what lots you want to be called for no later than the day before the auction.

Auktionen den 22 mars är en online live auction – utan auktionssal

Vi rekommenderar att du i god tid före auktionen skapar ett konto på vår hemsida om du inte redan 
gjort det. Du kan då lämna bud i förtid eller bjuda live när objekten klubbas, på www.philea.se. 
Auktionsschemat finns på sidan 6 och systemet kommer att auktionera max 4 objekt i minuten.

Ingen föranmälan behövs för att besöka visningen, men naturligtvis gäller fortfarande att du inte 
ska besöka oss om du är sjuk. Visningstiderna framgår på sidan 6 och som vi har även visning 
samtidigt som auktionen pågår.

Du kan bjuda via din mobil, surfplatta eller laptop, och det kommer också finnas terminaler till-
gängliga i våra lokaler för att bjuda online. Köpta objekt kan avhämtas löpande under auktionen 
eller efteråt på våra öppettider.

Om du inte har möjlighet att bjuda online så kontakta oss för alternativ. Det går bl.a. bra att före 
auktionen lämna skriftliga bud direkt till oss på vanligt sätt, inklusive till någon av våra medar-
betare under visningen, senast en timme före dina objekt auktioneras. 

Det går även bra att bjuda ”live” på telefon för objekt med utropspris på minst SEK 2000. För 
objekt med lägre utropspriser kommer vi bjuda för din räkning upp till 2000 om konkurrensen 
så kräver och först därefter bekräfta din fortsatta budgivning. Med andra ord, om du inte vill ”gå 
upp till” 2000 för ett objekt som du vill vara med på telefon på, ber vi dig lämna skriftliga bud 
istället. Detta för att påskynda auktionsprocessen.
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Auction schedule
Online live, no auction room.

Wed 22 March Lot no. Section
Starting 11:00 1001– 1126 Sweden, prephilately + postal documentation
 1127– 1582 Sweden, single covers
 1583– 1621 Sweden, postal stationery, etc.
Earliest 14:00  1622– 1773 Sweden, collections
Earliest 15:00 1774– 1804 Nordic countries
 1805– 1907 Non-Scandinavia, A–Z

Viewing: Svartensgatan 6, Stockholm
Monday–Tuesday  20–21 March                10 am–5 pm

Inquiries about lots can be answered a week before the auction onwards. 

   Objekt som auktioneras i Stockholm kan avhämtas i Stockholm vardagar 10–17.

Postal history auction 2
Svartensgatan 6, Stockholm, Wednesday 22 March 2023 at 11 am

Upcoming auctions
Extra auction 2313, Thursday 23 March 2023
Auction 400, Wednesday–Thursday 19–20 April 2023
Coin auction 26, Saturday 13 May 2023
Quality auction 401, Thursday 25 May 2023

Wednesday 22 March, at 11:00

Sweden / Sverige
Crown post / Kronopost

1001K Early letter dated “Christianstad 3 July 1744”.  250:-
1002K Letter dated “Hushagen den 13 jan: 1844”, with crown coil   

and notation “om kronoskjuts”.  100:-

Postage due covers / Lösenförsändelser
1003K Postage due mark 36 ÖRE on cover sent from KIØBENHAVN KB   

1.8 via HELSINGBORG 4.8.1859 to Askersund.  150:-

Bandeaustämplar / Ribbon postmarks
1004K STOCKHOLM. Type 1 on beautiful letter dated “12 apr: 1730”   

sent to Tavastehus, Finland. Postal: 2500:-  700:-
1005K STOCKHOLM. Type 3 on cover sent to Visby. Postal: 2000:-  600:-
1006K STOCKHOLM. Type 2 on letter dated “14 Novemb: 1740” sent to   

Tavastehus, Finland. Postal: 2000:-  600:-

Straight line postmarks / Rakstämplar
1007K LAHOLM. EXCELLENT cancellation on cover sent to Gothenburg.   

Postal: 2000:-  500:-
1008K MOTALA. Cover sent from “MOTALA MECHANISKA   

WERKSTAD” sent to Karlskrona. Postal: 3500:-  800:-
1009K RUNNEBY. Beautiful letter dated “d. 16 Juli 1830” sent   

registered to Kosta. Superb. Postal: 2500:-  700:-
1010K SCHENNINGE. Letter dated “Ornsnäs 6 Feb. 1825” sent to   

Vimmerby. Postal: 2000:-  600:-
1011K STOCKHOLM. Type 5 on beautiful letter dated “Stockholm d: 24   

Marti 1772”, sent to Karlshamn. Superb. Postal: 3500:-  1.000:-
1012K STOCKHOLM. Type 4 on cover dated “1766” by pen, sent to   

Landskrona. Postal: 3500:-  700:-
1013K STOCKHOLM. Type 11 on beautiful letter dated “Stockholm den   

22 Febru. 1813” sent to Gothenburg. Postal: 1000:-  300:-
1014K STRÄNGNÄS. Cover sent to Örebro. Postal: 600:-  150:-
1015K WIMMERBY. Pmk in red colour on letter dated on 27 Janury   

1823 sent to Västervik. Very scarce pmk, allegedly only three   
recorded letters with dated content. Superb exhibition item.   
Postal: 12000:-  3.000:-

Arc postmarks / Bågstämplar
1016K ARBOGA 24.10.1831. Type 1 on beautiful cover sent to Stockholm.   

Ex. Warren. Postal: 2000:-  500:-
1017K ARBOGA 19.5.1834. Type 2 on cover sent to Västerås. Superb.   

Postal: 600:-  150:-
1018K BORGHOLM 3.10.1831. Type 1 on cover sent to Karlskrona.   

EXCELLENT. Postal: 2000:-  500:-
1019K CARLSHAMN 25.12.1834. Type 2 on beautiful cover sent to   

Stockholm. Superb. Postal: 2000:-  600:-
1020K CARLSHAMN 6.3.1833. Type 1 on cover sent to Lund. Superb.   

Postal: 800:-  250:-
1021K CARLSTAD 19.6.1834. Type 4 on cover sent to Falun. Postal: 800:-  200:-
1022K CHRISTIANSTAD 10.8.1833. Type 2 on cover sent to Landskrona.   

Superb. Postal: 1500:-  400:-
1023K CHRISTIANSTAD 22.10.1837. Type 4 on cover sent to Vänersborg.   

Superb. Postal: 800:-  250:-
1024K FAHLUN 1831–32. Type 1 on two covers sent to Hedemora and   

Västerås, respectively. One with small tear. (2). Postal: 1600:-  200:-
1025K GEFLE 12.8.1834. Type 3 on cover sent to Stockholm. Postal: 2000:-  400:-
1026K GEFLE 28.4.1831. Type 1 on beauiful cover sent to Falun.   

Postal: 1200:-  200:-

1027K HERNÖSAND 2.12.1830. Type 1 on cover sent to Stockholm.   
Very scarce cancel. Postal: 6000:-  2.000:-

1028K HÖRBY 7.10.1831. Type 1 on beautiful cover sent to Kristianstad.   
Superb. Postal: 2500:-  700:-

1029K LANDSKRONA 12.7.1835. Type 2 on cover sent to Helsingborg.   
Superb. Postal: 400:-  150:-

1030K NORRTELJE 21.4.1853. Type 3 on cover sent to Stockholm.   
Superb.  100:-

1031K RUNNEBY 7.6.1837. Type 2 on beautiful cover sent to Karlskrona.   
Superb. Postal: 6000:-  1.500:-

1032K SKÖFDE 28.6.1832. Type 1 on cover sent to Hjo. Postal: 1200:-  250:-
1033K STOCKHOLM 13.12.1830. Type 1 on cover front sent to Falun.   

Postal: 800:-  150:-
1034K SÖLFVITSBORG 26.10.1833. Type 1 on beautiful letter sent to   

Lund. Superb. Postal: 3500:-  1.000:-
1035K SÖLFVITSBORG 8.9.1832. Type 1 on beautiful cover sent to   

Stockholm. Superb. Postal: 3500:-  900:-
1036K WESTERVIK 28.9.1832. Type 1 on cover sent to Stockholm.   

Superb. Postal: 2500:-  600:-
1037K WIMMERBY 15.6.1832. Type 1 on letter dated Hagelsrum 15.6.32,   

sent to Stockholm. Postal: 2500:-  400:-

Rectangular postmarks / Fyrkantstämplar
1038K ASKERSUND 2.11.1843. Type 1, EXCELLENT cover sent to   

Stockholm. Postal: 500:-  100:-
1039K CARLSBORG 12.5.1857. Type 2 on cover sent during the skill   

bco stamp period to Gothenburg.  250:-
1040K MORA 1.1.1858. Type 3 on beautiful cover sent during the   

sk bco stamp period to Falun. EXCELLENT.  150:-
1041K NORA 12.6.1856. Type 5 on beautiful letter sent to Helsingborg.   

EXCELLENT. Postal: 1800:-  500:-
1042K NORRKÖPING 29.10.1851. Type 6 on letter sent to Gothenburg.  150:-
1043K PITEÅ 29.11.1855. Type 3 on cover sent during the skill bco   

stamp period to Härnösand. Superb.  200:-
1044K STRÖMSHOLM 28.4.1851. Registered cover sent to Sala. Superb.  150:-
1045K SÖDERKÖPING 12.11.1851. Type 2 on beautiful cover sent to   

Uppsala. EXCELLENT. Postal: 400:-  150:-
1046K SÖDERKÖPING 4.9.1853. Type 3 on beautiful letter sent to   

Strängnäs. EXCELLENT. Postal: 400:-  150:-
1047K WALDEMARSWIK 27.1.1854. Beautiful letter sent to Stockholm.   

EXCELLENT. Postal: 2500:-  700:-
1048K WARBERG 20.6.1840. Type 1 on beautiful letter sent to   

Falkenberg. Postal: 500:-  150:-
1049K WENERSBORG 1.6.1841. Type 2 on beautiful registered cover   

sent to Mariestad. Superb.  150:-
1050K ÖREBRO 6.2.1856. Type 5 on letter sent during the skill bco   

stamp period. Forwarded from NYKÖPING 11.2.1856 (type 2) to   
Stockholm.  250:-

Circle postmarks / Cirkelstämplar
1051K STOCKHOLM 18.4.1854. Nice small “ladies envelope” with overall   

decorativ embossing on back.  100:-
1052K WENERSBORG 24.6.1853. Beautiful cover sent to Trofsnäs fält,   

Åmål. Notation “åtföljer Herr G. Norströms postväska till Trofsnäs.  100:-
1053P WESTERÅS 31.10.1856. Letter with attached receipt for a   

registered letter prepaid with 16 sk bco sent to Westerås and   
acknowledged at the P.O. at “Smedjebacken den 20 Novbr 1856”.  100:-

NB! The buyer commission on all items of the auction is 25 %.
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1080K Netherlands. Incoming letter dated “Amsterdam 21 Octbr 1843”   
sent to Stockholm. Cancellations AMTSERDAM 21.10, FRANCO   
HAMBURG, ST.P.A. 24.OCT.43, and KS&NPC HAMBURG   
24.OCT.43. Very fine and unusually early.  500:-

1081K Netherlands. Unpaid cover sent from STOCKHOLM 11.10.1865 to   
AMSTERDAM 15.10.65. Cancellations 3¼ a.P. och LÜBECK   
LAUENBURG 14.10.  200:-

1082K Russia. Beautiful letter sent from ST PETERSBURG to   
STOCKHOLM 6.TUR 15.10.(1868).  300:-

1083K USA. Unpaid cover sent from LINKÖPING 5.8.1877 to FARIBAULT   
MINN. 25.AUG. Cancellations PKXP Nr 2 6.3.1877, T, and U.S.   
CURRENCY 10. Early postage due cover post-GPU.  300:-

Collections prephilately / Förfilatelisamlingar
1084P Prephilately lot 1750–1869 on visir leaves. E.g. crown mail   

incl. crown marks. Motly fine quality (14)  700:-
1085P Prephilately collection STRAIGHT LINE pmks A/D/E-counties   

on visir leaves. Duplicate lot. Motly fine quality (10)  500:-
1086P Prephilately collection STRAIGHT LINE pmks K/M-counties on   

visir leaves. Duplicate lot incl. one registered cover. Motly   
fine quality (12)  500:-

1087P Prephilately collection STRAIGHT LINE pmks N/P-counties on   
visir leaves. Duplicate lot incl. one registered cover. Motly   
fine quality (21)  800:-

1088P Prephilately collection STRAIGHT LINE pmks O-county on visir   
leaves. Duplicate lot incl. one registered cover. Motly fine   
quality (23)  500:-

1089P Prephilately collection STRAIGHT LINE pmks R–T/X-counties   
on visir leaves. Duplicate lot. Motly fine quality (25)  600:-

1090P Prephilately collection ARC pmks A–E-counties on visir leaves.   
Duplicate lot. Motly fine quality (14)  800:-

1091P Prephilately collection ARC pmks F–I/K-counties on visir   
leaves. Duplicate lot, incl. e.g. type 1 of CALMAR and   
JÖNKÖPING. Motly fine quality (16)  1.000:-

1092P Prephilately collection ARC pmks L–N-counties on visir leaves.   
Duplicate lot, incl. e.g. type 2 of KONGSBACKA. Motly fine   
quality (17)  1.200:-

1093P Prephilately collection ARC pmks O-county on visir leaves.   
Duplicate lot. Motly fine quality (16)  1.200:-

1094P Prephilately collection ARC pmks P–Z-counties on visir leaves.   
Duplicate lot. Motly fine quality (12)  500:-

1095P Prephilately collection ARC pmks R–Z-counties on visir leaves.   
Duplicate lot. Motly fine quality (13)  700:-

1096P Prephilately collection RECTANGULAR pmks A–D-counties on   
visir leaves. Duplicate lot. Motly fine quality (26)  500:-

1097P Prephilately collection RECTANGULAR pmks E-county on visir   
leaves. Duplicate lot, incl. six registered covers. Motly   
fine quality (39)  800:-

1098P Prephilately collection RECTANGULAR pmks F–H-counties on   
visir leaves. Duplicate lot, incl. one registered cover.   
Motly fine quality (60)  1.200:-

1099P Prephilately collection RECTANGULAR pmks K–L-counties on   
visir leaves. Duplicate lot, incl. one registered cover.   
Motly fine quality (64)  1.200:-

1100P Prephilately collection RECTANGULAR pmks M-county on visir   
leaves. Duplicate lot, incl. two registered covers. Motly   
fine quality (58)  1.200:-

1101P Prephilately collection RECTANGULAR pmks N/P-counties on   
visir leaves. Duplicate lot, incl. four registered covers,   
one with notation “med Snällpost” and one with “Postporto ej   
betaldt”. Motly fine quality (69)  1.200:-

1102A Prephilately collection RECTANGULAR pmks O-county in   
Leuchtturm album. Duplicate lot, incl. six registered covers.   
Motly fine quality (110)  1.400:-

1103A Prephilately collection RECTANGULAR pmks R-county in   
Leuchtturm album. Duplicate lot, incl. two registered covers.   
Mostly fine quality (74)  1.400:-

1104P Prephilately collection RECTANGULAR pmks S/T-counties on   
visir leaves. Duplicate lot, incl. one registered cover.   
Motly fine quality (67)  1.200:-

1105P Prephilately collection RECTANGULAR pmks U/W/X/Z-counties   
on visir leaves. Duplicate lot, incl. one registered cover.   
Motly fine quality (46)  1.000:-

1106P Prephilately collection FREE-LETTER pmks on visir leaves.   
Duplicate lot, of which ten in semicircular style. Motly fine   
quality (11)  300:-

1107P Prephilately lot on visir leaves. Mostly somewhat better,   
e.g. arc pmks KÖPING type 1, UPSALA type 1 and WENERSBORG   
type 3, and rectangular pmks BORÅS type 2, ENKÖPING type 1   
on urgent letter with notation “angeläget” and WENERSBORG   
type 4 (P: 2000). Several superb ones. (6)  1.000:-

1108A Prephilately collection CIRCULAR pmks 1840s–1860s in Leuchtturm   
album. Duplicate lot, incl. coloured ones. Motly fine quality (73)  800:-

Foreign-related covers / Utlandsanknytning
1054K Norway. Prepaid letter sent from GÖTHEBORG “29 Sept 1828”   

to Mandal. Prepaid postage 6 sk bco. Unusually early letter to   
Norway. Ex. Nilsson.  600:-

1055K Norway. Unpaid 2-fold letter sent from GÖTEBORG 19.10.1867   
to Porsgrund (close to Lauvrig). Postage due note “13”   
(skilling specie) incl the delivery fee.  400:-

1056K Denmark. Letter sent from HELSINGOER 6.10.1845 via Helsingborg   
to Falkenberg. Transit mark OBETALT FR. DANNEMARK H:BORG   
6.OCT.45.  200:-

1057K Denmark. Letter sent from YSTAD 7.9.1846 (type 1) to Helsingör.   
Franco notation “fr. tout”. Superb.  200:-

1058K Finland. Unpaid cover sent from STOCKHOLM 11.3.1842 to   
Christinestad. Postage due notation “Lös: 9½ k sm”. Superb.  250:-

1059K Finland. Unpaid cover sent from STOCKHOLM 26.11.1858 to   
Helsinki. Arrival cancellation ANK 4.12. Postage due notation   
20” (kop). Nice item.  200:-

1060K Finland. Incoming unpaid cover sent from HELSINFORS x.12.1873   
to Stockholm. Postage due notation “35”.  150:-

1061K Austria. Beautiful cover sent from STOCKHOLM 12.7.1862 to   
Vienna. AUS SCHWEDEN in red colour.  600:-

1062K Great Britain. Unpaid letter sent from STOCKHOLM 23.8.1842   
“via Gothenburg” to HULL 29.AU.1842, and to London. Arrival   
pmk J 30.AU.1842. Postage due note “1/8” (1s 8d).  150:-

1063K Great Britian. Letter sent from GEFLE 21.6.1846 to London.   
Notation “Franco Hamburg”. Transit pmk KSPNC I STRALSUND   
D. 27 JUNI (P: 1500:-) and with arrival pmk.  400:-

1064K Great Britain. Partly prepaid letter sent from GÖTHEBORG   
17.9.1847 to London. Cancellations KSNPC HAMBURG 21SEP.1847,   
T 21.SEP, and BX 24.SP.1847. Postage notations “Pr Dampfsschiff”   
and “10” (sk bco) for the payment to StadtPostAmt, Hamburg.   
Postage due notation “1/8” (1s 8d).  150:-

1065K Great Britain. Partly prepaid letter sent from STOCKHOLM   
27.2.1849 via HAMBURG 6.MAR.1849 to London, with arrival   
pmk OZ 10.MR.1849.  150:-

1066K Great Britain. Letter sent from LONDON PAID 21.JA.58 to   
Stockholm. Cancellations e.g. P, FRANCO and KSPA HAMBURG   
24.1.1858.  300:-

1067K Great Britain. Unpaid letter sent from GÖTHEBORG 23.6.1858   
“via Ostende” to Scotland. Cancellations KS&NPA HAMBURG   
26.6.1858, HAMBURG 26.JUN.1858, LONDON 28,JU, STIRLING   
29.JN.1858 and DUNFERMLINE 29.JN.1858. Accountancy note “5”   
(Sgr) and postage due notation “1/2” (1s 2d).  150:-

1068K Great Britain. Unpaid letter sent from STOCKHOLM 11.2.1859 to   
Scotland. Cancellations HELSINGØR, KSPA HAMBURG 16.2.1859,   
HAMBURG 17.2.1859, LONDON 19.FE.59 and DUNFERMLINE  
28.FE.1859. Accountancy note “5” (Sgr) and postage due notation “1/2”   
(1s 2d).  150:-

1069K Great Britain. Unpaid letter sent from STOCKHOLM 5.2.1870 to   
EDINBURGH 16.FE.70. Postage due notation”6d” changed to “8” (d).  150:-

1070K Chile. Unpaid cover sent from MÖRRUM 10.11.1889, addressed   
to a sailor onboard the Kosmos “Abydos” (German). Cancellations   
PKXP No 2A UTR 14.11.1889, T, VALPARAISO CHILE 17.DIC.89,   
and VALPARAISO 10C MULTADA. Very decorative letter paper   
(partly burst in the foldings) with interesting content about   
that the sender consciously didn’t prepaid for the letter,   
as according to hearsay, unpaid letters to sailors would arrive   
safer. Early unpaid cover to Chile and highly interesting item.  500:-

1071K France. Partly prepaid letter sent from STOCKHOLM 31.3.1843                      
to Bordeaux. Cancellations KS&NPC HAMBURG 7.APR.43,   
HAMBURG 7.APR, CPR3 and BORDEAUX 14.AVRIL.43.   
Postage due notation “19” (decimes).  250:-

1072K France. Unpaid cover sent from STOCKHOLM 12.10.1857, via   
SUEDE-QUIEVRAIN 16.OCT.57, to PARIS 17.OCT.57. Postage due   
cancellation 10. Also notation “per ångbåt” (by steamer).  250:-

1073K Germany. Letter dated “Lübeck d 15 Oct 46” sent “pr Damfschiff   
Gauthiod” (P: +800:-) to STOCKHOLM 19.10.1846 (P: 2000:-).   
Nice item.  600:-

1074K Germany. Beautiful unpaid cover sent from KSPA HAMBURG (black   
cancellation). 1.9.1858, via KDOPA HAMBURG 1.9 and “Lubeck”,   
to Stockholm. Postage due cancellation 45 ÖRE. Superb.  200:-

1075K Germany. Unpaid cover sent from HAMBURG KSPA(D) 21.11.1866   
to Svenljunga. Transit SÖDRA ST.BANAN 22.11.1866 and postage   
due notation “45” (öre). EXCELLENT.  300:-

1076K Germany. Four incoming prepaid covers sent from BERLIN in   
1870–71 to Stockholm. One cover with the cancellation filled   
in with ink. Very fine. (4).  250:-

1077K Germany. Incoming prepaid cover sent from HAMBURG 6.2.71 to   
Stockholm. Single line mark FRANCO. Superb.  150:-

1078K Germany. Incoming prepaid cover sent from HAMBURG 11.5.1874   
to Stockholm. Superb.  150:-

1079K Germany. Unpaid cover sent from STOCKHOLM 10.10.89 to   
DRESDEN 13.10.89. Postage due cancel T and notation “40” (pf).   
Scarce this late with totally unpaid covers sent abroad.  100:-
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1109P Prephilately lot FOREIGN-RELATED on visir leaves. Unstamped   
letters/covers sent to/from Finland, Germany, Great Britain and   
USA, 1840s–1870s, respectively. Somewhat mixed quality (13)  1.000:-

1110P Prephilately lot FOREIGN-related covers on visir leaves. Four   
covers sent to France with postage due marks, thre cover sent   
to Norway, one to Finland and one to Great Britain. Mostly   
good quality (9)  800:-

1111P Prephilately collection FOREIGN-RELATED covers on visir   
leaves. Incl. postage due marks. Motly fine quality (6)  400:-

Postal documentation / Postal dokumentation
1112K Postal documentation, Early “TELEGRAF-DEPESCH” cover   

with print “Lösen: 10 öre Rmt”, sent to Stockholm. Also including   
the telegram dated in Linköping den 1 Octbr 1857”. Scarce.  100:-

1113K Postal documentation, Internal PS-envelope sent insured from   
ÖSTRA KORSBERGA 15.6.1889 to Lemhult.  100:-

1114 79 Postal documentation, 5 öre green. G V on postcard,   
 canc. STOCKHOLM 24.12.17 and ant. in red “Ej Poststation   
 Boberg? Linköping, Enköping?”. Canc. POSTDIREKTION   
 Ö.D. 2.1.1918.  200:-

1115K Postal documentation, Telegraphic business. Telegram, Stockholm   
30.10.1890, with interesting content: “il-telegram ... Ett skeppsvrak  
drifvande utanför Agön, detta är antagligen “Akeona”. Delgif   
skyndsamt “Neptun”.  100:-

Postal forms / Postala blanketter
1116K  Postal form, Postal form No. 75 cancelled with   

 experimental pmk in beehive style NORRKÖPING 3.6.1882,   
 type 1b. Weak folds do not touch the cancellations. P: 800  300:-

1117P  Postal form, Unnumbered, early receipt for closed   
 registered mail, regarding a letter sent from LANDSKRONA   
 15.1.1871 to Säfsjö in 1871.  100:-

1118K  Postal form, Unnumbered form, excerpts from the arrival-  
 register concerning arrived covers from Gamleby to   
 KALMAR 1.6.1866.  200:-

1119P  Postal form, Unnumbered form, excerpt from the arrival   
 register sued in Gamleby for mail sent from GÖTEBORG   
 1.6.1866.  100:-

1120K  Postal form, Unnumbered form, letter list for mail   
 sent between GAMLEBY 13.8.1868 and   
 CARLSHAMN 15.8.1868.  150:-

1121K  Postal form, Litt. T, receipt for telegram sent   
 between Åtvidaberg and Vadstena 1875. Age affected.  100:-

1122K  Postal form, (Blankett n:r 1. September 1883.), Saving   
 Postal Bank, request for a bank book dated HAPARANDA   
 14.4.1884.  150:-

1123K  Postal form, Blankett n:r 238 b. (Maj 1898.), specified   
 business hours for the post office in Hietaniemi.  100:-

1124K 175A Postal form, Blankett n:r 329 (November 20), complaint   
 regarding a registered letter. Cancelled ÖREGRUND   
 25.5.1925. As normal, the form somewhat fragile.  100:-

Postal documents collections / Samlingar postala blanketter
1125P Postal documents lot 1888–1958 on visir leaves. Money orders   

incl. two with coupons, receipt for giro-payment card and   
COD-items, tax money order, military parcel, address changes,   
etc. Somewhat mixed quality (14)  600:-

1126P Postal documents lot on visir leaves. Bl. 493. (Juni 45.),   
postal station agreement regarding Harrseleforsen, Blankett   
(lbb./pd.) 1910. aug. 1922. Contract for the mail line   
Turajärvi–Gustafsberg, and a form regarding assignment to   
hold a vacancy or position for a certain period of time in   
Eksjö for six weeks in 1885. (6)  400:-

Single covers / Singlar försändelser
Skilling Banco

1127 2 4 skill blue. on cover, rectangular canc.    
 UPSALA 23.8.1855.  * 300:-

1128K 2 4 Skilling Banco on very beautiful cover sent    
 from ALINGSÅS 12.12.1855 to Skövde. Superb.  * 300:-

1129K 2 4 skill blue on cover sent from WESTERÅS    
 15.7.1857 to Stockholm.  * 300:-

1130K 2e 4 skill blue, medium-thick paper, allegedly    
 del. (print) 7a. Beautiful cover sent from    
 LINKÖPING 4.12.1856 to Stockholm. Further    
 information can be studied online.  * 500:-

1131K 2l 4 skill greenish blue, medium-thick paper,    
 allegedly del. (print) 14b2. Ship letter sent    
 from Sundsvall to STOCKHOLM 11.JUN.1858.    
 Signature and certificate by Sjöman. Small    
 piece of tape at bottom. Further information    
 can be studied online.  * 500:-

1132K 2m 4 skill blue, clear print, medium-thick paper,    
 allegedly delivery (print) 13a. Superb cover    
 with content, sent from KÖPING 22.6.1858 to    
 Arboga. Further information, e.g. about the    
 sender and mail conveyance can be studied online.  * 800:-

Local stamps / Lokalmärkestyp
1133K 13a 3 öre olive-brown, allegedly delivery (print)    

 3. Local cover with content, sent within    
 NORRKÖPING 13.5.1862. Small imperfections    
 incl. a fold through the stamp. Further    
 information, e.g. about the local P.O. in    
 Stockholm can be studied online. F 5000  * 600:-

Coat-of-arms / Vapentyp
1134K 7a1, 9c1, 11a   5+12+30 öre on eary and very fine    

 registered cover with preserved seals and    
 laces on reverse. Sent from NORRKÖPING 8.9.1858    
 to Kisa. Further information can be studied online.  * 1.500:-

1135K 7b1, 9c3 5+12 öre on beautiful ship mail letter sent    
 from Malmö to Danmark. Only cancelled with    
 foreign pmks, e.g. 1 (Copenhagen), FRA SVERRIG    
 1.6.1869, KIØBENHAVN K B 1.6 and AARHUS 2.6.    
 Somewhat aged. A lot of further information,    
 e.g. about the mail conveyance can be studied    
 online.  * 2.000:-

1136K 7d, 11e1 2×5+30 öre on very fine cover sent from    
 GÖTEBORG 23.12.1864 to Germany. Vertical fold    
 through one stamp and some minor faults.    
 Certificate HOW 3 (3,1,4) (3,3,1) 3 (1988).    
 Ex. Sjöman. F 9000  * 1.000:-

1137K 8, 10, 11   9+24+30 öre on very beautiful cover sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 17.4.1861 to Germany. Transit    
 HAMBURG KSPA(D) 22.4.1861 and arrival pmk    
 7–9VM 23.4. Certificate NS very fine (1985).    
 Further information, e.g. about the rate and    
 mail conveyance can be studied online.  * 3.500:-

1138K 9 12 öre on cover with notation “Registreras”,    
 sent from ÅBY 2.12.1860 to Ängelholm. Further    
 information can be studied online.  * 500:-

1139K 9 12 öre on beautiful cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 to LUND 25.7.1866, then forewarded to GÖTEBORG    
 26.7.1866, and finally back to to Lund again.    
 Notation “Retour”. Superb.  * 200:-

1140K 9, 10 12+24 öre on beautiful registered cover sent    
 from MARIESTAD 26.8.1867 to Järna Station.    
 The upper back flap is missing.  * 300:-

1141K 9, 10 12+24 öre on cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 12.10.1871 “via Gothenburg”, to Great Britain.    
 Arrival pmk LONDON E.C. PAID 16.OC.71.    
 One stamp defective.  * 300:-

1142K 9b1 12 öre dark blue on cover sent from HJO 17.8.1858    
 to Uddevalla. Very scarce shade on cover. F 1200  * 250:-

1143K 9c1 12 öre on fantastic beautiful cover cancelled    
 with blue cancellations HUDIKSVALL 25.4.1859,    
 sent to Söderhamn. Further information can    
 be studied online.  * 1.500:-

1144K 9c1 12 öre blue on interesting cover sent from    
 LYSEKIL 18.8.1859 to Smedjebacken. Undeliverable    
 and forwarded (“Retour”) via Lindesberg to    
 Lysekil “27.8”. Further information can be    
 studied online.  * 600:-

1145K 9c1 12 öre on cover with EXCELLENT cancellations    
 TROSA 12.11.1858, sent to Rammundeboda.    
 Further information can be studied online.  * 500:-

1146K 9c1 3×12 öre on 3-fold cover with notation    
 “Registreras” and with cancel REGSTR:    
 (P: +1200). Sent from STOCKHOLM 9.11.1860 to    
 Karlskrona. Further information can be studied    
 online.  * 500:-

1147K 9c1–f2 12 öre blue–light ultramarine blue on superb    
 cover sent from ÅHRE 31.3.1861 (last year    
 figures added by ink manuscript) to Östersund.    
 Certificate by HOW 3, 3, 4, 4 (states 9c1).  * 800:-

1148K 9c2 12 öre on cover sent from ÖDESHÖG 26.8.1864    
 to Linköping. Further information can be    
 studied online.  * 400:-

1149K 9c2 12 öre blue on interesting cover with content    
 with Charta Sigillata 25 öre, sent from WEXIÖ    
 16.2.1864 to Malmö. Weak archive fold through    
 the stamp. A lot of further information, e.g.    
 about the content can be studied online.  * 300:-
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1150K 9c2 12 öre on ship letter dated “Svall d. 2 Juni”,    
 cancelled upon arrival STOCKHOLMS K: K:    
 3.6.1866 and STOCKHOLM 1.TUR 4.6. Further    
 information can be studied online.  * 300:-

1151K 9c2 12 öre on beautiful letter dated “Arboga d.    
 10 juli 1865”, sent from WEST.ST.BANAN    
 11.7.1865 to Karlsborg. Further information    
 can be studied online.  * 300:-

1152K 9c3 12 öre on insufficiently prepaid letter dated    
 “Stockholm d. 2 oktob 66”, sent from W.S.B.    
 3.10.66 to Denmark. Cancel OTILLR:FRANCO    
 (P: +3000) and postage due note “7” (rbs). Further    
 information can be studied online.  * 1.500:-

1153K 9c3 12 öre blue, perforation of 1865 on beautiful    
 cover sent from GYSINGE 4.3.1868 to Stockholm    
 (address replaced with Upsala) with notation    
 “medföljer Professor N. G. Kjellbergs post”.    
 A lot of further information, e.g. about the    
 addressee can be studied online.  * 400:-

1154K 9c3 12 öre on beautiful cover dated “Götheborg    
 30 Sep” sent from SÖDRA ST.BANAN 1.10.1867    
 to Landskrona. A lot of further information,    
 e.g. about the addressee can be studied online.  * 300:-

1155K 9c3 12 öre on ship letter dated “Piteå den 23    
 Augusti 1867” sent “pr Berzelius” to STOCKHOLMS    
 K: K: 29.8.1867. A lot of further information,    
 e.g. about the steamer can be studied online.  * 300:-

1156K 9c3 12 öre blue, perforation of 1865 on cover    
 with content dated “SKÖFDE DEN 16 April 1869”    
 sent from PKXP Nr 6 16.4.1869 to Lagerfors    
 Bruk. A lot of further information, e.g.    
 about the addressee can be studied online.  * 300:-

1157K 9c3 12 öre on beautifu cover sent from PKXP N:r    
 10 17.3.1869 to Uddevalla. Further information    
 can be studied online.  * 300:-

1158K 9c3 12 öre on ship letter dated “Öregrund d 5    
 Octobr”, cancelled upon arrival STOCKHOLMS    
 K: K: 6.10.1871 and STOCKHOLM 2.TUR 6.10.    
 Further information can be studied online.  * 300:-

1159K 9c3, 10d2   12+24 öre on fantastic 3-fold cover sent from    
 ÅBY 16.4.1867 to Ystad. Further information    
 can be studied online. Superb.  * 1.500:-

1160K 9d1 12 öre light blue on superb cover wuth content,    
 sent from FJELLBACKA 13.2.1860 (pmk in blue    
 colour) to Uddevalla. A lot of further information,    
 e.g. about the sender can be studied online.  * 700:-

1161K 9d1 2×12 öre on cover sent from STOCKHOLM 12.1.1860    
 to Norway. Further information can be studied    
 online.  * 700:-

1162K 9d1 12 öre light blue on superb military cover    
 with a seal “OMBERG KOMPANI EXPEDTS    
 SIGILL” on reverse, sent from ÖDESHÖG 9.1.1860    
 to Björke. A lot of further information, e.g.    
 about the receiving regiment can be studied    
 online.  * 500:-

1163K 9d1 12 öre light blue on beautiful cover sent    
 from MORA 19.10.1860 to Skövde. Superb.  * 250:-

1164K 9d3 3×12 öre on beautiful registered cover sent    
 from SÖDERTELJE 4.2.1869 to Jönköping.    
 Further information can be studied online.  * 800:-

1165K 9d3 12 öre light blue, perforation of 1865 on    
 interesting cover cancelled STOCKHOLMS K:K:    
 18.1.1869, sent to STOCKHOLM 19.1.1869. Then    
 forwarded to Smedby with notation “Medföljer    
 Baron Åkerhjelms post”. A lot of further    
 information, e.g. about the addressee can be    
 studied online.  * 400:-

1166K 9d3 12 öre on cover with cancel 3.TÅG, sent from    
 ESLÖF 26.5.1868 to Landskrona. Further    
 information can be studied online.  * 400:-

1167K 9d3 12 öre on cover sent from UPSALA 18.7.1870    
 via PKXP Nr 1 19.7.1870 to Mölno railway    
 station and Mostaberg. Two missing corner    
 perfs, still beautiful. Further information    
 can be studied online.  * 300:-

1168K 9e1 12 öre ultramarine blue on letter dated    
 “Stockholm d. 3 okt. 1859”, sent “pr Chapman”    
 (ship notation) to Luleå. The stamp is    
 cancelled by an ink cross. Also with the    
 correspondning freight bill. Further information,    
 e.g. about the steamer can be studied online.  * 900:-

1169K 9e2 12 öre ultramarine blue, from THE PROOF PLATE    
 (delivery (print) 43), on beautiful cover    
 sent from LUND 18.9.1863 to Vingåker. Scarce    
 and sought-after. Ex. Stavenow.  * 2.000:-

1170K 9f1 12 öre dark ultramarine blue on beautiful    
 cover sent from WISBY 19.1.1861, then forwarded    
 from WIMMERBY 25.1.1861 to Stockholm.    
 Further information can be studied online.  * 700:-

1171K 9g 12 öre green-blue on recorded cover sent from    
 ÅMÅL 16.5.1861 to Vänersborg. Notation    
 “Registreras”. Scarce service from smaller towns.  * 300:-

1172K 9h1 12 öre bright ultramarine on beautiful cover    
 sent from WRIGSTAD 10.2.1862 to Vimmerby.    
 The seal on the reverse have been cut out.    
 One or two short perfs. according to certificate    
 by Obe (1981). Further information can be    
 studied online.  * 500:-

1173K 9h1, 10d1   12+24 öre on very beautiful cover with    
 content and printed “CERTEPARTIE” (freight    
 contract), sent from UDDEVALLA 20.9.1862 to    
 Denmark. FRANCO mark on front and arrival    
 pmk HELSINGØR 23.9.1862 on reverse. Further    
 information can be studied online.  * 1.400:-

1174K 9h2 12 öre dark bluish ultramarine on beautiful    
 cover sent from CARLSKRONA 27.7.1862 to    
 Växjö. Superb.  * 300:-

1175K 9i 2×12 öre dull ultramarine on interesting    
 cover dated “Warberg d. 27 Sept. 1862” sent    
 to Falkenberg. Each stamp is cancelled with    
 bar cancellation type a with two crossing    
 bars, which was used on letters for which    
 the stamps were not cancelled, when arriving    
 by postal coach to Falkenberg. The letter is    
 strenghtend on the inside with tape. Very    
 unusual with such letters with double rate.    
 Certificate by HOW 3 (3,3) (–) 3 (2017)    
 (seemingly without traces of grease). A lot    
 of further information, e.g. about the bar    
 cancel can be studied online.  * 3.500:-

1176K 9i 12 öre dull ultramarine on ship letter sent    
 from Stockholm “pr Berzelius” to UMEÅ    
 31.10.1862. Further information can be studied    
 online.  * 400:-

1177K 9i 12 öre dull ultramarine on printed list of    
 customs-cleared goods from the Customs House    
 in Stockholm, sent as folded letter from    
 STOCKHOLM 21.6.1861 by S/S Berzelius to Piteå.    
 A lot of further information, e.g. about the    
 steamer can be studied online.  * 300:-

1178K 9j1 12 öre ultramarine-grey on ship letter dated    
 “Gefle den 27 September 1861” and with notation    
 “pr Alex. Humboldt”. Cancelled upon arrival    
 STOCKHOLM 28.SEP.61. Further information can    
 be studied online. Signed by O.P.  * 500:-

1179K 9j2 12 öre blackish ultramarine on beautiful cover    
 sent from CARLSTAD 11.8.1861 to Uddevalla.    
 Very scarce shade on cover, not priced in Facit.  * 3.000:-

1180K 9k 12 öre blue-ultramarine on cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 7.7.1862 to Färna. Scarce shade    
 on cover. A lot of further information, e.g.    
 about the shade can be studied online.  * 900:-

1181K 9k 12 öre blue-ultramarine. Letter sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 19.6.1862 to Skövde. Ex. Stavenow.    
 F 1500  * 400:-

1182K 9l 2x12 öre blue, dense background on beautiful    
 cover sent from MORA 28.7.1863 to Norway.    
 Superb.  * 400:-

1183K 9l 12 öre blue, dense background on cover sent from    
 DROTTNINGHOLM 25.6.1863 to Gothenburg.  * 200:-

1184K 10 24 öre on 2-fold cover sent from FAHLUN    
 21.8.1862 to Nora.  * 200:-

1185K 10, 9 12+24 öre on 3-fold cover from KRISTIANSTAD    
 5.12.1865 to Anderslöf, via MALMÖ 6.12.1865.    
 F 1200  * 200:-

1186K 10d1 3×24 öre on beautiful cover sent from ENGELHOLM    
 6.8.1860 to Germany. One defective corner    
 perf. of less importance. Further information    
 can be studied online. Ex. Lauson H. Stone.  * 2.000:-

1187K 10d1 2×24 öre orange-yellow in pair on very fine–   
 superb 4-fold cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 24.1.1863 to Halmstad. Further information    
 can be studied online. Certificate HOW 3-4,    
 (3,3), (4,4), 4 (1991)..  * 1.000:-
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1188K 10d1, 11b   2×24+2×30 öre on beautiful cover sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 10.5.1861 to Great Britain.    
 Transit HAMBURG KSPA(D) 15.5.1861 and    
 LONDON PAID 18.MY.61 and arrival pmk    
 BEAULY A 19.MY.1861. A lot of further    
 information, e.g. about the addressee and mail    
 conveyance can be studied online.  * 4.000:-

1189K 10d2, 9c3   12+24 öre on fine registered cover sent    
 from HERNÖSAND 5.8.1869 to Torp. Small    
 imperfections, still very beautiful. Further    
 information can be studied online. Certificate    
 HOW.  * 500:-

1190K 10h2 24 öre reddish orange on beautiful 2-fold    
 cover sent from HERNÖSAND 4.9.1868 to    
 Stockholm.  * 300:-

1191K 11 30 öre on beautiful registered cover sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 11.11.1871 to Ystad. F 2000  * 300:-

1192K 11a 2×30 öre dark red-brown (in pair) on very    
 beautiful cover sent from STOCKHOLM 24.9.1858    
 to Finland. Arrival pmk ANK 28.9. A lot of    
 further information, e.g. about the addressee    
 and the mail conveyance can be studied online.  * 600:-

1193K 11b 30 öre red-brown on superb partly pre-paid    
 (“Franco Gränsen”) cover with content, sent    
 from ASKERSUND 11.7.1859 “via Grislehamn” to    
 Finland. Transit pmk STOCKHOLM 5.AUG.59.    
 A lot of further information, e.g. about the    
 addressee and mail conveyance can be studied    
 online.  * 1.200:-

1194K 11d2, 9c3   12+30 öre on beautiful cover sent from    
 HUDIKSWALL 17.10.1868 to France. Arrival pmk    
 AMIENS 23.OCT.68. The seal on the reverse is    
 cut out. Further information can be studied    
 online.  * 1.500:-

1195K 11e2, 14Bc2   3+2×30 öre on very fine cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 3.1.1868 to France. Arrival pmk    
 BORDEAUX 12.JANV.68. Further information    
 can be studied online.  * 2.500:-

1196K 12a, 10a 24 öre dark orange in strong colour and 50    
 öre carmine rose, a scarce colour variety    
 from the first delivery, on a nice cover sent    
 from GÖTHEBORG 29.10.1858 to Rydboholm.    
 Archive folds do not touch the stamps.    
 Certificate by HOW 3 (3,4) (2,3) (3). Further    
 information can be studied online.  * 1.700:-

1197K 12c, 9h1 12+50 öre on beautiful insured cover sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 29.11.1861 to Sturefors.    
 Superb. Certificate by HOW 4 (3,4) (4,4) 4 (2011).    
 Further information can be studied online.  * 1.000:-

Lying lion / Liggande lejon
1198K 14Bb 3 öre dark olive-tinged grey-brown on superb    

 printed matter cancelled STOCKHOLM. 3.TUR    
 21.7. Further information can be studied    
 online. Certificate Harbrecht 4, 3, 5, 4 (1989).  * 700:-

1199K 14Bc1 4×3 öre brown on beautiful cover cancelled    
 STOCKHOLM 3.TUR 12.7.  * 500:-

1200K 14Bc1 3 öre brown, type II, perforation of 1855 on    
 beautiful cover with content, regarding a    
 call to a shooting practice, dated “1865” by    
 pencil. Cancelled STOCKHOLM 2.TUR 29.7.    
 A lot of further information, e.g. about the    
 addressee can be studied online.  * 400:-

Circle type perf. 14 / Ringtyp tandning 14
1201K 18a, bKe2   Postcard 6 öre additionally franked with    

 4 öre, sent from PKXP Nr 2 NED 18.8.1878 to    
 the Netherlands. Arrival pmk’s ROTTERDAM    
 20.AUG.78, and C.58. Certificate HOW 3 3 (4    
 4) 3 (2013). Only two recorded pcs with Circle    
 type perf 14 to this destination. EXHIBTION    
 ITEM. F 6000+  * 2.000:-

1202K 18a, bKe2CI   4 öre on postcard 6 öre sent from    
 STOCKHOLM C 24.12.1878 via Russia to Finland.    
 Transit pmk’s at back and arrival pmk ANK    
 31.12. F 6000  * 2.000:-

1203K 18b, bKe2CI   4 öre black grey-black on postcard sent    
 from GÖTEBORG 22.12.1878 to Great Britain.    
 The pc slightly climate affected at bottom.    
 Scarce combination and very rare shade on    
 cover. Certificate HOW 3,3,4,3 (2016). Ex.    
 Ahlström. F 12000  * 3.000:-

1204K 19a, 17d, 22   5 öre dull bluish green + 3+20 öre on    
 beautiful cover sent from STOCKHOLM 16.8.1873    
 to Finland. 20 öre somewhat oxidized. F 5000  * 600:-

1205K 20c 6 öre ultramarine-violet, on ordinary paper,    
 in strong colour. Beautiful printed matter    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 17.4.1873 to Vinslöv.    
 F 3000  * 500:-

1206K 20e 6 öre reddish violet in wonderful colour on    
 printed matter sent from MALMÖ 30.10.1873 to    
 Ronneby. Some perf. imperfections, nevertheless    
 very beautiful. F 2500  * 200:-

1207K 20h 6 öre bluish grey on printed matter sent from    
 HÖGANÄS 10.5.1875 to Borgholm. Folds, otherwise    
 superb. Scarce shade on cover. F 3000  * 700:-

1208K 20i 6 öre dull blue-lilac on beautiful printed    
 matter sent from GÖTEBORG 10.6.1875 to    
 Ronneby. Superb.  * 200:-

1209K 20j 6 öre lilac on beautiful local cover cancelled    
 STOCKHOLM 1.TUR 3.1.1876. Unusually early    
 TUR-cancel with year. Superb.  * 200:-

1210K 20k 6 öre red-lilac on beautiful printed matter    
 sent from SÖDERTELJE 8.9.1876 to Trosa.  * 200:-

1211K 20k 2x6 öre red-lilac on cover sent from MEDEVI    
 19.2.1878 to Linköping.  * 200:-

1212K 21j 12 öre pale blue on cover with EXCELLENT    
 cancellation GEFLE 23.8.1873. Sent to Visby.    
 Superb.  * 150:-

1213K 22 20 öre on cover sent from STOCKHOLM C 17.9.1876    
 to Finland. Arrival pmk ANK 23.9 in blue    
 colour. Weak fold through the stamp.  * 100:-

1214K 22, 24, 26   20+24+50 öre on insured cover with listed    
 content, sent from STOCKHOLM 27.10.1874 to    
 Enånger. Small imperfections incl. 20 öre    
 oxidized. Scarce combination, only two recorded    
 covers according to Facit.  * 500:-

1215K 22h 20 öre brick red. Beautiful cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 16.6.1877 to Portugal. Oval FRANCA    
 and arrival pmk LISBOA 25.6. Scarce destination.  * 600:-

1216K 23 20/20 öre red, double print. Very fine cover sent    
 from GÖTEBORG 19.8.1877 to France. F 3000  * 500:-

1217K 25 30 öre on beautiful registered cover cancelled    
 with blue cancellations HUDIKSVALL 4.1.1876    
 and WÄRDE, sent to Bollnäs. Seals cut off    
 from back.  * 200:-

1218K 25, 24 24+4×30 öre on insured cover with listed    
 content sent from STOOCKHOLM 3.10.1873 to    
 Enånger. The cover and the stamps with    
 imperfections, nevertheless a nice item. F 7000  * 300:-

1219K 25i 30 öre greyish brown, light framing. 6×30    
 öre greyish brown on fantastic address letter    
 for a zone parcel sent from DEJE 5.9.1877 to    
 Stockholm. Small paper loss of less importance.    
 UNIQUE.  * 5.000:-

1220Kv 25i, 21o 12+2×30 öre on a stunning and recently    
 discovered cover sent from DEJE 21.1.1877,    
 via Marseille, to a second lieutenant aboard    
	 the	corvette	“Gefle”	on	its	long	voyage		 	 	
 1876-77 on its visit at Tomatave (Toamasina).    
 This is the ONLY RECORDED franked mail to    
 the KINGDOM OF IMERINA (pre-colonial state),    
 hence the GPU postage to the French colonies    
 did not applied. No postal rate was included    
 in Swedish rate books, only for the island    
 of Ste.Marie de Madagascar. A French postal    
 rate of 1 fr (=72 öre) for mail sent via    
	 Marseille	to	“Côte	Orientale	d’	Africa”		 	 	
 (Abyssinia, Cafrerie and Madagascar) was    
 introduced from 1.1.1876, which may explain    
 the postage. Previously the earliest recorded    
 stamped mail to Madagascar was from 1902.    
	 FANTASTIC	EXHIBITION	ITEM!	Certificate		 	 	
 HOW 2, (3,3,3) (1,2,2) 3 (2023).  * 20.000:-

1221K 26, 21 12+50 öre on beautiful insured cover (slightly    
 reduced in size at left), sent from TJELLMO    
 15.12.1874.  * 400:-

1222K 26h, 32a  12 öre perf. 13 and 50 öre perf 14, scarce    
 MIXED franking, on insured cover sent from    
 KARLSTAD 20.5.1878 to Årjeng.  * 500:-

Officials,	perf.	14	/ Tjänste, tandning 14
1223K Tj1 3 öre brown, perf 14 on beautiful local cover    

 cancelled WENERSBORG 5.5.1875.  * 150:-
1224K Tj1 4x3 öre on cover sent from NYKÖPING 17.2.1876    

 to Stockholm. One short corner perf.  * 100:-
1225K Tj4 2x6 öre on cover sent from GÖTEBORG 26.11.1879    

 to Laholm. Fold through one stamp otherwise    
 very fine.  * 150:-
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1247K 33a 2x20 öre carminish red - dull red (pair) on    
 2-fold cover sent from STOCKHOLM 31.5.1879    
 to Great Britain. Arrival pmk LYMINGTON A    
 4.JU.79. The stamps somewhat oxidized compared    
 with the shown scan, plus with some imperfections.  * 250:-

1248K 34, 43 Two cash on delivery printed matters with    
 mixed franking 5+24 öre, sent from STOCKHOLM    
 1889 to Söderhamn. Both defective, but scarce    
 and sought after postage. (2).  * 400:-

1249K 35 30 öre on beautiful special delivery cover    
 front sent from HEBY 1.6.1886 to Upsala..  * 2.000:-

1250K 35 2x30 öre (pair) on address card for cash on    
 delivery parcel sent from HALMSTAD 20.4.1879    
 to Oskarshamn. One stamp slightly defective,    
 nevertheless very beautiful. One of the    
 earliest cash on delivery adress cards, the    
 C.O.D. fee were franked on the reversal.  * 400:-

1251K 35 30 öre on unusually early address card for    
 parcel sent from EKSJÖ 5.9.1879 to Oskarshamn.    
 Superb.  * 250:-

1252K 36, 30 5+50 öre on address card for cash on delivery    
 parcel sent from STOCKHOLM PAKET STADEN    
 29.12.1886 to Gällivare. Beautiful item.  * 250:-

1253K 36, 30 5+50 öre on address card for cash on delivery    
 parcel sent from STOCKHOLM PAKET STADEN    
 15.6.1883 to Laxarby.  * 250:-

1254K 36, 32 12+50 öre on insured cover sent from KALMAR    
 30.11.1887 to Mariedam. F 1800  * 400:-

1255K 36c, 34d  24+50 öre on beautiful insured 2-fold cover sent    
 from STOCKHOLM K.H. 23.7.1880 to Harmånger.    
 24 öre with round corner, and slightly oxidized.    
 Certificate HOW 3 (3 3) (4 4) 3 (2013).  * 400:-

Officials,	perf.	13	/ Tjänste, tandning 13
1256K Tj11, 13B, 16B   2+4+10 öre on cover sent from    

 LAGMANSHOLM 10.7.1902 to ALINGSÅS    
 10.7.1902. Colourful franking.  * 150:-

1257K Tj16B 10 öre red, perf 13, type II on telegram    
 cover sent from STOCKHOLM 8.7.1899 to    
 SALTSJÖ-DUFNÄS 9.7.1899. EXCELLENT.  * 150:-

1258K Tj16B, 19   10+2x20 öre on insured cover sent from    
 ODENSBACKEN 3.5.1905 to Stora Mellösa.  * 150:-

1259K Tj18 20 öre on cover sent from LUND 1.4.1892 to    
 Ystad. Small part of the upper back flap is missing.  * 150:-

1260K Tj20 24 öre yellow, perf 13 on beautiful 2-fold cover    
 sent from JÖNKÖPING 27.9.1881 to Ulricehamn.  * 200:-

1261K Tj21 30 öre on registered cover sent from GÖTEBORG    
 27.5.1899 to Kalmar. Superb.  * 150:-

1262K Tj21 2x30 öre on beautiful address card (fold)    
 for insured parcel sent from KISA 1.4.1897    
 to Malexander.  * 150:-

1263K Tj23 50 öre perf. 13 on beautiful insured cover    
 sent from LIDKÖPING 7.3.1894 to Stockholm.  * 150:-

1264K Tj23, 52 30 öre + 1 kr on address card (pin hole) for    
 insured parcel sent from ULRICEHAMN 18.11.1915    
 to LÄNGHEM 19.11.1915.  * 150:-

1265K Tj24B, 36, 44   5+3x30 öre + 1 kr on address card    
 for parcel sent from STOCKHOLM 16 19.1.12 to    
 LANDSKRONA 1.TUR 21.1.12.  * 150:-

1266K Tj24B, 39, 44, 54   5+50 öre + 3x1+3x5 kr on address    
 card for insured parcel sent from STOCKHOLM    
 2 19.6.14 to Västerås.  * 150:-

1267K Tj24B, 44, 52   3x5+2x30 öre + 3x1 kr on address card    
 for parcel sent from STOCKHOLM 1 31.12.13 to    
 MALMÖ 1 PAK R 2.1.14. Two stamps are defective.  * 150:-

1268K Tj24B, 50   20 öre + 1 kr on address card for insured    
 parcel sent from MARKARYD 29.5.1918 to    
 KILLEBERG 29.5.1918.  * 150:-

1269K Tj25 10/12 öre on cover sent from UPSALA 19.4.1911    
 to Norrtälje. Scarce stamp on cover. F 5000  * 600:-

1270K Tj28 2x2 öre on printed mattar card sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 1 30.3.15 to Albano. Undeliverable    
 with unusual label “Décéde. Afliden”.  * 200:-

1271K Tj33, 44 5+5x15 öre on cash on delivery cover snet    
 from NORDMALING 13.11.1919 to Skellefteå.  * 150:-

1272K Tj37, 47 10+50 öre on insured cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 3 1.9.13 to Sjötorp.  * 150:-

1273K Tj39, 50, 53   20+35 öre + 2x5 kr on address card    
 for insured parcel weighing 40 kg, sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 7.4.14 to Västerås.  * 150:-

1274K Tj41, 44, 47   2+5+10 öre on local cash on delivery printed    
 matter cancelled GÖTEBORG 8.4.19. F 700+  * 150:-

1226K Tj4 6 öre violet, perf 14 on beautiful printed    
 matter sent from MULSERYD 31.5.1877 to    
 Åsenhöga.  * 150:-

1227K Tj7 24 öre yellow perf. 14 on five proclamations    
 sent from SÄMB to Länghem 1876–1884. (5).    
 F 2500  * 400:-

1228K Tj7 24 öre yellow perf 14 on beautiful 2-fold    
 cover sent from SÖDERKÖPING 21.10.1880 to    
 Västra Husby. Superb.  * 200:-

1229K Tj7 24 öre perf. 14 on cover with superb cancellation    
 SÄMB 30.1.1878, sent to Länghem.  * 150:-

1230K Tj8 30 öre brown, perf 14 on beautiful cover sent    
 from KARLSTAD 5.8.1874 to Filipstad. F 1800  * 300:-

Postage due, perf. 14 / Lösen, tandning 14
1231K L4, 5 6+12 öre as postage due on unpaid cover sent    

 from PKXP Nr 23 19.1.1879 to MARIEDAM    
 19.1.1879. One stamp oxidized. F 2500  * 400:-

Circle type perf. 13 / Ringtyp tandning 13
1232K 28 2x3 öre on 2-fold local cover, with beautiful    

 illustration at back, cancelled STOCKHOLM    
 1.TUR 6.3.1880.  * 250:-

1233K 28, 30, Fk   3+5 öre on stamped envelope 12 öre, sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 2.11.1884 to Germany.    
 Arrival pmk CÖPENICK 4.11.84.  * 100:-

1234K 28d 4x3 öre yellow-brown in strip of four on    
 beautiful cover sent from LINKÖPING 18.2.1879    
 to Jönköping. Small part of the back flap is    
 missing, and two short perfs of less importance.  * 400:-

1235K 29 3x4 öre on cover sent from BACKARYD 30.10.1884    
 to Höganäs, via WEXIÖ 30.10.1884. Small foxing    
 spots.  * 400:-

1236K 29 4 öre on complete newspaper sent from    
 LIDKÖPING 5.8.1886 to Västervik. One missing    
 corner perf. due to the placement of the stamp.  * 100:-

1237K 29, 35 2x4+30 öre on registered cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM NORR 23.1.1884 to Great Britain.    
 Arrival pmk’s LONDON REGISTERED X.E    
 26.JA.84 and W.D.C. REGISTERED 26.JA.84.  * 500:-

1238K 29a1, 31c   4+6 öre on privately manufactured postcard,    
 sent from STOCKHOLM C 15.2.1880 to Finland.    
 Russian transit pmk ś and Finnish arrival    
 pmk ANK 21.2. The card with a folded corner    
 and a few small tears. Very early usage of a    
 privately manufactured pc abroad, before such    
 usage became allowed in accordance with UPU.  * 500:-

1239K 29b, 32e 2×4+12 öre on cover sent from DEJE 17.10.1880    
 to a lieutenant aboard the corvette “Gefle”    
 at GIBRALTAR 24.OC.80. Also on cover from    
 the same correspondence and originally with    
 the same franking, but with one stamp (12    
 öre) missing. Small imperfections, nevertheless    
 a nice duo to a scarce destination. (2).  * 1.000:-

1240K 30 5 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM    
 13.8.1881 to Finland. Arrival pmk ANK 14.8    
 and ÅBO 14.8.81. Beautiful item.  * 250:-

1241K 31 2x6 öre on beautiful cover sent from GÖTEBORG    
 LBR 17.12.1884 to Holmedal.  * 150:-

1242K 31, Fk 3x6 öre on stamped envelope front sent    
 registered from UPSALA 9.8.1879 to Ronneby.    
 A few short perfs. Scarce combination.  * 200:-

1243K 31b 6 öre rödaktigt lila. 6 öre, single usage,    
 on privately manufactured postcard, sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 27.12.1880 to Denmark. Arrival pmk    
 K.OMB. 6 28.12.80. Very early usage of a    
 privately manufactured pc abroad, before such    
 usage became allowed in accordance with UPU.  * 400:-

1244K 32b 12 öre deep blue on beautiful railway telegram    
 letter, K.U.J (Köping–Uttersberg Jernväg), sent from    
 BERNSHAMMAR 19.8.1881 to Bernshammar.    
 The telegram in sent from Smedjebacken.    
 EXCELLENT and scarce.  * 1.200:-

1245K 33 20 öre on cover sent from STOCKHOLM 24.10.1881    
 to Spain. Arrival pmk VALENCIA 30.OCT.81.    
 Archive fold with small tear at top.  * 250:-

1246K 33, 35 20+30 öre on unusually early address card for    
 cash on delivery parcel sent from STOCKHOLM    
 10.10.1878 to Oskarshamn. 20 öre somewhat    
 oxidized. UNIQUE combintaion according to    
 Ferdén.  * 1.200:-
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1275K Tj41, 47 2+10 öre on local cash on delivery printed    
 matter sent within NORRKÖPING 2.4.17.    
 The cover with two small tears. Scarce rate,    
 especially for official mail.  * 250:-

1276K Tj41, 47, 48   2+10 öre on cover sent from BRÅLANDA    
 31.7.18, and reused with 12 öre sent from    
 TROLLHÄTTAN 1.11.18. Interesting item.  * 150:-

1277K Tj44 5 öre on telegram cover sent locally within    
 VESTERVIK 29.5.1916.  * 150:-

1278K Tj47 10 öre on telegram cover sent from OCKELBO    
 24.12.1913 to Hedemora. Some stains at bottom.  * 150:-

1279K Tj48 12 öre as postage due on cover sent from    
 SKÄLBO 27.1.1919 to RINGARUM 27.1.1919.  * 150:-

1280K Tj49 15 öre on telegram cover sent from ÅNGE LBR    
 23.11.1919.  * 150:-

1281K Tj49, 52 15+30 öre on money order sent from HALMSTAD    
 11.9.1919 to MOVIK 13.9.19. At back also    
 cancelled POSTKONTORET ÅMÅL 24.SEP.1919    
 in violet colour.  * 150:-

1282K Tj50 20 öre on local registered cover cancelled    
 RONNEBY 9.4.18.  * 150:-

1283K Tj52 2x30 öre on address card for urgent parcel, sent    
 from KARLSBORG 10.1.1920 to STOCKHOLM    
 12.1.20. Scarce.  * 200:-

1284K Tj52, 41 2+30 öre on registered window envelope wih    
 return receipt sent from STOCKHOLM 13.5.19.  * 150:-

1285K Tj52, 53 2x30+35 öre on address card for urgent insured    
 parcel sent locally within STOCKHOLM 1 12.4.18.    
 One stamp with some perf. imperfections due    
 to the placement.  * 150:-

1286K Tj53 35 öre, single usage, on registered cover    
 with return receipt, sent from OSKRASHAMN    
 7.3.1913 to VERLEBO 7.3.1913, then forwarded    
 to Vetlanda. The cover slightly reduced in    
 size at left. Scarce.  * 300:-

1287K Tj53, 41 2+35 öre on registered return receipt cover    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 5.6.18 to ÅLBERGA    
 GÅRD 6.6.18. Private cancellation    
 REK. MOTTAGNINGSBEVIS.  * 200:-

1288K Tj54 50 öre, single usage, on insured cover sent    
 from SIGTUNA 12.4.18 to GÖTEBORG 14.4.18.  * 150:-

1289K Tj54, 47 10+50 öre on address card for urgent parcel sent    
 from NYNÄSHAMN 2.8.1919 to STOCKHOLM    
 3.8.1919.  * 150:-

1290K Tj54, 47, 52   10+30+50 öre on address card for    
 insured parcel sent from STOCKHOLM 21.10.18    
 to STOCKHOLM 8 22.10.18.  * 150:-

Postage due, perf. 13 / Lösen, tandning 13
1291K L12, 20 3×3 öre + 1 kr (not cancelled) as postage    

 due on unpaid cash on delivery cover (address    
 letter?) sent from HAMBURG 26.11 to GÖTEBORG    
 PAK EXP 28.11.1889. Transit KJØBENH. BANEG.  * 150:-

1292K L16 2x20 öre on cover (without front) cancelled    
 MALMÖ 17.7.1891. Seal “Königliche Technische    
 Hochschule .. Berlin”.  * 100:-

1293K L18 30 öre on address card for unpaid parcel sent from    
 STAFFANSTORP 15.5.1884 to ESLÖF 20.5.1884.  * 200:-

Circle Type (Blue Posthorn) / Ringtyp posthorn
1294K 40, 41 2+3 öre on local cover cancelled GÖTEBORG    

 LBR 2.6.1892. The upper back flap is missing.    
 Beautiful and very scarce combination.  * 400:-

1295K 42c, 42d, 32h   7×4 öre (in two different shades) +    
 12 öre, as decorative and scarce combination    
 on registered cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 18.8.193 to Germany. Endorsed “Frim. af afs.    
 Arrival pmk on reverse.  * 400:-

1296P 42d 2×4 öre on 5-fold newspaper banner sent from    
 NORRKÖPING 20.10.1891 to Ystad. One short    
 corner perf, nevertheless beautiful. Scarce postage.  * 500:-

1297K 43 2x5 öre (pair) on beautiful cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 27.9.88 to UPSALA 1.TUR 26.9.88.    
 Superb.  * 250:-

1298K 43 4x5 öre in strip of four on 2-fold cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 16.12.89 to GÖTEBORG 2.TUR    
 17.12. One stamp with a few short perfs. of    
 less importance.  * 250:-

1299K 43, 45 5+20 öre on address change for newspaper with    
 part of post office seal TU(REBERG), cancelled    
 UPSALA 29.11.1888.  * 250:-

1300K 43c, 45a 2x5 + 10 öre on cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 19.4.89 to France. Arrival postmarks PARIS    
 ETRANGER 22.AVRIL.8,9 and PARIS MONTMARTRE   
 22.AVRIL.89. Scarce combination, 3K (three    
 recorded according to Ferdén). Signed O.P.  * 300:-

1301K 43d 2x5 öre dark green on yellowish paper (pair)    
 on postcard sent from NORRKÖPING 3.9.1891 to    
 Germany. Transit PKXP No 2C UTR N 4.9.1891,    
 and arrival pmk BESTELLT VOM POSTAMTE 68.    
 Small paper residues after mounting at back.    
 Scarce combination, only one other recorded    
 to Germany according to Ferdén.  * 300:-

1302K 46, 43 5+2x20 öre on cash on delivery cover sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 24.7.1888 to Gothenburg.    
 Slightly reduced in size.  * 250:-

1303K 46, 47 20+30 öre on beuatiful money order sent from    
 FLEN 13.1.1890 via GNESTA 14.1.1890 to    
 STOCKHOLM K.E. 14.1.1890. Unusual combination.  * 150:-

1304K 46a 20 öre dull orange-red on 2-fold cover sent    
 from BURSERYD 22.11.1887 to Forsheda. Double    
 used envelope, first sent as a registered PS-   
 cover from WERNAMO 19.11.1887 to Burseryd.    
 Suprisingly scarce postage, especially in    
 this quality. EXCELLENT.  * 250:-

1305K 47f, 43d, 45d   5+10+30 öre on beautiful cash on delivery    
 cover sent from SÖDERKÖPING 11.1.1891 to Gryt.  * 250:-

1306K 48 50 öre on beautiful insured cover with content    
 sent from WALLA 3.5.1890 to Gnosjö.  * 300:-

1307K 49, 52, 58   5+30 öre + 9x1 kr on insured cover sent    
 from SALA 2.5.1896 to Stockholm.  * 300:-

1308K 50 1889 Provisionals, new value overprint 10 /    
 12 öre blue, single usages on fifteen domestic    
 covers. Several with superb cancellations.    
 (15). F 4500+  * 600:-

1309K 50 2x10/12 öre on 2-fold cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 11.6.97 to Dalum.  * 150:-

1310K 51 10/24 öre on beautiful cover sent from PKXP    
 No 24A 25.9.1895 to Södertelje. F 800  * 200:-

1311K 51b 10/24 öre on beautiful cover sent from GEFLE-   
 BOLLNÄS 17.5.1893 to Bergviksmo.  * 100:-

Oscar II
1312K 39 10 öre on beautiful PS-card used for after-   

 assessment of an insufficiently prepaid    
 insured letter sent to Russia. Cancelled PKXP    
 No 2C UTR N 2 and 5.4.1885 and STOCKHOLM    
 4.4.1885 in blue-green colour.  * 250:-

1313K 39 2x10 öre on cover from STOCKHOLM 13.11.1885    
 by “express” to Finland. Arrival pmk ANK 19.11.  * 100:-

1314K 45 10 öre on PS-card used for payment of an    
 insufficiently prepaid registerd letter sent to    
 Cardiff, Great Britain. Cancelled LULEÅ 20.6.1887.  * 400:-

1315K 52 5 öre on printed matter sent från FALKÖPING-   
 RANTEN LBR 9.2.1902 to Crete. Transit PKXP    
 No 83A 10.2.1902 and arrival pmk I.R. SPEDIZIONE    
 POSTALE CANEA 22.2.02. Scarce destination.  * 500:-

1316K 52 2x5 öre (pair) on complaint regarding a    
 missing cash on delivery parcel sent from    
 Stockholm to Ramsele. Cancelled STOCKHOLM 2    
 6.1.09. The form with punched holes. Scarce    
 combination for this service.  * 500:-

1317K 52 2x5 öre on postcard sent from ORSA 2.1.1906    
 to Germany. Postage due 12½ CENT because of    
 the charity stamp why letter rate applied.    
 Cancellations T, PORTO, and DORTMUND 4.1.06.  * 300:-

1318K 52 2x5 öre on postcard sent insufficiently    
 prepaid, due to relief print and glued photo    
 which demanded letter postage, from PKXP    
 26.7.1904 to Germany. Cancellations T, 12½CENT    
 and BESTELLET VOM POSTAMTE 37 27.7.04.    
 Postage due notation “20” (pf). Interesting item.  * 250:-

1319K 52 5 öre on postcard sent from SÖLVESBORG 7.6.1905    
 to Denmark with arrival pmk KJØBENHAVN K    
 7.6.05, then additionally franked with a Danish    
 stamp 5 øre and sent to Sweden. Interesting item.  * 250:-

1320K 52 5 öre on printed matter card sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 16.8.1901 to TUNIS REGNECE    
 DE TUNIS 21.8.05, Tunisia. Scarce destination,    
 allegedly earliest pm.  * 250:-

1321K 52 2×5 öre on picture postcard (Gryts Herrgård)    
 sent from Hjortqvarn 30.12.1907 to Gibraltar.    
 Scarce destination. Short corner perf. of    
 less importance.  * 250:-
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1341K 54 2×10 öre (oxidized) on cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 14.9.97 to Algeria. Arrival pmk    
 ORAN 19.9.07. Scarce destination.  * 100:-

1342K 54 10 öre on postcard sent from GÖTEBORG 21.XII.04    
 via H.FORS-STP.BURG No 2 24.XII.04 to Russia.    
 Taxed due to unauthorized use of charity stamp.  * 100:-

1343K 54 2×10 öre on cover sent from BJÖRNLUNDA 1.5.1899    
 to Ceylon. Arrival pmk GAMMADUA 23.MY.99.  * 100:-

1344K 56 20 öre on beautiful cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 8.11.07 to Dr Carl Johan Fredrik Skottsberg    
 (1880–1963) in the Falkland Islands. Skottsberg    
 led the Swedish Magellanic Expedition to    
 Patagonia, 1907–1909. Arrival pmk FALKLAND    
 ISLANDS 10.DE.07. Very scarce and historically    
 interesting item to this Swedish expedition.    
 Depicted in Ferdén. Superb.  * 2.000:-

1345K 56 2×20 öre in pair on 2-fold cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 16 LBR 3.8.07 to Japan, with    
 weak arrival pmk. Short corner perf. Scarce    
 destination.  * 600:-

1346K 56 20 öre correctly used for letter postage on    
 postcard with mail box (somewhat carelessly    
 opened) at back with hidden letter. Sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 11.12.03 to USA with arrival pmk    
 KEESPORT, PA. 24.DEC.1903. Scarce and    
 interesting.  * 500:-

1347K 56 2x20 öre on beautiful registered cover sent from    
 GÖTEBORG 15.12.99 to HAMILTON CANADA    
 31.DE.99. Registered mail to Canada is very    
 scarce.  * 300:-

1348K 56 20 öre on cover sent from GÖTEBORG 6.12.1899    
 to RIO DE JANEIRO 26.DEZ.99. Scarce destination.  * 300:-

1349P 58 30 öre on address card for parcel sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 22.9.05 to VIKMANSHYTTAN    
 23.9.05. Interesting usage of the larger part of the    
 numeral label which was intended for the    
 parcel and not the address card.  * 150:-

1350K 58, 52, 54, 56, 61   1+2×5+5×10+2×20+2×30 öre on    
 insured cover with correct postage, sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 16 15.1.08 to the Netherlands.    
 Arrival pmk GRAVENHAGEN 4-5N 17.1.08.    
 A few stamps with some imperfections. Unusually    
 early insured cover to the Netherlands.  * 500:-

1351K 58, 61, 79   1+5+30 öre on money order sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 22.8.11 to Germany. Arrival pmk    
 KÖNINGSWINTER 24.8.11.  * 300:-

1352K 58, 84 15+30 öre, mixed franking, on beautiful money    
 order sent from LAHOLM 12.9.1912 to Denmark.    
 Cancellations KJØBENHAVN K 1.OMB 13.9.12,    
 KJØBENHAVNS PENGEPOST 13.9.12 and I    
 UDBETALT 13.SEP.1912.  * 250:-

1353K 59, 58 30+50 öre on registered cover with content    
 sent from JÖNKÖPING 27.11.1903 to Great    
 Britain. Arrival pmk REGISTERED P   
 ADDINGTON 30.NO.03. Superb.  * 300:-

1354P 60, 52, 57   5+3x25 öre + 1 kr on address card for    
 cash on delivery parcel sent from STOCKHOLM    
 1 16.4.01 to Strand.  * 100:-

1355P 60, 55, 59   15+50 öre + 1 kr on address card for    
 cash on delivery parcel sent from ÖREBRO    
 7.7.00 to Malexander.  * 150:-

1356K 60, 57, 82   10+25 öre + 1 kr on address card with    
 corresponding money order still attached,    
 for bulky cash on delivery parcel sent from    
 HELSINGBORG 19.7.1911 to RAMSELE 22.7.1911.    
 One stamp defective. Unusually early bulky    
 parcel.  * 400:-

Small coat-of-arms / Lilla Riksvapnet
1357K 71, 102, 104, 142E   1+5+27/55+27/80 öre as correct    

 postage on registered air mail postcard sent    
 from LINKÖPING 1.7.1924 to the Irish Free    
 State. Cancellations LONDON 3.7.1924 and    
 DROICHEADNA DOTHRA-AOLIATH 4.7.1924.    
 Very scarce destination and the EARLIEST    
 recorded pc sent to the Irish Free State according    
 to Ferdén, in which work the item is also    
 depicted.  * 700:-

1358K 71, 74 1+4 öre on printed matter sent from MALMÖ    
 26.4.19 to British Guiana. Very scarce    
 destination – the EARLIEST recorded pm to    
 Guiana and also the ONLY recorded one during    
 this period according to Ferdén, in which    
 work the item is also depicted.  * 1.500:-

1322K 52 2×5 öre on postcard sent from MALMÖ 7.3.05    
 to USA. Postage due cancellations T, and NEW    
 YORK DUE 5 CENTS 20.MAR.1905. Paid with    
 1+2×2 c due to unauthorized usage of “telegram”    
 back of the card. Arrival pmk JOLIET 22.MAR.1905.    
 Interesting item.  * 200:-

1323K 52 2x5 öre on postcard sent from LUND 3.11.1904    
 to Grecce. Scarce destination.  * 150:-

1324K 52 5 öre on insufficiently prepaid postcard sent    
 from GEFLE 8.3.1901 to France. Postage due    
 paid with 15c. Cancellations T, TRELLEBORG-   
 SASSNITZ 141B 9.3.01 and CANNES 11.MARS.01.  * 100:-

1325K 52, 54 2×5+10 öre on cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 14.9.09 to London. Undeliverable and returned    
 to Stockholm with large label from “Kungl.    
 Generalpoststyrelsens Reklamationskontor” on    
 reverse. Scarce.  * 300:-

1326K 52, 54 2x5+10 öre on cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 20.2.11 to Egypt. Arrival pmk ś ALEXANDRIA    
 27.II.11 and SAN STEFANO 27.II.11. One stamp    
 defective.  * 100:-

1327K 52, 54, 61   1+5+10 öre on 4-fold sample of no value,    
 sent from GÖTEBORG 18.8.06. One stamp with    
 short corner perf. and one stamp only cancelled    
 by pen.  * 150:-

1328K 52, 56, 59   5+20+50 öre on registered 3-fold cover    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 3 10.12.05 to USA.    
 Cancellations DEUTSCH-AMERIKANISCHE    
 POST BREMEN-NEW YORK 12.12.1905 and    
 CLEVELAND 21.12.1905. Slightly folded in.  * 250:-

1329K 53 8 öre on beautiful 5-fold newspaper banner    
 sent from GÖTEBORG 28.1.1910 to Alfta. Scarce.  * 250:-

1330K 53, 82 8+2×10 öre on remboursement money order sent    
 from KATRINEHOLM 15.2.1913 to Germany. One    
 short corner perf. Arrival pmk STUTTGART Nr    
 1 KONTO 17.2.13.  * 300:-

1331K 54 10 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 30.10.01    
 to Bulgaria. Cancellations TRELLEBORG-SASSNITZ    
 142A 31.10.01 and arrival SOPHIA. Very scarce    
 destination.  * 400:-

1332K 54 10 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 9.9.03    
 to Madeira, with arrival pmk 19.SET.03. Scarce    
 destination.  * 300:-

1333K 54 4x10 öre in strip of four on registered cover    
 sent from BÄCKEBO 17.12.1889 to Kalmar.    
 Notation “fr. af afs.” (= stamped by sender).    
 Superb and scarce.  * 300:-

1334K 54 10 öre on postcard with divided address side,    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 4 LBR 13.5.07 to    
 Luxembourg. Very scarce destination.  * 300:-

1335K 54 10 öre on beautiful postcard (Hälsning från    
 Helsingborg) sent insufficiently prepaid,    
 due to relief print and glued photo which    
 demanded letter postage, from HELSINGBORG    
 LBR 14.8.1902 to Germany. Cancellations CARTE    
 POSTALE, T, TRELLEBORG-SASSNITZ 142B    
 16.8.02 and SASSNITZ 16.8.02. Postage due notations    
 “12½” (centimes) and “10” (pf). The card with    
 a tiny tear otherwise superb. Interesting.  * 250:-

1336K 54 10 öre on beautiful picture postcard sent to Romania,    
 “via Berlin–Wien”. Transit TRELLEBORG-SASSNITZ    
 141B 2.9.00 and arrival pmk BUCURESCI 5.SEP.900.    
 The stamp somewhat oxidized.Scarce destination.  * 250:-

1337K 54 10 öre on beautiful privately manufactured    
 postcard, designed as copy of the Swedish    
 postal stationery cards, sent from STOCKHOLM    
 25.4.04 to Monaco. Arrival pmk MONTE CARLO    
 PRINCETE DE MONACO 29.4.1904. Scarce    
 destination.  * 250:-

1338K 54 10 öre on complaint regarding a missing cash    
 on delivery parcel sent from Göteborg to    
 Ersnäs. Cancelled GÖTEBORG 8.1.10. As usual,    
 the form with some imperfections.  * 250:-

1339K 54 10 öre on postcard sent from GÖTEBORG 14.12.03    
 to Palestina. Arrival pmk JERUSALEM 25.12.03.    
 Scarce destination.  * 200:-

1340K 54 2x10 öre on insufficiently prepaid 2-fold cover    
 sent from LANDSKRONA LBR 10.12.1900    
 to USA. Pmks KJØBENHAVN 4.OMB 10.12.00,    
 NEW YORK DUE 10 CENTS 20.DEC.1900,    
 WORCHESTER MASS. RECEIVED 1 21.DEC.1900    
 and WORCHESTER MASS. Postage due 10 c.  * 150:-
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1359K 71, 74 1+4 öre on picture postcard (Djursholms Slott)    
 sent as printed matter from STOCKHOLM 1    
 15.3.12 to Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina.    
 ONLY RECORDED printed matter to this    
 destination according to Ferdén, in which work    
 the card also is pictured.  * 800:-

Gustav V in Medallion / Medaljong
1360K 77 1 kr on address card sent from STOCKHOLM    

 22.7.16 to Åland. Cancellations HELSINGFORS    
 HELSINKI 1.VIII.16, and 3.VIII.16, ÅBO TURKU    
 17.VIII.16, and DEGERFORS 27.VIII.16.  * 250:-

1361K 77, 79 5 öre + 4x1 kr on insured cover sent from    
 KRISTINEHAMN 26.11.14 to Norway. Arrival    
 postmarks KONGSVINGERS POSTEXP 27.XI.14,    
 and KRISTIANIA 27.XI.14. One stamp with    
 missing corner perf.  * 250:-

1362K 79 2×5 öre on postcard sent from BORÅS 1.TUR    
 15.4.12 to British Burma. Arrival pmk MANPWE    
 9.MY. Scarce destination, three recorded    
 postcards during the period according to    
 Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 600:-

1363K 79 5 öre on picture postcard (järnvägsstationen    
 Limhamn) sent as printed matter from Malmö    
 to New Zealand, only cancelled with foreign    
 pmk ś, FRA SVERIGE M and PAQUEBOT.    
 Very scarce destination.  * 250:-

1364K 79 6x5 öre (incl. strip of five) on special    
 delivery cover sent from STOCKHOLM 13.4.17    
 to UPPSALA 1 4.TUR 13.4.17.  * 200:-

1365K 79, 82 5+4x10 öre on censored registered cover sent    
 from RÖ 18.2.1916 to Finland. Arrival pmk    
 HELSINFORS HELSINKI 22.II.16. Censor label    
 “Öppnadt av krigscensuren”.  * 150:-

1366K 79, 84 5+15 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 1    
 3.1.20 to British East Africa. Arrival pmk    
 MOMBASA BRIT. E. Africa 31.JA.20. Very scarce    
 destination.  * 400:-

1367K 79, 91 3x5 + 2x50 öre on address card for cash on    
 delivery parcel sent from HÄLSINGBORG 21.3.14    
 to Finland. Arrival postmarks TURKU ÅBO    
 24.III.14, and JYVÄSKYLÄ 25.III.14. Nice item.  * 250:-

1368K 81, 72 2+2x8 öre on money order sent from STOCKHOLM    
 5.5.13 to France. Taxed with 10 c upon arrival    
 cancelled PARIS 9.5.13.  * 400:-

1369K 81, 82 2×8+2×10 öre on censored registered cover    
 sent from LINKÖPING 30.1.1918 to Guadeloupe.    
 Very scarce destination.  * 500:-

1370K 81, 83, 90   8+2x12+40 öre o insured cover sent from    
 GÖTEBORG 6.9.20 to Denmark. Arrival cds    
 SKODSBORG 7.9.20.  * 100:-

1371K 81, 89 8+35 öre on insured cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 11.9.18 to Denmark. At back oval cancellation    
 PENGEPOSTKONTORET II OMB. 12.SEP.1918.  * 250:-

1372K 82 10 öre on postcard sent from PKXP No 81C    
 19.9.1910 to Siam. Arrival pmk BANGKOK    
 31.10.1916. Scarce destination, only two    
 postcards recorded during the period according    
 to Ferdén.  * 700:-

1373K 82 10 öre on postcard sent from PLK 303 B    
 24.3.1920 to Kyambu, British East Africa.    
 Very scarce destination, sent before 23.7.1920    
 when Kenya–Uganda (& Tanganyika) was created.  * 400:-

1374K 82 10 öre on list of content with correspondning    
 reciept. Both cancelled ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK 18.6.17.  * 250:-

1375K 82 10 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 1    
 12.8.12 to Luxembourg. Scarce destination.  * 250:-

1376K 82 8x10 öre on special delivery cover sent from    
 PLK 403B 14.8.1920 to GRÄNGESBERG 15.8.20.  * 250:-

1377K 82 10 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 1    
 30.5.13 to Peru. Very scarce destination.  * 200:-

1378K 82 3x10 öre (strip of three) on beautiful 2-fold cover    
 sent from MALMÖ 14.9.11 to Germany. Superb.  * 150:-

1379K 82, 74 4+10 öre on cash on delivery printed matter    
 sent from SJÖBO 27.11.1916 to BILLESHOLMS    
 GRUFVA 28.11.16. Refused and returned.  * 150:-

1380K 82, 85 2x10+20 öre on special delivery cover sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 18.11.17 to Norway. Arrival    
 pmk KONGSVINGERS POSTEXP. 19.XI.17.    
 Special delivery mail to Norway is very scarce    
 and this is an UNIQUE rate according to Ferdén.  * 300:-

1381K 82, 85, 149A, 151A   2x10+2x20 öre, mixed franking,    
 on nice registered cover sent from MALMÖ 4    
 9.5.21 to South Africa.  * 250:-

1382K 83, 71 3x1+2x12 öre on local special delivery cover    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 1 4.TUR 10.3.1919 to    
 STOCKHOLM ANK D 1-2EM 10.3.19. Scarce    
 postage, possibly unique combination. F 1000  * 300:-

1383K 84 3x15 öre on special delivery cover sent from    
 KRISTIANSTAD 6.2.20 to Germany. Arrival    
 pmk CHARLOTTENBERG 9.2.20.  * 150:-

1384K 84, 71, 88   1+15+30 öre on insured cover sent fro    
 EKSJÖ 6.12.1918 to Germany.  * 100:-

1385K 84, 73 3+15 öre on local cash on delivery printed    
 matter cancelled SÖDERHAMN 4.5.1920.  * 250:-

1386K 84, 79 5+15 öre on censored cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 to S/S Oscar Trapp (Swedish America Mexico    
 line) in Great Britain. Forwarded from HULL    
 20.NO.17 to Newcastle. Cancellations RETOUR    
 A L’ENVOYEUR NON RECLAMÉ and NOT    
 CALLED FOR. Nice item.  * 300:-

1387K 84, 79 5+2x15 öre on local tax money order semt    
 within STOCKHOLM 9.9.19.  * 250:-

1388K 85 20 öre on cover with content dated “Gbg. den    
 16 april 1914”, sent to German South West    
 Africa. Arrival pmk LÜDERITZBUCHT    
 (DEUTSCH-SUDWEST AFRIKA) 21.5.14.    
 Scarce destination.  * 400:-

1389K 85, 86 20+25 öre on censored special delivery cover    
 sent from SUNDSVALL 9.5.1919 to Finland.    
 Arrival pmk VAASA WASA 13.V.19. The cover    
 with a small tear. Very scarce and interesting    
 usage, officially special delivery mail could    
 not be sent to Finland until 1.7.1922.  * 300:-

1390K 85, 89 1919, G V medallion 20, 35 öre Ljungbyhed    
 19.10.19 on registered cover special delivery    
 with return receipt (A.R.) to Austria..  * 400:-

1391 86 25 öre on postcard sent from HÄLSINBORG    
 14.11.21 to the Federated Malay States.    
 Arrival pmk TELUK ANSON 11.DE.1921.    
 Very scarce destination.  * 600:-

1392K 86 25 öre certifiied copy of content cancelled    
 STOCKHOLM 10.4.19. Scarce postal service.    
 Somewhat The stamp oxidized compared with    
 the shown scan.  * 400:-

1393K 86 25 öre on registered postcard sent from BODEN    
 12.8.15 to Russia. Undeliverable with various    
 postmarks.  * 300:-

1394K 86 25 öre single usage on picture postcard (Jenny    
 Nyström) sent from STOCKHOLM 7 21.11.21 to    
 Japan. Arrival TOKYO JAPAN 21.12.21. The    
 stamp slightly oxidized compared with the    
 scan.  * 300:-

1395K 86, 71 1+25 öre on cash on delivery 4-fold printed    
 matter front sent from HALMSTAD 19/3 1913    
 to Brännarp, then forwarded to Slöinge and later    
 returned to sender. The stamp somewhat oxidized    
 compared with the shown scan.  * 150:-

1396K 87, 71, 73   2x1+2x3+27 öre as scarce combination on    
 registered cover sent from STOCKHOLM 26.11.19    
 to Czechoslovakia.  * 150:-

1397K 87, 71, 73   1+3+4x27 (block of four) öre on address    
 card for cash on delivery parcel sent from    
 TINGSRYD 15.8.19 to LINKÖPING 16.8.19.  * 150:-

1398K 89, 85 20+35 öre on registered cash on delivery    
 cover sent from STOCKHOLM 16 26.6.19 to    
 NORRKÖPING 27.6.19.  * 150:-

1399K 90, 71, 72   1+2+40 öre on insured cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 14 13.11.1918 to Denmark.    
 Arrival pmk SAXKJØBING 14.11.18.  * 200:-

1400K 90, 73 2x3+40 öre on insured cover sent from    
 KRISTIANSTAD 9.1.1920 to Germany. Arrival    
 cds CHARLOTTENBURG 11.1.20.  * 250:-

1401K 91 50 öre on list of content with corresponding    
 receipt, cancelled BJURSÅS 23.2.21. Scarce. (2).  * 300:-

1402K 95 90 öre on insured cover sent from GÖTEBORG 2    
 15.3.20 to Stockholm. Scarce single usage.  * 250:-

1403K 95 90 öre on after assassment card regarding an    
 insufficiently prepaid insured cover, cancelled    
 VITABY 19.3.28. Scarce single usage.  * 250:-

1404K 95 90 öre, single usage, on local insured cover    
 cancelled STOCKHOLM 5 5.7.20. Scarce.  * 200:-

1405K 95 90 öre on registered cover sent from ÖSTERSUND    
 to Germany.  * 200:-

1406K 99v1, 71 Surcharge 7 / 10 öre with misplaced surcharge    
 in strip of four (short perfs) + 2×1 öre on    
 money order sent from BÖKÖ 2.1.1919 to    
 HALMSTAD 3.1.1919.  * 300:-
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1428K 146E, 143E   10 öre heavily miscut copy from vending    
 machine + 5 öre on cover sent from ESLÖV    
 13.9.xx.  * 100:-

1429K 147, 168 25 öre + 1 kr on insured cover with two very    
 large seals, sent from STOCKHOLM 18.9.25    
 to Great Britain. A few short perfs. Unusual.  * 250:-

1430K 148A 2x30 öre on complaint / enquiry regarding a    
 missing registered letter addressed to Greece.    
 Scarce usage abroad.  * 250:-

1431K 148A 2×30 öre on foreign complaint regarding a    
 registered cover sent to Hamburg, Germany.    
 Cancelled STOCKHOLM 3.SEP.1923. Scarce    
 used for mail sent to abroad.  * 200:-

En face – Gustav Vasa
1432K 149A 10 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM    

 13.11.20 to Java.  * 200:-
1433K 152A 2×20 öre on air mail cover sent from NORRKÖPING    

 12.8.20 to Germany. Large censor label on reverse.  * 500:-
1434K 152C, 159   20+40 öre on registered cover with return    

 receipt (A.R.), sent from BESTORP 2.3.1921    
 to Czechoslovakia. Scarce.  * 400:-

1435K 154 1921 Gustaf Vasa 110 öre blue. 110 öre on    
 address card for parcel sent from MARKARYD    
 14.10.21 to HÄFVERÖSUND 16.10.1924. Sought-   
 after single usage. F 4000  * 800:-

1436K 154, 148A   30+110 öre on address card for parcel    
 sent from STOCKSUND 15.7.22 to PÅLSTORP    
 19.7.1922. The 30 öre stamp with short perfs.    
 Scarce combination, only two recorded according    
 to Ferdén. F 4000  * 500:-

Crown and Posthorn / Postemblem
1437K 158, 162 40+60 öre on registered cover with return    

 receipt (A.R.), sent from GÖTEBORG 24.5.21    
 to Italy. Scarce.  * 400:-

1438K 162 60 öre on international complaint regarding    
 a missing registered letter sent sent from    
 Malmö to Germany. Cancelled MALMÖ 1 28.3.24.    
 As normal, the form with punched holes. Scarce    
 usage to abroad.  * 250:-

1439K 162 60 öre, single usage, on registered cash on    
 delivery cover sent from STOCKHOLM 1 27.11.22    
 to Norway. Arrival pmk FREDRIKSTAD 29.XI.22,    
 then returned with cancellations IKKE AVHENTET    
 NON RÉCLAMÉ and FREDRIKSTAD 6.XII.22.    
 Foreign cash on delivery mail is scarce.  * 200:-

1440K 163, 183 25 + 60 öre on beautiful registered cash on    
 delivery cover sent from MALMÖ 15.11.30 to    
 Denmark. Arrival pmk CHARLOTTENLUND    
 16.11.30. Foreign C.O.D. mail is scarce.  * 250:-

1441K 164, 142A   5+70 öre on nice registered cover sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 1 21.6.24 to Great Britain.    
 Arrival pmk LONDON REGISTERED 24.JU.24.  * 250:-

1442K 167, 143A   5+90 öre on registered special delivery    
 cover sent from STOCKHOLM 14.10.30 to    
 Switzerland. Arrival pmk VERSOIX 16.X.30.  * 200:-

1443K 169, 188 40+110 öre on registered special delivery    
 cover sent from KALMAR 20.(2).(22) to Germany.    
 Arrival pmk HANNOVER 22.2.22.  * 300:-

Gustav	V	left	profile	/ Profil vänster
1444K 176C 2×15 öre on very interesting PS-card, postal    

 form no 105 (Juni 1920), regarding a registered    
 printed matter which have been found containing    
 a letter. The stamps are cancencelled UNNARYD    
 19.3.28.  * 300:-

1445K 177A 15 öre on postcard sent from GRÄNGESBERG    
 13.12.30 to Madagascar. Very rare destination.  * 400:-

1446K 177A 15 öre on postcard sent from PKP 61 19.9.34    
 to Maracaibo, Venezuela. Very scarce destination.  * 400:-

1447K 177C 15 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLMS    
 BANGÅRDSPOSTKONTOR VAKT-   
 FÖRESTÅNDAREN PAK. 13.1.1930 to Dolo    
 (Dolow), Italian Somaliland. Substantial scarce    
 destination, only two pc’s recorded to Italian    
 Somaliland, of which this is the only one during    
 this period, according to Ferdén, in which work    
 the item is also depicted.  * 800:-

1448K 180 2x20 öre on complaint / enquiry regarding a    
 missing registered letter addressed to Denmark.    
 Form No. 329 with cancellation POSTKONTORET    
 STOCKHOLM 5 POSTMÄSTAREN 18.SEP.1923,    
 among other. Scarce usage abroad.  * 250:-

1407K 104, 73, 79   3+2x5+27/80 öre as decorative combination    
 on cover sent from PLK 209B 8.2.1922 to    
 France. Correct postage.  * 150:-

Landstorm – Air Mail / Landstorm – Luftpost 1920
1408K 115–25 1916 Landstorm II SET (11) on beautiful    

 registered cover cancelled STOCKHOLM 1 3.1.17.  * 1.000:-
1409K 115-25 1916 Landstorm II SET (11).  * 700:-
1410K 125 1916 Landstorm II 10+4,90 / 5 kr blue, as    

 very scarce single usage on a postcard    
 cancelled STOCKHOLM 5.10.19. Certificate    
 Lorentzon 2-3,3,2,3 (2022). F 7000+  * 3.000:-

1411K 136, 137 10+20 öre, plus another 10 öre not cancelled    
 at back, on registered cover sent from    
 KARLSKRONA 29.11.20 to India. Arrival pmk’s    
 BOMBAY REG. 27.DEC.20 and BOMBAY GRANT    
 ROAD 10.JAN.21. Forwarded to Colaba.  * 400:-

1412K 136, 137 2×10/3+20/2 öre on registered cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 2.11.20 to Finland. Arrival pmk    
 KUOPIO 5.XI.20. Scarce.  * 300:-

1413K 138 50/4 öre on air mail cover sent from LINKÖPING    
 4.10.1920 to Germany. Arrival pmk BERLIN C    
 LUFTPOST 5.10.1920.  * 300:-

Small Coat-of-Arms – Standing lion / 
Lilla Riksvapnet – Stående lejon

1414K 139, 140A, 151A, 72   2+3+5+20 öre on registered    
 cover sent from SÖDERTELJE 22.6.20 to the    
 Faroe Islands. Exceptional destination.  * 500:-

1415K 143A 5 öre on printed matter card sent from ÖREBRO    
 1 LBR 9.1.28 to Palestine. Scarce destination.  * 250:-

1416K 143A, 146A   5+2x10 öre on cover sent from ÖREBRO    
 A 19.8.34 to GÖTEBORG 1 20.8.34, for further    
 transportation to Lourenco Marques. Very    
 scarce destination.  * 250:-

1417K 143A, 169, 173   5+110+140 öre on address card for    
 insured parcel sent from STOCKHOLM 28.12.21    
 to Germany. Arrival pmk ś BERLIN 31.12.21 and    
 JENA 2.1.22. Weak fold and one stamp defective.  * 150:-

1418K 143A, 259A   5+10 öre on nice ship mail cover. The    
 stamps with excellent Finnish ship silhouette    
 cancellation POSTI POST, plus other Finnish    
 cancellations BORE I, LAIVAKIRJE PAQUEBOT    
 and TURKU ÅBO 19.IV.38. Slightly reduced at    
 right. Superb cover.  * 250:-

1419K 143C 3x5 öre on insifficiantly prepaid cover sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 25.5.36 to Spain. Returned to    
 Sweden with additionally Spanish postage 2x25 c.    
 Cancellations FUENTERRABIA (GUIPUZCOA)    
 27.MAY.36 and STOCKHOLM 4 31.5.36. Interesting    
 item.  * 150:-

1420K 143E 5 öre on printed matter envelope sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 1 16.9.35 to TIRANE 3 20.IX.35,    
 Kingdom of Albania. Returned to sender. ONLY    
 RECORDED mail to this destination according    
 to Ferdén, in which work the item also is    
 pictured. EXHIBITION ITEM.  * 1.000:-

1421K 143E, 145A, 181, 231   5+3×10+20 öre on beautiful    
 registered air mail cover sent from HÄLSINGBORG    
 20.7.31 to Great Britain. Arrival pmk CHANCERY    
 LANE B.O. 21.JY.31. Correct postage 25 öre +    
 reg. 20 öre + air mail 10 öre.  * 300:-

1422K 144A 10 öre on postcard sent insufficiently prepaid    
 from BOLLNÄS 3.6.1922 to Norway. Postage due    
 paid with 10 øre cancelled FREDIKSSTAD 6.VI.22.  * 150:-

1423K 144C, 175A, 175C   3×10+4×15 öre on decorative special    
 delivery cover sent from TRANÅS 18.6.1924 to    
 Great Britain. Arrival pmk LONDON 21.JU.24    
 plus cancellation EXPRESS FEE PAID 6D.  * 250:-

1424K 146A 2x10 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 1    
 4.6.37 to Turkey, then forwarded to Plovdiv    
 in Bulgaria. Arrival pmk PLOVDIV 11.VI.37.    
 One stamp with creased corner. Scarce destination.  * 150:-

1425K 146A, 177A   10+15 öre on nice cover sent from MALMÖ    
 1 31.8.31 to the Philippines, via Sibiria.    
 Scarce destination.  * 250:-

1426K 146A, 177A   10+15 öre on cover sent from GÖTEBORG    
 3.1.36 to Hong Kong. Arrival pmk VICTORIA    
 HONG KONG 26.JA.36.  * 250:-

1427K 146A, 177A   10+15 öre (slightly defective) on cover    
 sent from PKP 113 to GÖTEBORG LBR 29.8 34,    
 for further transportation to South Africa, and    
 later forwarded to Lourenco Marques. Arrival    
 postmarks DURBAN 26.SEP.34 and LOURENCO    
 MARQUES 29.SET.1934. Very rare destination.  * 250:-
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1449P 180, 142A   5+20 öre on certified copy of content    
 cancelled STOCKHOLM VÄRDE ANK 2.8.24.    
 One stamp defective and the other slightly    
 oxidized.  * 100:-

1450K 183 25 öre on cover sent from MALMÖ 1 S.J. B    
 11.5.30 to Hong Kong, “Via Siberia”. Arrival    
 pmk HONG KONG 31.MAY.30. Forwarded to    
 SHANGHAI 3.JUN.30. Scarce destination.  * 250:-

1451K 185 30 öre on complaint / enquiry regarding a    
 missing registered letter addressed to Finland.    
 Form No. 329 with cancellation VERKEBÄCK    
 20.1.1925, among other. Scarce usage abroad.  * 250:-

1452K 185b 30 öre light blue on cover with content sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 1 14.11.24 to Italy. Scarce    
 shade on cover.  * 250:-

1453K 187 35 öre, single usage, on registered cover    
 sent from GÖTEBORG 13.10.39 to Iceland.    
 Arrival pmk REYKJAVIK 28.X.39. Scarce    
 destination for registered mail.  * 200:-

1454K 190 40 öre on special delivery postcard sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 1.12.37 to Mälarhöjden. Scarce    
 single usage.  * 300:-

1455P 190, 191 40+45 öre on air mail cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 31.5.30 to Ireland. Somewhat carelessly    
 opened. Mail to the Irish Free State are very    
 scarce, R4 according to Ferdén.  * 200:-

1456K 191 2x45 öre on registered cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 16 10.2.38 to Iran. Arrival pmk    
 TEHERAN 21.II.38. Scarce.  * 250:-

1457K 192 50 öre grey on registered cash on delivery cover    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 1 14.4.22 to Denmark.    
 Arrival pmk AABENRAA 17.4.22. Scarce single    
 usage.  * 250:-

1458K 192 2x50 öre on registered special delivery air    
 mail cover sent from STOCKHOLM 15 18.1.38 to    
 Estonia. Arrival pmk ś TALLINN-TELEGRAM    
 EESTI 29.1.38 and TALLINN EESTI 20.1.38.    
 The cover is lightly reduced in size.  * 200:-

1459P 192 50 öre, single usage, on complaint (form no.    
 329, May 28) regarding a registered letter.    
 Cancelled ODENSVIHOLM 16.4.29, POST-   
 MÄSTAREN GAMLEBY 12.SEP.1929 etc.  * 150:-

1460K 192, 146A   10+2x50 öre on registered special delivery    
 cover sent from STOCKHOLM 204.5.28 to Italy.    
 At back arrival pmk and label “NUMERO    
 D’ARRIVO 146242 ”.  * 250:-

1461K 193 85 öre single usage on address card for urgent    
 cash on delivery parcel, sent from STOCKHOLM    
 20.7.28 to ARBRÅ 24.7.28. Correct postage,    
 as there was no additional fee for urgent    
 for parcels containing medicine. Weak fold    
 through the stamp. Allegedly unique single usage.  * 500:-

World Postal Congress 1924 / Kongress 1924
1462K 197, 244  10+35 öre on registered cover sent from    

 STOCKHOLM 1 1.3.35 to Italy. Arrival pmk’s    
 BRENNERO BOLOGNA 3.3.35, AMB. MILANO-   
 TORINO 196 (C) 4.3.35 and NOVARA 4.3.35.  * 100:-

1463K 199, 196, 198   5+15+20 öre on early air mail postcard    
 sent from LINKÖPING 19.2.1924 to Great Britain.  * 400:-

1464K 200 25 öre on cover sent from GÖTEBORG 19.7.24    
 to Karlsborg. The stamp slightly oxidized.  * 150:-

1465K 200, 61, 88   5x1+25+30 öre on registered cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 7 27.4.25 to Denmark. Correct    
 postage.  * 200:-

1466K 201 30 öre on 2-fold cover sent from ESLÖV 22.11.32    
 to Stockholm.  * 150:-

1467K 202 35 öre on cover sent from STOCKHOLM CONGRES    
 POSTAL UNIVERSAL 19.7.24 to Motala.    
 EXCELLENT.  * 150:-

1468K 203, 200  25+40 öre on special delivery cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 1 15.11.24 to Malmö. One stamp    
 somewhat oxidized compared with the shown    
 scan. Correct postage.  * 250:-

1469K 204, 199  20+45 öre on special delivery cover sent from    
 ÖSTERSUND 3.8.25 to KARLSTAD 4.8.25, and    
 then forwarded to ÖREBRO 6.8.25. Somewhat    
 carelessly opened. Correct postage.  * 250:-

1470K 207 80 öre on address card for parcel sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 12 2.9.24 to GRÄNGESBERG    
 3.9.24. Two short perfs. F 1800  * 400:-

1471K 207, 199  20+80 öre on insured cover sent from SOMMEN    
 18.12.2x to Stockholm. F 1800  * 300:-

1472K 209 2 kr on registered air mail cover sent to    
 USA. Cancellations LUFTPOSTEXP. NR 1    
 STOCKHOLM-LONDON FEMTE TUREN 3.IX.28,    
 LONDON E.C. REGISTERED 5.SP.28, CHICAGO    
 17.SEP.1928 and DENVER, COLOR. REGISTERED    
 18.SEP.1928. F 22000  * 2.000:-

1473K 210 5 kr, single usage, on registered special    
 delivery air mail cover, with currency control,    
 sent from POSTMUSEUM STOCKHOLM 11.10.45    
 to Hans Lagerlöf in USA. Lagerlöf emigrated    
 early to the United States and built a    
 successful company for paper pulp imports.    
 He collected huge amounts of stamps and became    
 an international great collector of dignity.    
 He made 23 donations to Postmuseum, of which    
 the most important donation contained the    
 two world famous Mauritius Post Office stamps.    
 Arrival pmk’s e.g. NEW YORK, N.Y. REG’Y DIV    
 22.10.1945 and the company cancellation    
 LAGERLÖF TRADING CO, INC. 22.OCT.1945    
 PM 3:05. Although traces of tape and small    
 imperfections a very interesting item. F 36000  * 1.200:-

U.P.U. 1924 / Världspostföreningen
1474K 212, 144A   10 öre on insufficiently prepaid cover    

 sent from STOCKHOLM 1 AVG LBR 29.9.24 to    
 SÖDERTELJE 30.9.24. Postage due paid with 10 öre.  * 100:-

1475K 212, 82, 84   3x10+15 öre on special delivery cover    
 sent from ÖSTERSUND 6.12.27 to STOCKHOLM    
 7.12.27.  * 150:-

1476K 213, 142A   5+15 öre on picture postcard (Gammelgården,    
 Mora) sent from RÄTTVIK 7.9.24 to Switzerland.  * 100:-

1477K 214 20 öre on postcard cancelled STOCKHOLM 28.8.24.  * 150:-
1478K 215, 142A   5+25 öre on cover sent from GÖTEBORG    

 3.1.25 to Belgium. One stamp somewhat oxidized    
 compared with the shown scan.  * 150:-

1479K 218, 198 15+40 öre on insured cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 2 to Östersund.  * 200:-

1480K 219, 213 15+45 öre on registered cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 3 30.4.27 to USA. Arrival pmk    
 NEW YORK, N.Y. REG’Y. DIV. 11.5.1927.  * 300:-

1481K 219, 215 25+45 öre on special delivery cover sent from    
 LYCKEBY to Malmö. One stamp somewhat    
 oxidized compared with the shown scan. F 800  * 250:-

1482K 220 50 öre on registered cover sent from SUNDSVALL    
 2.1.25 to Finland. Arrival pmk HELSINKI    
 HELSINGFORS 4.1.25.  * 250:-

1483K 220, 175A   15+50 öre on special delivery cover sent    
 from ESKILSTUNA 21.6.25 to Smål. Rydaholm.    
 Correct postage.  * 250:-

1484K 221 60 öre, scarce single usage, on 2-fold air    
 mail cover with correct postage, sent from    
 GÖTEBORG 2 28.4.36 to Czechoslovakia. Arrival    
 pmk PRAHA 82 LETISTE 29.VI.36. F 1200  * 300:-

1485K 222, 144A, 160   10+45+80 öre on insured cash on    
 delivery cover sent from HALMSTAD 1 25.11.1924.    
 Holepunched at left. Scarce. F 1800  * 400:-

1486K 224, 199  20 öre and 2 kr as correct postage on very    
 beautiful address card for parcel sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 14 2.1.25 to NORRKÖPING 1    
 PAK EXP 3.1.25.  * 3.000:-

Gustav	V	70	years	–	Post	Office	/
Gustav V 70 år – Postverket

1487K 228 1928 70th Birthday of King Gustaf V 15 öre    
 red. Letter to the Swedish explorer Sven    
 Hedin, sent from Stockholm 25.2.1929 to    
 Beijing. Arrival cds Peping 16.3.29 on the    
 reverse of the cover.  * 100:-

1488K 230, 227  10+2x25 öre on registered cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 17 11.9.28 to USA. Arrival pmk ś    
 NEW YORK, N.Y. REG’Y DIV. 21.9.1928 and    
 BOSTON, MASS. REGISTERED 22.SEP.1928.  * 100:-

1489K 231, 340, 73, 104    3+3x10+27/80 öre on registered    
 air mail cover with currency control, sent    
 from HÄSSLEHOLM 31.8.42 to Croatia. Arrival    
 pmk ś ZAGREB 4.IX.42 and OSIJEK 5.IX.42.    
 Very scarce destination.  * 150:-

1490K 233, 172, 181   20+3×120 öre + 5 kr as postage due 880 öre    
 on postal form 171 (Aug. 27.) “En med lösen    
 belagd, vanlig brevförsändelse”. Cancellations    
 STOCKHOLM 1 13.1.36 and STOCKHOLM    
 1 14.1.36. The form with thin spots after mounting.    
 F 1800  * 100:-
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1514K 270 20 öre on reply pc part sent from BERLIN W9    
 6.8.39 to Stockholm. Privately manufactured    
 reply parts correctly used from abroad are scarce.  * 150:-

1515K 271BB 2x5 öre (pair) on postal form no. 336 (April    
 28.) “Intyg angående avlämnandet av frimärkta,    
 vanliga brevförsändelser”. Cancelled HORN    
 11.3.41. Beautiful item.  * 100:-

1516K 273A 3x10 öre on cover sent from ULRICEHAMN LBR    
 27.2.41 to Egypt. Arrival pmk 26.3.1941.    
 Somewhat carelessly opened.  * 150:-

1517K 275 15 öre on reply pc part sent from GEIRANGER    
 2.7.50 to Stockholm. Privately manufactured    
 reply parts correctly used from abroad are scarce.  * 150:-

1518K 276 20 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM BAN    
 12.2.51 to Madeira. Transit CORREIOS LISBOA    
 15.FEV.51 and arrival pmk FUNCHAL 17.FEV.51.  * 100:-

1519K 279 30 öre, single usage, on censored official    
 cover sent to Hawaii. EXCELLENT cancellation    
 LUND 1 20.12.40. Transit VICTORIA HONG KONG    
 18.FE.41. Very scarce destination.  * 150:-

1520K 281 40 öre, single usage, on air mail cover sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 12.9.47 to Spain. Arrival pmk    
 MADRID 14.SEP.47. Forwarded to GIBRALTAR    
 18.SP.47. Notation “Return to sender Too late    
 - Left Gibraltar”. Nice item.  * 150:-

1521K 282 2x45 öre on registered cover with return    
 receipt sent from ÖSTHAMMAR 20.6.52 to Varberg.  * 150:-

1522K 282, 294  2x45 öre + 1 kr on air mail on air mail cover    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 50 14.3.41 to Chile.    
 Arrival pmk SANTIAGO CHILE 5.ABR.1941.  * 150:-

1523K 283 1941 Gustaf V large numerals 50 öre grey on    
 “Small packet Peteit paquet” sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 27.11.50 to USA. Sweden introduced    
 small packets 1.7.1930. The postage was 50    
 öre up to 250 grams. Swedish customs label    
 and paid with 15 cent in USA. Very scarce    
 type of mail.  * 700:-

1524K 283, 368A   5+50 öre on air mail postcard sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 2 11.2.47 to Aruba. Arrival pmk    
 ARUBA ORANJESTAD 15.2.47. Very scarce    
 destination, most probably the earliest    
 recorded mail from Sweden.  * 200:-

1525K 284 50 öre on PS-card, regarding message about    
 insufficiently prepaid mail. Cancelled KARLSTAD    
 26.3.58.  * 100:-

1526K 284, 403A   20+50 öre on air mail cover with content    
 sent from MÖLNDAL 1 20.1.54, via GÖTEBORG    
 1 21.4.54, to Egypt. Arrival pmk ś e.g. PORT-   
 SAID 25.APR.1954.  * 100:-

1527K 292 1951 Three Crowns 85 öre brown, single usage, on    
 Form No 77 cancelled GÖTEBORG 1 10.JAN.1953.  * 100:-

1528K 294 1939 Three Crowns 1 Kr orange, single usage,    
 on specieal delivery postcard sent from    
 GÖTEBORG 1 7.8.59 to Germany. Arrival pmk    
 MÜNCHEN 8.8.59. Scarce.  * 150:-

1529K 294 1939 Three Crowns 1 Kr orange, single usage,    
 on cover sent from TRANÅS 19.2.63 to Japan.  * 100:-

1530K 294 1939 Three Crowns 1 Kr orange, single usage,    
 on after-assessment card regarding an    
 insufficiently prepaid parcel, cancelled    
 TÄFTEÅ 5.12.59.  * 100:-

1531K 295 1.05 kr, single usage, on special delivery cover    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 30.12.63 to Denmark.    
 Arrival pmk KØBENHAVN K 31.12.63.  * 100:-

1532K 299 1.20 kr on registered cover sent from BODEN    
 1 20.4.65 to Austria. Arrival pmk’s WIEN 68    
 and WIEN 70 23.4.65, plus cancel UNGÜLTIG.  * 150:-

1533K 300 1948 Three Crowns 1.40 Kr dark green, single    
 usage, on form No. 3205.02 regarding    
 insufficiently prepaid mail. Cancelled MÖLNDAL    
 1 19.4.67 and GÖTEBORG 1 UTRIKESAVD.    
 18.APR.1967.  * 100:-

1534K 304 1951 Three Crowns 1.70 Kr red, single usage,    
 on registered air mail cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 1 31.10.60 to Argentina.  * 100:-

1535K 307, 436 70 öre + 1.85 kr on registered card with    
 return receipt, cancelled GÖTEBORG 2 13.9.68.  * 150:-

1536K 320A 10 öre on form No. 336 (April 28) “Intyg    
 angående avlämnandet av frimärkta, vanliga    
 brevförs‰ndelser ...” cancelled HORN 10.12.39.  * 100:-

1537K 325 1940 Carl Michael Bellman 35 öre carmine-   
 rose, single usage, on censored registered cover    
 with currency control, sent from HALMSTAD    
 1 10.7.40 to Denmark.  * 100:-

1491K 234A, 235A   2x10+2x15 öre on registered cover sent    
 with return receipt (A.R.) sent from SKENE    
 1.12.1932 to Stockholm.  * 100:-

1492K 235A, 143A   5+4x15 öre on registered special delivery    
 cover sent from MALMÖ 17.1.33 to Stockholm.  * 150:-

1493K 238 2x5 öre in pair on postcard sent from MARIESTAD    
 9.12.33 to Styrsö.  * 150:-

1494K 238 5 öre type I on postcard sent from PKXP No    
 x7A 17.12.1933 to Töftedal. F 500  * 150:-

1495K 239C 1933 50th Anniversary of the Postal Savings    
 Bank 5 öre green, perf on four sides, on    
 printed matter sent from MALMÖ 24.3.34 to    
 Russia. Arrival pmk at back.  * 150:-

1496K 239C, 235C   2x5+15 öre on cover sent from LANDSKRONA    
 17.1.34 to India..  * 150:-

1497K 243, 242A   15+3x25 öre on special delivery cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 5.4.35 to Germany. Arrival    
 pmk HAMBURG EILBRIEF ZUG 120 6.4.35.  * 100:-

1498K 243, 245  25+60 öre on registered cash on delivery cover    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 8.3.35 to Denmark.    
 One stamp defective. C.O.D. mail sent abroad    
 is scarce.  * 150:-

1499K 250, 247A   Air mail cover, 10+25 öre on air mail    
 cover sent from PKP 159 9.3.36 to Monaco.    
 Transit PARIS 10.III.1936 and arrival MONTE    
 CARLO 11.III.36.  * 200:-

1500K 254 45 öre on registered cover sent from ÄNGBY    
 24.3.38 to USA. Arrival pmk’s NEW YORK, N.Y.    
 REG’Y. DIV. 1.4.36 and CHICAGO 3.APR.1936.  * 100:-

1501K 257 1936 Postverket 300 år 1 Kr, single usage,    
 on special delivery air mail cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 23.8.36 to Great Britain. Cancellation    
 EXPRESS FEE PAID 6D. Somewhat carelessly    
 opened. Unusual single franking.  * 250:-

1502K 257, 259A   10 öre+ 2x1 kr on address card for parcel    
 sent from GÖTEBORG 4.7.38 to Switzerland.    
 Cancellations BERLIN N 5.7.38, DEUTSCHE    
 KARTIERUNGS-STELLE BASEL 17 6.7.38 and    
 ZOLLAMT BASEL-POST 7.VII.38.  * 150:-

1503K 257, 260, 270   20+100 öre + 1 kr on address card    
 for parcel, with attached customs declaration    
 form, sent from STOCKHOLM 17.3.39 to Denmark.  * 150:-

1504K 258 1936 Bromma 50 öre blue, single usage, on    
 registered cover front sent from KLIPPAN    
 25.1.37 to Paraguay. Scarce destination.  * 150:-

Swedenborg – Bellman
1505K 259A, CC   3x10 öre on cover sent from KUNGSBACKA    

 5.3.38 to Transvaal.  * 100:-
1506K 260 1938 Emanuel Swedenborg 100 öre dull green,    

 single usage, on special delivery air mail    
 cover sent from JULITA 1.7.38 to USA. Arrival    
 pmk’s NEW YORK, N.Y, REC’D. G.P.O. 11.JUL.1938,    
 NEW YORK, N.Y. GRAND CENTRAL ANNEX.    
 REC’D 11.JUL.1938 and private hotel cancel. Also    
 cancelledwith violet cancel FEE CLAIMED BY    
 OFFICE OF FIRST ADDRESS. Scarce exhibition    
 item.  * 500:-

1507K 260, 259A, 265, 266A   5+10+60+4x100 öre on address    
 card for cash on delivery parcel sent from    
 MALMÖ 1 27.7.38 to ÅHUS 28.7.1938.  * 100:-

1508K 260, 259A; C   5x10 (incl. block of four) + 100 öre    
 on cover sent from GÖTEBORG 1 LBR 9.2.38 to    
 Germany.  * 100:-

1509K 260, 264  30+100 öre on registered air mail cover sent    
 from GÖTEBORG 1 22.4.38 to USA. Arrival pmk ś    
 NEW YORK, N.Y. REG’Y. DIV. 1.5.1938 and SAN    
 FRANCISCO, CALIF. REGISTERED 3.MAY.1938.  * 150:-

1510K 264, 259C, 261C, 262C, 263   5+2x10+15+20+30 öre on    
 3-fold registered cover sent from RÅSUNDA    
 27.4.38 to Malta. Arrival pmk GENERAL POST    
 OFFICE REGISTERED MALTA 30.AP:38. Sealed    
 by strip “AND OFFICIALLY SECURED”. Scarce    
 destination.  * 150:-

1511K 265 1938 New Sweden 60 öre carmine, single usage,    
 on registered air mail cover sent from GÖTEBORG    
 7 21.5.38 to Italy. Arrival pmk ś MILANO    
 22.5.38 and GENOVA 22.5.38.  * 150:-

1512K 265, 264  30+60 öre on special delivery air mail cover    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 1 4.6.38 to Czechoslovakia.    
 Arrival pmk PRAHA 5.VI.38 and 6.VI.38.  * 100:-

1513K 266C, 71-74   1+2+3+4+4x5 öre on cover sent from    
 STOCKHOLM 1 8.10.38 to Lichtenstein. Very    
 scarce destination.  * 150:-
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Modern stamps / Modernare märken
1538K 330BB 1941 Skansen 10 öre violet, pair. Postcard    

 sent from NYKÖPING 23.5.42 to Croatia.  * 150:-
1539K 332B 1941 The Royal Castle 5 kr perf a 3 sides,    

 single usage, on address card for parcel sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 100 16.12.58 to POST-   
 KONTORET I HUDIKSVALL 17 DEC.  * 100:-

1540K 332BC 1941 The Royal Castle 5 Kr blue, pair 3+4,    
 together with 5+10 öre + 2x1.10 kr, as paid    
 postage due amount. Cancelled STOCKHOLM 6    
 9.6.49. Small imperfections. F 2500  * 150:-

1541K 332BC, etc.   1941 The Royal Castle 5 Kr blue, two    
 pairs 3+4 in block of four, together with    
 5+25+60 öre + 1.10 kr, on tax order cancelled    
 RÖKE 14.3.52. F 3200+  * 400:-

1542K 332C, 369   60 öre + 5 kr on air mail sample of no    
 value printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 17    
 6.7.1946 to USA. Very scarce type of mail.  * 700:-

1543K 336, 276   20+120 öre on censored air mail cover sent    
 from TRELLEBORG LBR 17.6.42, BY AIR OVER    
 THE ATLANTIC AND FROM NEW YORK,    
 to USA.  * 300:-

1544K 336, 334  120 öre rose-lilac + 1 kr on air mail cover    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 1.8.45 to USA. Arrival    
 postmarks NEW YORK, N.Y. REG’Y DIV. 8.8.1945    
 and CENTRAL CITY NEBR. 10.AUG.1945. F 1200  * 200:-

1545K 343 1942 Carl Wilhelm Scheele 60 öre carmine-   
 violet, single usage, on censored registered    
 air mail cover with currency control, sent    
 from STOCKHOLM 29.3.43 to Turkey. Arrival    
 pmk ś ISTANBUL 7.4.1943.  * 150:-

1546K 344BB, 345, 346   7x20 öre, of which two BB-pairs in    
 block of four, + 30+3x60 öre on censored    
 registered air mail cover sent to Argentina.    
 FDC-cancelled STOCKHOLM 16.6.1943. Transit    
 pmk’s NEW YORK, N.Y. REG’Y. DIV. 21.7.1943,    
 MIAMI, FL.A. REGISTERED 22.JUL.1943 and    
 arrival pmk DIEGO DE ALVEAR S.F. ARGENTINA    
 28.JUL.43. Two censor labels. F 1500  * 300:-

1547K 357 1944 The Swedish Navy 90 öre grey, single    
 usage, on censored air mail cover sent from    
 MALMÖ 1 18.10.44 to Great Britain.  * 150:-

1548K 360 60 öre, single usage, on censored registered    
 cover with “valutakontroll”, sent from UPPSALA    
 9.6.45 to Great Britain. Arrival pmk LONDON    
 W.C. 19.JNE.1945. Notation “ Opened in error”.    
 Nice item.  * 100:-

1549K 362 1945 Victor Rydberg 90 öre light blue, single    
 usage, on air mail cover sent from STOCKHOLM    
 13 6.5.46 to India. Arrival pmk BOMBAY 26    
 15.MY.1946.  * 100:-

1550K 364, 359A   5+2x40 öre on air mail cover sent from    
 ÄPPELVIKEN 29.12.45 to Greece. Cancellation    
 O.A.T. and arrival pmk.  * 100:-

1551K 373 30 öre, single usage, on undeliverable cover    
 sent from VÄSTERÅS 2.4.47 to the Philippines,    
 “via USA”. Several arrival pmk ś at back.  * 100:-

1552K 381 1948 The Pioneer Jubilee 1 Kr orange, single    
 usage, on air mail cover sent from MARIANNE-   
 LUND 6.12.48 to India. Arrival pmk BOMBAY    
 12.DEC.1948.  * 150:-

1553K 404BB 1951 Gustaf VI Adolf, type 1 25 öre grey,    
 pair, on air mail cover sent from PKP 6.7.53    
 to Lebanon. Scarce destination.  * 100:-

1554K 412 1954 Gustaf VI Adolf, type 1 40 öre olive    
 green, single usage, on aerogram sent from    
 DJURSHOLM 1 12.8.55 to South Africa. Arrival    
 pmk CAPE TOWN KAAPSTAD 17.VIII.55.    
 Forwarded to Pretoria.  * 100:-

1555K 413A, 458   15+50 öre on air mail cover sent from    
 LINKÖPING 2.8.57 to Iran, with arrival pmk    
 TEHERAN (ARRIVEE) 4.8.1957. Scarce    
 destination.  * 150:-

1556K 415 25 öre on postcard sent from BÅSTAD 11.7.60    
 tp Greece. Arrival pmk MYKONOS.  * 100:-

1557K 417 1957 Gustaf VI Adolf, type 2 40 öre olive    
 green, single usage, on aerogram sent from    
 SOLNA 3 12.3.59 to Hawaii. Scarce destination.  * 150:-

1558K 425BB 1962 Gustaf VI Adolf, type 3 35 öre blue,    
 pair, on aerogram sent from GÖTEBORG 13.1.67    
 to Aden, Arabia. Very scarce destination.  * 150:-

1559K 431 50 öre type 3, single usage, on air mail    
 picture postcard sent from STOCKHOLM 40    
 29.8.67 to Israel.  * 100:-

1560K 438BB 1951 Christopher Polhem 25 öre black, pair,    
 on air mail cover sent from DJURSHOLM LBR    
 4.11.51 to Lebanon. Arrival pmk BEYROUTH R.P.    
 7.XI.51. Scarce destination.  * 100:-

1561K 458 50 öre on insufficiently prepaid registered    
 cover sent from GREBO 31.1.55 to Stockholm.    
 Instead of postage due for the reciever to    
 pay, the cover have been taxed through the    
 after-assassement service. Notation “eftertax    
 and cancellation POSTKONTORET STOCKHOLM    
 4 ÖVERPOSTEXPEDITÖREN. Scarce.  * 150:-

1562K 465 1954 Rock Carvings 90 öre blue, single usage,    
 on air mail cover sent from KUNGÄLV 4.12.56    
 to Hong Kong. Scarce destination.  * 100:-

1563K 467DD2 1955 Stamp Centenary 25 öre blue, pair corner    
 cut down, on cover sent from STOCKHOLM BAN    
 23.10.60 to Jordan. Arrival pmk ś AMMAN    
 26.OCT.60 and JERSUALEM 29.OCT.60. Scarce    
 destgination..  * 100:-

1564K 475, 393 1955 Stockholmia-55 24 öre red. and 5 öre on    
 cover canc. Stockholm 8.7.55 and Nordiska    
 Filatelist-Kongressen Stockholm 8.7.1955.  * 200:-

1565K 482 40 öre, single usage, on air mail postcard    
 sent from GÖTEBORG 21.12.1956 to Eritrea.    
 Scarce destination.  * 100:-

1566K 543 1963 World icehockey champ. 1,70 Kr blue,    
 single usage, on air mail cover sent from    
 SIGTUNA 11.12.65 to India. Part of arrival    
 pmk at back.  * 100:-

1567K 545 1963 Freedom from Hunger 50 öre violet, single    
 usage, on cover sent from STOCKHOLM 5.11.63    
 to Rhodes. Arrival pmk 7.XI.63.  * 100:-

1568K 586 1966 Carl J. Love Almqvist 1 Kr green, single    
 usage, on air mail cover sent from MOTALA 1    
 3.5.67 to Jordan. Arrival pmk ś AMMAN 5.MAY.67    
 and JERUSALEM. Scarce destination.  * 100:-

1569P 601 etc 1967 Gripsholm Castle 7 Kr blue/red etc. on    
 address card for parcel + 59 other address    
 cards, many foreign.  * 100:-

1570K 603 1967 World Table-Tennis Champ. 90 öre green-   
 blue, single usage, on air mail postcard sent    
 from SKANÖR to Hong Kong. Private arrival    
 cancel NOV 18 .. 68. Scarce destination.  * 100:-

1571K 603 1967 World Table-Tennis Champ. 90 öre green-   
 blue, single usage, on air mail cover sent from    
 MOTALA 1 8.5.67 to Israel. Arrival pmk 10.5.57.  * 100:-

1572K 618A 1967 Nobel prize 1907 35 öre red, two copies,    
 on aerogram sent from OSBY 17.11.68 to Burma.    
 Cancellations RANGOON 27.NOV.68 and 10.DEC.68    
 and D.L.O. RANGOON 11.DEC.68 and 13.DEC.68.    
 Very scarce destination.  * 100:-

1573 692 1970 Erik Magnussons sigill 3 Kr grönblå.    
 HALFED on letter, scanc. Västerås 1P 22.12.80,    
 also signed by postal official “Eftertax. Sign.”.  * 300:-

Better cancellations / Bättre stämplar
1574K bKe2CII  GÖTEBORG 5.7.1879. Ventilator pmk on postcard    

 sent to HELSINGBORG 6.7.1879. Small tear at    
 top. Postal: 600:-  O 100:-

1575K bKe10 POSTKONTORET HEDEVIKEN 20 FEB 89.    
 Ovalshaped cancel in bluegreen.  Z 250:-

1576K 45 U.W.H.J 31.1.1888, railway mail postmarks 2.    
 Cover sent to GÖTEBORG 31.1.1888. The cover    
 with small imperfections.   100:-

1577K 273 WAXHOLM II, steamship mail postmarks. Straight    
 line ships cancel on G V 10 öre x2, on local    
 cover between Möja - Stavsudda. Some    
 discouloration on envelope and one stamp.   600:-

1578K 271 ÅBP 18 4.8.42, steamship mail postmarks. G V    
 5 öre in pair on postcard. Postal: 520:-   300:-

1579K bKe7, 54, 61   DENMARK. Danish boxed cancellation    
 FRA SVERIGE (Helsingborg–Helsingør route)    
 together with circle cancellation HELSINGØR    
 and violet single line cancellation PAQUEBOT    
 on three postcards sent to Denmark and Germany,    
 respectively. Nice trio. (3).   200:-

1580K 52 DENMARK. Danish cancellation FRA SVERIGE M    
 (Malmö–Copenhagen route) on Swedish stamps,    
 4×5 öre Oscar II in block of four, on cover sent to    
 Germany. Transit KJØBENHAVN 1.OMB. 20.6.1897    
 and arrival BIELEFELD 2-3N 21.6.97. Superb.   200:-

1581K 52, 54, 56, 82   FINLAND. Finnish double line cancellation    
 ULKOMAALTA FRÅN UTLANDET on four covers    
 sent to Finland. All with arrival pmks. Nice lot. (4).   200:-
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1601K bKe3A Cut out 10 öre mounted with foreign sheet margins on   
 reverse of the pc, sent from PKXP Nr 8A 23.21.1877   
 (wrong month figure!) to Germany. Transit PKXP No 2   
 24.2.1877 and arrival pmk HAMBURG 26.FEBR.77. Very   
 interesting item as cut outs were never allowed in Sweden.  400:-

1602K bKe3C Postcard 10 öre sent from STRENGNÄS 21.9.1879 to   
 LEIPZIG. Handled as undeliverable with notation   
 “Zurück”. Seemingly sent via Russia according transit   
 mark at back. Other cancellations AUSGABE 24.9, PKXP   
 Nr 2 25.10.1879 and STRENGNÄS 26.10.1879.  300:-

1603K bKe6 Postcard 6 öre, nine usages sent to Denmark and   
 Norway, respectively, of which six are cancelled only   
 with foreign pmks FRA SVERIGE, etc. (9).  300:-

1604K bKe6, 29  Postcard 6 öre, eight usages additionally franked   
 with 4 öre, sent to Finland, Germany, Great Britain   
 and Switzerland, respectively. (8).  800:-

1605K bKe7, 30  Postcard 5 öre, eight usages additionally franked   
 with 5 öre and sent to abroad. Mostly good quality. (8).  800:-

1606K bKe7, 52  Postcard 5 öre additionally franked with 5 öre, sent   
 from UPSALA 21.12.1892 to Tenerife. Transit pmk PKXP   
 No 2A UTR N 22.12.1892. Allegedly the earliest recorded   
 postcard to the Canary Islands.  500:-

1607K bKe7, 52, etc.   Postcard 5 öre, nine usages additionally   
 franked with either 5 or 10 öre, all sent to abroad,   
 e.g. to Malaga, Russia and USA. (9).  400:-

1608K bKe8, 30/43   Postcard 5/6 öre, six usages additionally franked   
 with 5 öre (stamps either with or without ph). All sent   
 to Germany, except for one sent to France. (6).  800:-

1609K bKe8B Postcard 5/6 öre type B sent locally within STOCKHOLM   
 1.TUR 11.12.1886. Undeliverable with cancellations   
 OBESTÄLLBART and RETUR.  300:-

1610K bKe9 1897 Commemorative postcard 5 öre, twenty-two inland   
 usages or to Denmark, plus a few sent to other countries.   
 Some with additional franking and one FDC-usage. (22).  200:-

1611K bKe14 Postcard 10 öre sent from STOCKHOLM 1.10.08 to Siam.   
 Arrival pmk BANGKOK 2 27.10.08. Scarce destination.  400:-

1612K bKd4 Reply-paid postcard 15+15 öre, four usages with unused   
 response cards incl. one without address, plus two   
 originating cards 15 öre. Philatelic usages but very   
 scarce postal stationery in used condition. (6).  600:-

Official	postcards	/ Tjänstebrevkort
1613K TjbK3, Tj14   Official postcard 5 öre with printed announcement,   

 sent from ULRICEHAMN to Dalum, then re-sent with   
 signed proof of reading, from DALUM 3.11.1886 to   
 Ulricehamn. Very scarce “bakpost” item, only a few   
 recorded. Mail sent a second time to a new addressee   
 was prohibited in Sweden, with the exception of   
 “bakpost”. The stamp with one missing corner perf,   
 nevertheless a fantastic EXHIBITION item.  2.500:-

Air mail covers / Luftpost
1614K 136 Air mail cover, Registred air mail letter from Grycksbo   

 (County of Dalarna) to Köln (Germany) sent 29.9.   
 1920, franked with 2 x F136 and 1 x F 137. The postage   
 fee is corect and the letter was sent during the   
 correct period of use for these stamps.Arrival cds   
 Köln 2.10.1920 on the back side. Sealed with five seals.  700:-

1615K 145A, 183, 190, 231   Air mail cover, 2×10+25+40 öre on   
 special delivery air mail cover sent from GÖTEBORG   
 20.5.33 to the Netherlands. Arrival pmk AMSTERDAM   
 22.5.1933. Correct postage 25 öre + special delivery   
 fee 50 öre + air mail fee 10 öre. Nice item.  300:-

1616K 233a Air mail cover, Registred air mail cover sent from   
 Lidingö 3.3.1936 to Avellaneda (Argentine) franked   
 with 8.45 SEK (1x233a, 1x254, 3x257). A number of   
 postmarks on both sides of the cover (Trelleborg-   
 Sassnitz, German air mail cancellation, Buenos Ayres,   
 Avellanded).  500:-

1617K 334, 273A, 279   Air mail cover, 10+2x30 öre + 1 kr on censored   
 air mail cover sent from STOCKHOLM 1.6.42 to Argentina,   
 “By air over the Atlantic and from New York”. Censor   
 label “1699” with signature. Also cancelled 1732.  100:-

1618K 350 Air mail cover, Air mail, express and registred mail   
 sent from Stockholm 28.9.1943 to Berlin, franked with   
 a single franking Montelius 120 öre. Correct fee. The item   
 has been subject both to German censor check and to   
 currency check. Arrival cds Berlin 1.10.43 on the back side.  500:-

Krigsfångepost / War camp covers
1619K  P.O.W mail, Reply-paid postcard with corresponding   

 reply part still attached, sent from STOCKHOLM 16   
 16.7.17 to Russia. Slightly rounded corners. F 1000  100:-

Crash mail / Crashpost
1582K  Crash-post, Two covers sent from Germany 3–4.9.54   

 to Sweden. One cover with catchet “Denna försändelse   
 har försenats och skadats genom tågolyckan i Rörvik   
 den 6/9 1964”, and the other with large label “BIFOGADE   
 FÖRSÄNDELSE HAR FÖRSENATS OCH SKADATS   
 GENOM TÅGOLYCKAN I RÖRVIK DEN 6/9 1954”. (2).  300:-

Postal stationery / Helsaker
Stamped envelopes / Frankokuvert

1583K Fk1I Stamped envelope 12 öre sent locally within UPSALA   
 12.5.1872. Superb. Further information can be studied   
 online.  700:-

1584K Fk3, 31j, 42c   Stamped envelope 10 öre additionally franked   
 with 4+6 öre, sent from LUND 1.4.1889 to Germany.   
 Transit MALMÖ 2 POST 1.4.1889, and arrival pmk   
 BIELEFELD 2.4.89. Signed O.P.  300:-

1585K Fk3, 42b, 44b   Stamped envelope 10 öre additionally franked   
 with 4+6 öre, sent from ÖREBRO-HALLSBERG B 23.5.1892   
 to Germany. Transit PKXP No 64B 23.5.1892, and arrival   
 pmk KIEINFLOTTBEK 24.5.92. Scarce combination, R4   
 according to Ferdén.  500:-

1586K Fk3, 43 Stamped envelope 10 öre additionally franked with   
 2×5 öre, sent from WESTERÅS 25.10.1890 to Germany.   
 Arrival pmk LÖBAU (SACHSEN) 28.10.90.  100:-

1587K Fk3, 45b, 46d   Stamped envelope 10 öre additionally franked   
 with 10 + 20 öre, sent registered from STOCKHOLM   
 19.1.1890 to Belgium. Arrival pmk BRUXELLES   
 23.JANV.1890. Unusually early registered mail to   
 this destination. Paper residues at back. Signed O.P.  800:-

1588K Fk5, 50 Two stamped envelopes 10/12 öre additionally franked   
 with 10/12 öre, both sent to Germany in 1890. One   
 slightly defective. (2).  100:-

1589K Fk5VII v  Stamped envelope 10/12 öre type VII with heavily   
 misplaced stamp and overprint. Sent from STOCKHOLM   
 9.8.97 to Kil. EXCELLENT and scarce.  500:-

1590K Fk6, 40c, 52c, 61c   Stamped envelope 10 öre additionally   
 franked with 1+2x2+5 öre, sent as 2-fold letter from   
 SÖLJE 31.3.1893 to STOCKHOLM 2.TUR 2.4.93. Small   
 cuts does not touch the stamps. Scarce combination and   
 superb.  300:-

1591K Fk6, 42d, 56, 62   Stamped envelope additionally franked with   
 3x2+4+20 öre, sent registered from STOCKHOLM 28.5.94   
 to France. Arival pmk’s MONTPELLIER 29.4.94, and   
 PARIS 6 CHARGEMENTS 31.5.94. The cover somewhat   
 carelessly opened with small paperloss repaired at   
 top. Scarce and decorative combination.  300:-

1592K Fk6, 56, 61-64   Stamped envelope 10 öre additionally franked   
 with 1+2+3+4+20 öre, sent from STOCKHOLM 16.5.93 to   
 Argentina. Arrival pmk on reverse.  500:-

1593K Fk6, 58, 61-64   Stamped envelope 10 öre additionally franked   
 with 2x1+2+4x3+4+30 öre, sent registered as 2-fold   
 letter, from STOCKHOLM ÖM 25.3.1893 to Finland.   
 Arrival pmk ÅBO 30.III.93. One stamp defective, but   
 nevertheless a very nice item.  250:-

Letter cards / Kortbrev
1594K kB3, 40c, 52a1, 64s   Letter card 5 öre with edges, additionally   

 franked with 2+4+2×5 öre, sent to Germany, Only   
 cancelled with foreign pmks FRA SVERIGE M and K.   
 OMB. 2 22.12.92. Certificate Obe. very fine (1982).  400:-

1595K kB5, 52 Letter card 5 öre with edges, with advertisment   
 printed on both the reverse, the complete inside as   
 well as the edges! Additionally franked with 5 öre   
 and sent from PL 275C 18.5.1905 to STOCKHOLM.  500:-

1596K kB18, 151A   Letter card 20 öre additionally franked with 20   
 öre, sent from (GÖTEBORG) 15.3.21 to Monaco.   
 Arrival pmk on reverse.  300:-

1597K kB31 v.I  Letter card 10 öre with SOUBLE PERFORATION, unused.   
 Perf. partly separated on left-hand side. Very scarce,   
 R5 according to Facit.  1.500:-

Single postcards / Enkla brevkort
1598K bKe1 “Schröder” card 12 öre sent from SVENLJUNGA 23.4.1872   

 to GÖTEBORG 3.TUR 25.4. Further information can be   
 studied online.  500:-

1599K bKe1AIb  Postcard 12 öre light blue sent from KIL 3.5.1872   
 (month figure changed by ink) via PKXP Nr 7 NED   
 4.5.1872 to Karlstad. F 2800  700:-

1600K bKe1AIb  “Schröder” card 12 öre sent from SKENE 28.5.1872   
 to GÖTEBORG 3.TUR 29.5. EXCELLENT. Ex. Daun.  300:-
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Free mail stamps / Portofrihetsmärken
1620K PS2 PS-försändelse, Stamp for foreign postal official   

 mail with 5-pointed stars, on envelope with beautiful   
 seal “POSTINSPEKTIONEN SÖDRA DISTRIKTET”   
 on reverse, sent to Denmark. Cancellations   
 POSTNSPEKTIONEN S.D. 23.5.1896, MALMÖ  
  23.5.96 and K. OMB.1 24.5.96.  300:-

Perfins	/ Skyddsperforeringar
1621K 260, 265, 266C   Perfin, 5+60+5x100 öre, all with perfins   

 Å&Å, on address card for parcel sent from STOCKHOLM   
 BAN 30.11.38 to Finland. Label regarding customs “13   
 mk 60 p”, of which clearance “5” which have been paid   
 at back with 2x50 p + 1½+2½ m (fold through one   
 stamp). Transit TURKU ÅBO 2.XII.38 and arrival cds   
 NYKARLEBY 3.XII.38.  150:-

Wednesday 22 March, 14:00 at the earliest
Cancellation collections / Stämpelsamlingar

1622P Collection FOREIGN PMKS on covers and postcards on visir   
leaves. British, Danish, Finnish and German cancellations.   
Except for one cover cancelled BERLIN in 1923, all are from   
the Oscar II period. (19)  1.500:-

1623P Collection FOREIGN PMKS on covers and postcards on visir   
leaves. Danish cancellations and one Finnish, 1878–1913.   
Several superb ones. Somewhat mixed quality (14)  700:-

1624P Collection FOREIGN PMKS on covers and postcards on visir   
leaves. Danish cancellations and one Finnish, 1880s–1935.   
Also one U.S. stamped envelope with Swedish pmks. Several   
superb ones. Somewhat mixed quality (13)  700:-

1625P Collection FOREIGN PMKS on covers and postcards on visir   
leaves. Danish cancellations and two Finnish, 1883–1934.   
Several superb ones. Somewhat mixed quality (13)  700:-

1626A Collection in visir album. RAILWAY MAIL PMKS type 1–2 on   
postal cards 1880s–1890s. Also some other more modern railway   
related material incl. special cancellations and some picture   
postcards. Mostly fine quality (200)  500:-

Cover collections / Brevsamlingar
1627P Lot COAT-OF-ARMS–CIRCLE TYPE on visir leaves. Incl.   

three money orders of which two with the coupons still attached,   
one mixed franking in 1912, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (6)  700:-

1628P Collection Coat–of–Arms–Circle type 14 on visir leaves. Incl.   
ultramarine shades, a ship letter with content dated “Norrköping   
d. 29 Mai 1864”, etc. (12)  500:-

1629P Collection CIRCLE TYPE on visir leaves. Mostly covers incl.   
three registered and a few sent to foreign destinations, plus   
one money order, etc. (16)  800:-

1630K Accumulation. 18 covers with 12 öre Circle type 1874-78 and   
three “postcards”.  400:-

1631A Collection CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 13–PH in two albums. Covers,   
printed matter mail, cards, monet orders and address cards,   
incl. duplicates. One complete printed matter (book) sent   
for 4-fold postage with notation “från förläggaren”, covers   
sent to abroad incl. three to USA, registered mail, coloured   
postmarks and more. Also a few provisionals. Mostly good   
quality (150)  2.500:-

1632P Lot CIRCLE TYPE ph on visir leaves. E.g. 2×4 öre on newspaper   
banner, registered and isnured covers, a money order with   
the coupon, an address card for a COD parcel, provisionals,   
etc. All with different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality   
(13)  1.000:-

1633P Collection OFFICIALS on visir leaves. Printed matters, covers,   
registered mail, postage due and a PS-card. Also two unstamped   
P.O.W. items. (12)  400:-

1634P Collection OFFICIALS on visir leaves. Small lot with covers   
and cards, additional services, an offical stamp used as   
postage due, etc. (8)  300:-

1635P Lot OFFICIALS in small format on visir leaves. All with   
additional services, e.g. two address cards for urgent parcels   
of which one insured and a local registered cover. Somewhat   
mixed quality (5)  500:-

1636P Collection OSCAR II LETTERPRESS on visir leaves. Nice   
selection of covers and money orders, incl. registered, over-  
weight usages, foreign destinations and postage due. (14)  600:-

1637P Lot OSCAR II on visir leaves. Additional services, 5-fold   
sample of no value, foreign destinations incl. Greece and   
Tunisia, postage due, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (11)  1.200:-

1638P Lot OSCAR II on visir leaves. Additional services incl.   
special delivery, usages to abroad e.g. to Australia and   
Chile, an address card sent to Finland, two money orders   
sent to Denmark, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  1.000:-

1639P Lot OSCAR II on visir leaves. Additional services, usages to   
abroad, address cards, undeliverable mail, etc. All with   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  800:-

1640P Lot OSCAR II on visir leaves. Additional services, usages to   
abroad e.g. to Hungary and Australia, an address card, etc.   
Except for two money orders sent to Denmark, all items with   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  800:-

1641P Lot OSCAR II on visir leaves. Additional services, usages to   
abroad, an address card sent to Finland, etc. All with   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  800:-

1642P Collection OSCAR II on visir leaves. Covers and cards incl.   
additional services, cancellation UR BREFLÅDA, foreign   
destinations eg. Portugal and Ireland, postage due, etc. (15)  700:-

1643P Collection OSCAR II on visir leaves. Nice mix of covers,   
postcards, address cards, bazar mail, registered, postage   
due, “UR BREFLÅDA”, etc. (21)  700:-

1644P Lot OSCAR II on visir leaves. Additional services, foreign   
destinations e.g. India and Poland, coloured cancel ELGARÅS   
1888, etc. Also three items with bicoulored type. Somewhat   
mixed quality (11)  500:-

1645P Lot BICOLOURED NUMERAL TYPE on visir leaves.   
Combinations, additional services, a money order sent to   
Germany, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (9)  800:-

1646A Collection GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Nice   
mix of covers, postcards, printed matter mail, a money order   
franked with 8+10 öre sent to Germany in 1913, etc., incl.   
additional services, destinations e.g. Chile and Mexico,   
censor and more. Somewhat mixed quality. (114)  1.800:-

1647P Collection GUSTAF V in medallion period on visir leaves.   
Covers and postcards, e.g. with additional services, postage   
due, censor and one pc sent to Denmark with cancel FORSINKET   
PAA GRUND AF MANGELFULD ADRESSERING. Also   
three items with territorial defence stamps. (22)  800:-

1648P Lot GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Additional   
services, destinations e.g. Chile, mix franking, Finnish ship   
figure mark, a money order with return receipt, etc. All with   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  800:-

1649P Lot GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Additional   
services, foreign destinations e.g. Argentina and Peru, forwarded   
mail, mixed franking, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (7)  800:-

1650P Lot GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Additional   
services incl. special delivery, destinations e.g. Canada and Egypt,   
one cover with four of block, censor, etc. All with different   
combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  800:-

1651P Lot GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Additional   
services incl. special delivery to Germany and Denmark,   
destinations e.g. Australia, Iceland and Cuba, one postcard   
made of bark, postage due, etc. All with different combinations.   
Somewhat mixed quality (10)  800:-

1652P Lot GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Additional   
services incl. a registered special delivery cover to Switzerland,   
destinations e.g. Australia and South India, two forms for   
complaints, etc. All with different combinations. Somewhat   
mixed quality (10)  800:-

1653P Lot GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Additional   
services incl. three special delivery covers, destinations e.g.   
Argentina and South Africa, a form for complaint, etc. All   
with different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  800:-

1654P Lot GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Additional   
services, destinations e.g. Egypt, telegram money order, address   
cards, etc. All with different combinations. Somewhat mixed   
quality (10)  800:-

1655P Lot GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Additional   
services, destinations e.g. Algeria and Ireland, censor, undeliverable   
mail, etc. All with different combinations. Somewhat mixed   
quality (10)  800:-

1656P Lot GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Additional   
services, destinations e.g. Argentina and Spain, censor, mix   
franking, telegram order and address cards, etc. All with different   
combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  800:-

1657P Lot GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Additional   
services incl. a special delivery cover with one stamp with part   
of guide cross, foreign destinations e.g. Romania, 7/10 öre in   
block of four, censor, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (8)  500:-

1658P Collection GUSTAF V in medallion on visir leaves. Interesting   
mix of somewhat better covers and cards, incl. additional   
services, foreign destinations, censor and one postcard made   
of bark. The lot is presented with 46 pictures at www.philea.se. (34)  1.000:-

1659P Lot PROVISIONALS 1917–1918 on visir leaves. Additional   
services, mix frankings, destinations e.g. Portugal,   
undeliverable mail, etc. All with different combinations.   
Somewhat mixed quality incl. a few fronts (10)  700:-

1660P Lot SMALL COAT-OF-ARMS 1910s on visir leaves. Additional   
services e.g. a special delivery postcard and COD printed   
matters, mixed frankings, a military letter card, etc. Mostly   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  800:-
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1661P Lot 1910s–1920s on visir leaves. Gustaf V in medallion,   
“Landstormen” and air mail 1920, incl. additional services,   
foreign destinations, postal form no. 77, postage due, mixed   
frankings, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (13)  1.500:-

1662P Lot 1910s–1920s on visir leaves. “Landstormen”, Air mail 1920   
and Congress/UPU, incl. some usages to abroad. All with   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (8)  700:-

1663P Collection GUSTAF V–COIL STAMPS on visir leaves. Covers,   
address cards, combinations, additional services, postage   
due, etc. (12)  500:-

1664P Collection STANDING LION on visir leaves. Nice mix of mostly   
better, incl. additional services, destinations, franking   
combinations, etc. Nice offer. (39)  1.000:-

1665P Lot STANDING LION on visir leaves. Additional services,   
destinations e.g. Egypt, Mexico, Monaco, Netherlands East   
Indies and Turkey, air mail, poste restante, etc. All with   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (11)  800:-

1666P Lot STANDING LION on visir leaves. Additional services,   
destinations e.g. Egypt, Greece, Japan, Latvia and Turkey,   
air mail, change of address for newspaper, telegram money   
order, 148C single usage, postage due, etc. All with different   
combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (11)  800:-

1667P Lot STANDING LION on visir leaves. Destinations e.g. Argentina,   
Brazil and Egypt, air mail, giro-payent order, 148C single   
usages, postage due, etc. All with different combinations.   
Somewhat mixed quality (11)  800:-

1668P Lot GUSTAF V FULL FACE on visir leaves. 60 öre air mail cover   
1920 to France, insufficiently prepaid postcard to Java,   
undeliverable mail, mis-cut stamps, etc. Somewhat mixed   
quality (5)  700:-

1669P Lot CROWN AND POSTHORN on visir leaves. Additional services,   
destinations e.g. Portugal, address cards sent to abroad,   
etc. All with different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality   
(10)  800:-

1670P Lot CROWN AND POSTHORN on visir leaves. Additional services,   
address cards sent to abroad, air mail, a telegram money   
order, etc. All with different combinations. Somewhat mixed   
quality (10)  800:-

1671P Lot CROWN AND POSTHORN on visir leaves. Additional services   
incl. special delivery, address cards, money orders with   
return receipt, etc. All with different combinations. Somewhat   
mixed quality (10)  800:-

1672P Lot GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Destinations e.g.   
Argentina, Czechoslovakia, India, Latvia, Mexico, Romania   
and Turkey, air mail, address change for newspaper, etc.   
Mostly with different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality   
(10)  800:-

1673P Lot GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Destinations e.g.   
Netherlands East Indies and South Africa, special delivery   
incl. sent to abroad, two forms for complaints, etc. Mostly   
with different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  700:-

1674P Lot GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Destinations e.g.   
Morocco, Portugal and Romania, special delivery, air mail,   
forwarded mail, address change for newspaper, etc. All with   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  700:-

1675P Lot GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Destinations e.g.   
Netherlands East Indies and Latvia, special delivery, air   
mail, reponse postcard usage from abroad, money order with   
return receipt, etc. All with different combinations. Somewhat   
mixed quality (10)  700:-

1676P Lot GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Destinations e.g.   
Egypt, Poland and Philippines, address changes for newspapers,   
giro-payment card, etc. All with different combinations.   
Somewhat mixed quality (10)  700:-

1677P Lot GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Destinations e.g.   
Chile, Iceland, India, Latvia and Poland, air mail, etc. All   
with different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  700:-

1678P Lot GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Destinations e.g.   
Australia, Egypt, India, Latvia, Mexico and South Africa,   
air mail, etc. Mostly with different combinations. Somewhat   
mixed quality (10)  700:-

1679P Lot GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Additional   
services, destinations e.g. Australia, India, Latvia, Romania   
and Turkey, address change for newspaper, etc. Mostly with   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (10)  700:-

1680P Lot GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Additional   
services, destinations e.g. Argentina, Australia, Egypt and   
Mexico, Nordic traveller’s card, address change for newspaper,   
etc. All with different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality   
(10)  700:-

1681P Lot GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Destinations e.g.   
Algeria, Australia, Latvia and Mexico, certified copy of   
content, postage due, etc. Mostly with different combinations.   
Somewhat mixed quality (10)  700:-

1682P Collection 1920s–1930s on visir leaves. Selected somewhat   
better items, incl. address cards, additional services,   
foreign destinations, postage due, etc. (33)  1.500:-

1683P Lot COIL STAMPS on visir leaves. Additional services, foreign   
destinations, tax money order, undeliverable mail, etc. Also   
air mail issues 1920 and 1930 on covers. Somewhat mixed   
quality (15)  700:-

1684P Lot COIL STAMPS on visir leaves. Registered covers, mixed   
frankings, a printed matter sent to USA, F 150 as single   
usages during the short postage period in 1922, etc. Somewhat   
mixed quality (11)  500:-

1685P Lot GUSTAF V, RIGHT PROFILE on visir leaves. Additional   
services, destinations e.g. Brazil and Chile, address change   
for newspaper, postal form for complaint, etc. All with   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (13)  700:-

1686P Lot GUSTAF VI ADOLF type I–III on visir leaves. Mostly air   
mail covers and aerograms, incl. destinations Cameroon, Egypt,   
India, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Nigeria, Portuguese West Africa,   
Sierra Leone and Uganda. Somewhat mixed quality (14)  700:-

1687P Lot THREE CROWNS on visir leaves. Additional services,   
destinations e.g. Cuba and Mexico, list money order, currency   
control, etc. All with different combinations. Somewhat mixed   
quality (12)  600:-

1688P Lot THREE CROWNS on visir leaves. Additional services,   
destinations e.g. Belgian Congo, Brazil and Chile, a money   
order sent to Turkey, a receipt, meter stamp, etc. All with   
different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (11)  500:-

1689P Lot 1921–1943 on visir leaves. Additional services, Nordic   
traveller’s card, form for complaint, censor, postage due,   
better frankings such as F 269B, prepaid reply part of postcard   
from abroad, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (14)  1.500:-

1690A Accumulation 1920-1965 in album. 40 covers and postal documents   
both to domestic and foreign destinations. Includes registred   
mail, paquebot, insured mail, interesting frankings, local   
mail and more. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.   
Mostly fine quality  1.500:-

1691P Lot 1930s–1960s on visir leaves. Much air mail and aerograms,   
incl. destinations such as Burma, Ecuador, Hong Kong, Sudan,   
Transvaal and Zambia. One item with censor. Somewhat mixed   
quality (15)  1.000:-

1692P Lot 1930s–1960s on visir leaves. Mostly air mail and aerograms,   
incl. destinations such as Australia, Colombia, Cuba, the   
Faroes, Kuwait, Tanzania, Trinidad and United Arab Republic.   
One item with censor and one with postage due. Somewhat mixed   
quality (16)  1.000:-

1693K Small lot of seven covers and parcel slips 1930-40s.  300:-
1694P Collection 1930s–70 on visir leaves. Nice mix of covers,   

cards and address cards incl. F 238, additional services,   
censor, aerograms, etc. The lot is presented with 38 pictures   
at www.philea.se. (32)  500:-

1695P Lot BC/CB PAIRS on visir leaves. Incl. better. Somewhat mixed   
quality (7)  1.000:-

1696P Lot BC/CB PAIRS on visir leaves. Incl. better. Somewhat mixed   
quality (7)  800:-

1697P Lot BC/CB PAIRS on visir leaves. Incl. better. Somewhat mixed   
quality (6)  800:-

1698P Lot BC/CB PAIRS on visir leaves. Incl. better. Somewhat mixed   
quality (7)  800:-

1699P Lot BC/CB PAIRS on visir leaves. Incl. better. Somewhat mixed   
quality (6)  700:-

1700P Lot BC/CB pairs on covers and cards on visir leaves. Mostly   
good quality (6)  600:-

1701P Lot BC/CB pairs on covers and cards on visir leaves. Mostly   
good quality (7)  600:-

1702P Lot AIR MAIL 1928–1957 on visir leaves. Incl. foreign   
destinations such as Argentina, Australia, Bahamas, Brazil   
and Nigeria, registered, special delivery, censor, etc.   
Somewhat mixed quality (11)  1.200:-

1703P Lot AIR MAIL 1929–1951 on visir leaves. Incl. foreign   
destinations such as Argentina, Gibraltar, Hungary and South   
Africa, registered, censor, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (11)  1.200:-

1704P Lot AIR MAIL incl. aerograms 1937–1968 on visir leaves.   
Foreign destinates includes Belgian Congo, Brazil, Chile,   
Cuba, India, Japan, Syria, Southern Rhodesia and Tanger.   
Somewhat mixed quality (15)  800:-

1705P Lot AIR MAIL incl. aerograms 1939–1967 on visir leaves.   
Foreign destinates includes Belgian Congo, Brazil, Chile,   
Egypt, India, Madeira, Mexico and South Africa. Somewhat   
mixed quality (15)  1.000:-

1706P Lot AIR MAIL incl. aerograms 1940–1968 on visir leaves.   
Foreign destinates includes Argentina, Brazil, British East   
Africa and Uganda, Chile, India, Japan and New Zealand.   
Somewhat mixed quality (15)  800:-
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1707Bb Air mail collection c. 1988-2012 in box. FFC from “SAS   
Philatelic Club” most three of each. Approx. 8 kg.  500:-

1708Mb  Collection air mail: airports, destinations, routes, rocket   
and balloon mail etc. (some foreign and duplicates included)   
in a smaller plastic box.  500:-

1709A 26 covers to USA 1942-45, all with censorship, also three   
letters from, among others, e.g. Austria in 1915 to Sweden. (29)  1.000:-

1710P Collection 1870–1921 on visir leaves. Interesting mix of   
mostly printed matter mail, incl. some samples, newspaper   
banners, usages sent to abroad, etc. E.g. a cover endorsed   
“Innehåller ett tygprof” from 1870, an insufficiently prepaid   
pm sent to GB in 1875, postal stationery cut-outs, etc.   
Somewhat mixed quality (16)  3.000:-

1711A Collection 1930s–1960s on visir leaves. Interesting mix of   
almost only somewhat better covers, postcards and address   
cards, incl. many sent to foreign destinations. E.g. single   
frankings, registration, special delivery, return receipt,   
air mail, ship mail, currency control, postage due, undeliverable   
mail, etc. (77)  3.000:-

1712P Collection 1930s–1970s on visir leaves. Interesting mix of covers,   
address cards, postal forms, postage due, censor, lables, etc. (55)  2.000:-

1713A Accumulation 1862-1975 in album. More than 70 covers and   
postal documents, including air mail, censor check, military   
mail, poatage due and double postage fees. A number of the   
items to foreign destinations. Please see a selection of   
scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  2.000:-

1714P Collection on visir leaves. Duplicates incl. postal stationery,   
military postal stationery, postage due, etc. Also a few   
postcards. Somewhat mixed quality (60)  1.000:-

1715P Collection/accumulation 1880s–1901 on visir leaves. Duplicate   
lot, cancellations, postal stationery cards incl. unused   
ones, a few items sent to abroad, a receipt for a COD parcel   
(?) in 1878, undeliverable mail, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (39)  1.000:-

1716Cd Collection/accumulation 1930-2000 in box. 5 boxes that includes   
envelopes that has been sent as registred covers. A lot of   
different places from Sweden with some nice cancellations.   
Also diiferen labels Rek. Please see a selection of scans at   
www.philea.se. Mostly good quality Approx. 12 kg.  800:-

1717Me Accumulation with very old covers from the 19th century up   
to ca. 1930.  800:-

1718Ba Accumulation 1900s in box. A box full of letters from all   
over Europe, mainly from the middle of 1900s. Many of them   
are censored in Germany and other European countries.   
Interesting postcards from the second world war. A lot of   
ineteresting envelopes. Mostly fine quality  700:-

1719Ea Accumulation 1890-1970 in box. Hundreds of covers, postal   
documents with stamps etc, mostly sent to addressees in the   
counties of Gästrikland and Hälsingalnd. A few come from   
abroad (Denmark, Germany, the US). In total 5 albums.   
Somewhat mixed quality Approx. 8 kg.  700:-

1720P Collection 1880s–1950s on visir leaves. Covers, cards, postal   
stationery, cancellations and a few additional services. (38)  500:-

1721P * Lot 1904-1940s. E.g. 1924 Congress and Field post. The   
entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. (24)  500:-

1722P Lot 1925–1975 on visir leaves. Additional services, address   
cards, foreign destinations, censor, postal form for complaint,   
telegram cover, etc. All with different combinations incl.   
singel usage of 20 kr. Somewhat mixed quality (11)  500:-

1723P Lot 1921–1960s on visir leaves. Additional services, address   
cards, foreign destinations, postal form for complaint, etc.   
All with different combinations. Somewhat mixed quality (11)  500:-

1724P Lot 1950–1960s on visir leaves. Mostly air mail covers,   
aerograms and cards, all sent to abroad incl. Chile, Senegal,   
Uruguay and several to Cuba. Mostly good quality (8)  500:-

1725A Collection with small covers so-called “lilleputtar” (quote   
after Börje Wallberg) etc., also several cards in varying   
size, including some “princess cards” etc. More than 150   
different items in a binder with plastic pockets. Please see   
a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  500:-

1726A Accumulation 1920 ś and older in album. with letters, postcards   
and old documents.  500:-

1727A Collection prephilately–1960s in visir album. Handed letters,   
inland covers and cards, a few foreign, etc. Somewhat mixed   
quality (90)  500:-

1728Dd Collection/accumulation 1900s in album without stamp mounts.   
In three FDC albums are all this letters and stamps situated.   
One album contains of air and marine envelopes. One album   
with old Swedish letters and the third album contains of   
Space stamps. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.   
Mostly fine quality  500:-

1729Mc Accumulation prephilately–1980s in shoe box. Covers, postal   
stationery, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (a few hundred)  500:-

1730MdAccumulation 1910s–1990s in small box. E.g. cancellations   
and 1970s air mail covers sent to Ecuador. (100s)  500:-

1731L Collection/accumulation 1980s–2000s in two shoe boxes.   
Approx. 7 kg. (800)  500:-

1732Dd Collection/accumulation in box. Boxes including a lot of   
envelopes and postcards from all over the world. Please see   
a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality   
Approx. 8 kg.  500:-

1733P Lot 1831–1921. Duplicate lot incl. prephilately, an incoming   
letter sent from San Francisco 1864 with removed stamps,   
postal stationery incl. Fk1IV v.VI and Fk14B in several   
copies, foreign pmk FRA SVERIGE M on two postcards, and   
an address card for an unpaid parcel taxed with notation   
“Eftertaxeringskort utfärdadt”. Mostly good quality (34)  400:-

1734P Lot 1901-69. 42 covers, many sent abroad, e.g. Germany,   
Britain, Italy and Lithuania, over 50 address cards from   
1975-80 with arrival-LBB-canc. additionally eight documents   
1976-79. (100)  300:-

1735Ce Accumulation 1900s in box. A box full of stamped envelopes.   
Also a big box with the wedding of king Carl XVI Gustaf and   
queen Silvia 1976 and Falun 1974. Mostly fine quality Approx.   
13 kg.  300:-

1736Dc Accumulation covers, mostly private, several with content,   
from the first half of the 20th century, approx. 6 kilos in   
a larger box. Approx. 7 kg.  300:-

1737Me Accumulation with registered, insured and express covers. A   
couple of hundred items, including some foreign, in a box.  300:-

1738P Lot 1860s–1960s on visir leaves. E.g. one cover (somewhat   
reduced in size) with 2×F45 sent to USA 1890. Also a few wax   
seals. (50)  200:-

1739K Accumulation 1800s on stock cards. Five covers with interesting   
cancellations. Mostly fine quality (7)  100:-

1740Dd Accumulation. Large accumulation with covers from the first   
half of the 20th century in a wardrobe box.  500:-

Military mail collections / Militärpostsamlingar
1741A Collection in visir album. MIlitary postal cards and letters,   

unused and used, incl. varities and duplicates. Also a few   
SAAR, etc. Mostly fine quality (250)  500:-

1742Mc Large accumulation unused and used military covers and military   
letter cards of different Facit numbers, one M1 still in   
cover, a bundle of reply covers, military official postcards,   
military postcards etc. in a box.  300:-

Postal stationery collections / Helsakssamlingar
1743P Collection STAMPED ENVELOPES in small format 1890s–1910s   

on visir leaves. Duplicates, incl. iverted watermarks, additional   
services, foreign destinations, etc. Mostly good quality (40)  1.500:-

1744P Collection LETTER CARDS kB1–30 on visir leaves. Duplicates,   
all used WITH EDGES (unusual) incl. different date figures,   
additional frankings, etc., plus two unused kB14. Facit   
19225 SEK. Mostly good quality (45)  3.000:-

1745A Collection LETTER CARDS kB1–51 in three visir albums.   
Unused / used, incl. different date figures, some varities,   
cancellations, etc. Mostly fine quality Approx. 7 kg. (500)  800:-

1746P Collection LETTER CARDS on visir leaves. Duplicate lot   
Number type 1889–1911, all used incl. additional frankings,   
usages to abroad, date figures, postage due, etc. Facit about 5000   
+ additional value for usages and cancellations. Mostly good   
quality (42)  600:-

1747P Collection LETTER CARDS 1889–1922 on visir leaves. Duplicates,   
almost all used with edges left, some overprint issues, etc.   
Also three later ones. Mostly good quality (29)  1.200:-

1748P Collection LETTER CARDS on visir leaves. Duplicate lot Gustaf   
V in medallion 1911–1920, all used incl. additional frankings,   
usages to abroad, date figures, meter stamp, usages with   
edges left, etc. Mostly good quality (22)  500:-

1749P Collection LETTER CARDS on visir leaves. Duplicate lot   
1923–1964, mostly used incl. additional services, usages to   
abroad, FDC-cancellations, usages with edges left, etc. Mostly   
good quality (20)  700:-

1750P Collection LETTER CARDS on visir leaves. Duplicate lot of   
unused cards in superb quality, incl. some date figures,   
overprint varities, bank prints, etc. . Facit about 8000++ (67)  800:-

1751Mf Accumulation POSTCARDS mostly 1870s–1890s in small box. Incl.   
a few sent to abroad and reply-paid cards. All used incl.   
many sent from smaller villages, railway compartments, etc. (300)  400:-

1752P Collection POSTCARDS 1870s–1900s on leaves. Nice selection   
of used cards incl. reply-paid ones. E.g. bKe2AI vIV, 2B to   
Denmark (×2), 2CI with slanting value stamp, bKd3 originating   
card sent to Switzerland, and bKe6 without message and address,   
seemingly posted in letter box, cancelled HALMSTAD 3.2.1895   
and OBESTÄLLBART (undeliverable). Also additional frankings,   
cash on delivery and other. Nice selection. Mostly good   
quality (46)  1.800:-
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1753P Collection/accumulation POSTCARDS 1880s–1920s on visir leaves.   
Duplicates, except for unused copies of bKd4 most cards are   
used, incl. several reply-paid card parts, a few usages to abroad,   
postage due, cancellations e.g. three with UR BREFLÅDA,   
bKe8 with somewhat misplaced overprint, etc. Mostly good   
quality (79)  1.000:-

1754A Collection POSTCARDS bKe4–21 on 60 exhibit mounted   
leaves. Mostly bKe6, the rest issues are unevenly present. Incl.   
types, shades, a lot of varities, cancellations, etc. Mostly   
good quality (120)  500:-

1755L Collection/accumulation POSTCARDS bKe6–10 in 13 small   
albums in box. Duplicate stock incl. varities and cancellations.   
Mixed quality Approx. 10 kg. (2000)  500:-

1756A Collection POSTCARDS bKe6–14 in three visir albums. Unused /   
used, incl. different types, date figures, some varities,   
cancellations, etc. Mostly fine quality Approx. 8 kg. (600)  700:-

1757P Collection POSTCARDS 1890s–1960s on visir leaves. Mostly   
used ones incl. additional frankings, with hotel vignettes, usages   
to abroad, censor, foreign pmk, postage due, etc. Also two   
letter cards and one post letter with overprint “ÖVNINGSBREV”.   
Mostly good quality (22)  700:-

1758P Collection OSCAR II ANNIVERSARY bKe9 on visir leaves.   
Unused and used, incl. different types, varities, FDC, cancellations,   
etc. Mostly fine quality (100)  300:-

1759Cc Collection POSTCARDS bKe15–49 in four visir albums in box.   
Unused / used, incl. e.g. date figures, varities and   
cancellations. Mostly fine quality Approx. 10 kg. (600)  700:-

1760P Collection POSTCARDS 1920s–1940s on visir leaves. Mostly   
GUSTAF V, LEFT PROFILE issues. Selected mostly better usages   
incl. additional services, destinations e.g. India and South   
Africa, Bellman BC-pair franking, two unused cards with   
overprint varities, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (18)  1.200:-

1761P Collection POSTCARDS 1930s–1970s on visir leaves. Mostly   
used cards incl. several reply-paid usages e.g. double usages   
to/from abroad, additional frankings incl. 259BC, FDC-usages,   
censor, air mail, special delivery, etc. Somewhat mixed   
quality (47)  1.500:-

1762P Collection POSTCARDS 1950s–1970s on visir leaves. Incl.   
reply-paid ones. Selected better usages, etc. incl. additional   
services, destinations e.g. India and Madeira, postage due,   
etc. Somewhat mixed quality (19)  1.000:-

1763A Collection POSTCARDS bKd3–38 in visir album. Reply-paid   
postcards, unused and used, incl. e.g. different date figures,   
varities, response usages and a lot of cancellations. Mostly   
fine quality (350)  500:-

1764P Collection OFFICIAL POSTCARDS in larger fomat on visir   
leaves. Duplicate lot, unused/used ones incl. some smaller   
overprint varities. A few defective ones. (48)  1.000:-

1765A Collection POSTCARDS 1870s–1920s in visir album. Official   
postcards and internal postal stationery (PS-cards). Unused   
and used, incl. date figures, varities, cancellations, etc.   
Mostly fine quality (350)  500:-

1766Ma Collection/accumulation 1920s–1980s in archive box. Duplicate   
stock of selected unused and used stamped envelopes, aerograms,   
letter cards, post letters and postcards. Often many similar   
of each. One Aerogram 70 (+10) öre with overprint “ÖVNINGS-  
BLANKETT” (Postskolan?). Many are sent to foreign destinations,   
incl. Guinea, Hong Kong, Kenya, Liechtenstein, Malagasy,   
New Zealand, Nigeria, Philippines, etc. Facit close to 60000   
when all used items are counted, regardless if philatelic, first   
flight usages, ship mail, additional services, postage due etc.   
Opportunity to build a study collection on this difficult   
modern period. (550)  3.000:-

1767Ed Collection/accumulation 1870s–1950s in box. Mostly postcards   
and letter cards incl. many sent from smaller villages (often   
with stated catalogue values). Approx. 7 kg. (1000)  2.000:-

1768L Accumulation 1870s–modern in removal box. Duplicate stock   
incl. postcards, letter cards, stamped envelopers, some   
official and military issues, etc. In between mixed quality.   
Please inspect. Approx. 19 kg. (1500)  500:-

1769A Collection with mainly unused Postal stationeries 1873-modern   
in two binders incl. some dupl. F ca 8400 acc. to vendor. (300)  300:-

1770Cb Collection/accumulation 1800–1900s in box. Eight albums   
containing envelopes from Sweden and abroad. Two of the albums   
contain Swedish postcards from the beginning of the 1900s,   
one album holds German postcards, and the others includes   
Swedish special cancellations. Please see a selection of   
scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality Approx. 11 kg.  300:-

1771Fb Accumulation with several hundred older and more modern in a   
box.  300:-

1772Fd Shoebox with 100’s of mainly used Postal stationeries 1880’s-  
semi modern incl. some covers. E.g. some cancellations incl.   
LBB etc.  100:-

1773 Lot TjbK 7. 14 “Tjenstebrefkort” with additional frankings.  300:-

Wednesday 22 March, 15:00 at the earliest
Other Nordic countries / Övriga nordiska länder

Norway, single items / Norge, singlar
1774K 14 1867 Coat-of-Arms 4 skilling 4 blue. Superb    

 cover sent from CHRISTIANIA 4.7.1870 to    
 Charlottenberg.  * 300:-

1775 181 1930 The North Cape I 15+25 øre black brown.    
 on three postcards, sent from NORDKAPP 1931,    
 1937 and 1939.  * 300:-

1776K LM1a, c Temporary inland postage stamp, Temporary    
 inland postage stamp, 1964 The Norwegian    
 Refugee Committee (50 öre) on two covers,    
 whereof one with all three parts and one with    
 one part. (2). F 1550  * 300:-

Norway, covers / Norge, försändelser
1777K 390, 392  FDC, 1951 Haakon VII 25 øre grey (2 copies) and   

 30 øre. All with brown spots on back side. F 11200  1.000:-

Norway, collections / Norge, samlingar
1778A Postal stationery collection/accumulation in album.    

Used and unused. Fine quality (c. 190)  * 500:-

Denmark, single items / Danmark, singlar
1779K 20 1870 Bi-coloured type perf 14 x 13½ 2 skill    

 blue/grey in two copies on cover sent from    
 ROESKILDE 18.1 to RINGSTED 1.POST 19.1,    
 then forwarded to SORØ 1.POST 19.1. Allegedly    
 2. Tr. pos. A45/50.  * 500:-

1780K 23 1870 Bi-coloured type perf 14 x 13½ 8 skill    
 brown and grey in two copies on cover sent    
 from KJØBENHAVN J.P. 3.7 to France. Arrival    
 pmk BORDEAUX 7.JUIL.73. One stamp with short    
 corner perf. Small staple holes do not touch    
 the stamps. F 2000  * 500:-

1781K 23, 20 2+8 sk on cover sent from KJØBENHAVN KB 23.10    
 to Scotland. Arrival pmk GLASGOW 26.OC.74.    
 Small imperfections. F 2000  * 500:-

1782K 28, 55 2×3+20 øre together with postal stationery    
 cut out 10 øre, on registered cover sent from    
 VARDE 3.POST 7.8.90 to Germany. Arrival pmk    
 BRAUNSCHWEIG 1 ANKUNFT 8.8.90.    
 Interesting item.  * 500:-

1783K 36, 34 2×20+50 øre on address letter for parcel sent from    
 KJØBENHAVN 24.9 via HELSINGØR 4.POST    
 24.9 and HELSINGBORG 25.9.1889 to Eslöv.    
 Swedish postage dues 5+20 öre on reverse (not    
 cancelled) correspondning to customs fee.    
 Nice item. F 2000+  * 500:-

1784K 36, 62, 63   2×5+2×15/24+16×50 øre on insured cover sent    
 from FREDERIKSHAVN 29.9.03 to KJØBENHAVN    
 1.POST ANK B P.P 30.9.06. The cover with fold    
 and the upper stamps with worn perfs.,    
 nevertheless a nice item. F 2000  * 400:-

1785K 37, 29, 36, 55   4+20+50+2×100 øre on address letter    
 sent from KJØBENHAVN C 23.5 to Finland.    
 Arrival pmk HELSINGFORS HELSINKI 28.V.94.    
 The cover with pin hole. F 2400  * 400:-

1786K 38, 39 4×3 øre in strip of four + 2 øre on stamped    
 envelope, sent from SKIVE 13.2.99 to Switzerland.    
 One stamp with short corner perf, still very beautiful.  * 300:-

1787K 145, etc.   2×1+4+10+27 øre on cover sent from SKJERN    
 2.6.19 to Finland. The upper back flap is missing.    
 F 2500  * 500:-

1788K 162, 161 1+2×2 kr (with perfins) on registered air    
 mail cover sent from KØBENHAVN 24.2.32 to    
 Argentina. Transit and arrival pmks on reverse.    
 F 1500+  * 400:-

1789K 162, 226  40 øre + 2×2 kr on address card for parcel    
 sent from KØBENHAVN 19.8.27 to Finland.    
 Arrival pmk JAKOBSTAD 25.VIII.27. F 1500  * 300:-

1790K 162, 90, 157   5+60 øre + 2 kr on address card for    
 parcel sent from KJØBENHAVN 13.9.1927 to    
 Finland. Arrival pmk JAKOBSTAD 17.IX.27.    
 F 1500  * 300:-

1791K 166, 155, 161   50 øre + 1+2 kr on address card for parcel    
 sent from KJØBENHAVN 14.2.24 to Finland.    
 Customs declaration form attached with pin.    
 F 1400  * 300:-

1792K 182 1918 Surcharge on Newspaper stamps 27 / 5 Kr    
 green/rose-red, watermark crown, together    
 with 2×4 øre, on air mail postcard sent from    
 KØBENHAVN LUFTPOST 2.10.24 to Germany.  * 300:-
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1793P 184, 62, 76, 135    1+12+15/24+27/1 øre on registered    
 cover (fold, back flap missing) sent from    
 RØNDE 24.7.18 to Finland.  * 300:-

1794K 185 1918 Surcharge on Newspaper stamps 27 / 5    
 øre blue, watermark cross, single usage on    
 postcard sent from ODENSE 21.8.19 to Estonia.  * 300:-

1795K 186 1918 Surcharge on Newspaper stamps 27 / 7    
 øre red, watermark cross, single usage on    
 postcard sent from ODENSE 21.8.19 to Estonia.  * 300:-

1796K 190 1918 Surcharge on Newspaper stamps 27 / 29    
 øre orange, watermark cross, single usage on    
 address letter (folds) sent from FREDERICIA    
 13.8.18 to KOLDING.  * 300:-

Denmark, collections / Danmark, samlingar
1797P Cover collection 1900s–1940s. E.g. ten postal forms    

(change of address or withdrawals, and one complaint),    
additional services, postal stationery, some censor,    
etc. Looks interesting. (110)  * 5.000:-

1798K Cover lot 1853–1862. E.g. different numeral pmks and    
F P cancellations. Somewhat mixed quality (19)  * 1.000:-

1799P Cover lot bi-coloured type 1870s–1890s. E.g. a complete    
newspaper 1883, covers sent to Finland and Sweden,    
additionally franked postal stationery, etc. Somewhat    
mixed quality (16)  * 1.000:-

1800P Cover collection/accumulation 1855–1950s. Covers,    
picture postcards, address cards for parcels, postal    
stationery, FDCs, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (55)  * 1.000:-

1801A Postal stationery collection 1880s–1980s in visir    
album. Postal cards, stamped envelopes, a few letter    
cards and wrappers. Unused and used incl. some    
additional frankings, usages to abroad, etc. (250)  * 500:-

Finland, cover collections / Finland, brevsamlingar
1802A Cover collection 1890s–1920s in binder. Nice selection    

of covers, stamped envelopes, postcards, address    
cards, etc. incl. additional services, cancellations,    
censor and so on. Several better. Mostly good quality (80)  * 2.000:-

The Åland Islands / Åland
1803K  Military mail, Finnish military mail letter    

 sent from Åland 1942 to the German Propagande    
 Center in Stockholm. As a military mail item    
 without franking, however with both Finnish    
 and German Military mail cds’s. Subject to    
 Finnish censor check...  * 300:-

Collections Nordic countries / Nordensamlingar
1804A  Incl. Baltic states Cover accumulation    

 1860-1940 in album. Approximately 130 covers,    
 postal stationeries and postal documents,    
 mostly from Sweden and the Baltic States.    
 Includes air mail, registred mail, postage    
 due, interesting frankings, local mail and    
 much more.. Please see a selection of scans    
 at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  * 3.000:-

European collections / Europasamlingar
1805A Cover accumulation 1900- in album. More than 70    

covers, mostly from Sweden, to both domestic and    
foreign destinations. Includes registred and experss    
items and censor checked items. Also one letter to    
Sven Hedin in Beijung (1930s). Additionally some    
material from the Nordic countries, Estonia, Germany    
and France. Mostly fine quality  * 3.000:-

1806A Cover accumulation 1900s in album. More than 115    
covers and postcards from a wide variety of nations.    
Registred items, censor checked items, air mail items    
etc in the album. Observed is material from Russia,    
Africa, the Middle East, the Blatic countries,    
Ethiopia, Isarel an much more. Please see a selection    
of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  * 3.000:-

1807P Cover lot 1843–1909 on visir leaves. Nice lot incl.    
e.g. GB 1862 Queen Victoria new types 9 d sent to    
Victoria, 1856 1 s. green on cover sent by Inman Line    
“CITY OF MANCHESTER” from to New York 27.12.1860,    
Denmark prephilately Altona with cancellations ALTONA    
/ SCHIFFS-BRIEF and HULL SHIP-LETTER, postcards    
sent to Singapore and Syria, plus India, Sudan, etc. (12)  * 1.000:-

1808L Cover lot 1895-1940s in small box. Estonia and Finland    
in vast majority .  * 500:-

1809Ug Cover accumulation mostly modern in box. Sweden and    
some Germany, mixed covers, FDCs and some special    
cancellations. Approx. 15 kg.  * 300:-

1810A Postcards collection/accumulation 1890-191905 in    
album. One album with some nice Postcards, see the    
Christmas card from Stockholm and the Katarina elevator    
with an Aircrafty above. Please see a selection of    
scans at www.philea.se. Good quality  * 500:-

Worldwide collections / Hela Världensamlingar
1811A Cover accumulation 1869-1960 in album. More than 80    

covers etc from a wide range of states. Observed are    
the Nordic states, the Baltic states, Africa and    
Latin America. an interesting cover from Marienwerder    
(1920s). Many interesting items from a postal historic    
view. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
Mostly fine quality  * 3.000:-

1812A Cover accumulation 1863-1970 in album. More than 60    
covers etc from a wide range of countries, e.g. local    
mail Bavaria 1863 and 1868, Switzerland 1882, Norway    
1883) Additionally material from the Nordic countries,    
the Baltic countries, South Africa, Russia, Greece    
and more. Please see a selection of scans at    
www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  * 2.000:-

1813Cb Cover collection/accumulation 1800-1900 in box.    
Interesting Leters, Envelopes and Postcards from all    
over the world. Please see a selection of scans at    
www.philea.se. Mostly good quality Approx. 11 kg.  * 800:-

1814Ua Covers. Large box filled with covers, FDC’s and cards    
etc. old-modern incl. much Scandinavia. E.g. Sweden    
F209 (short perfs) cancelled Svenska Bataljonen Saar    
8.2.35, cover from Estonia to Sven Hedin 1922 etc.    
Approx. 18 kg.  * 700:-

1815K Covers. Lot. 10 different covers/cards, e.g. Tonga    
“TIN CAN MAIL”. The entire lot is presented at    
www.philea.se. .  * 600:-

1816A Cover accumulation 1800s–1900s in fine album without    
stamp mounts with letters from mainly Germany and    
Sweden. Some stamps are also included in this assembly.    
Mostly fine quality  * 500:-

1817Bb Cover accumulation QSL/Radio/TV-related covers and    
picture postcards 1950s–1990s in box. (100s)  * 500:-

1818Fc Cover accumulation 1850s–1960s. Incl. much Poland, a    
few French prephilatelic covers, some Middle East,    
etc. Somewhat mixed quality (150)  * 500:-

1819Ed Cover collection/accumulation 1900s in box. One box    
including Posrcards, Letters and pre-philately. Please    
see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly    
good quality  * 500:-

1820Mb  Covers. Collection censorship, fieldpost etc. Approx.    
70 items from WWI and II.  * 500:-

1821A Cover collection/accumulation 1958–1980 in large    
album without stamp mounts. A nice gathering of covers    
and postcards from a lot of countries. Fine quality  * 300:-

1822A Cover lot 1930s-2001 in binder. Vast majority are    
sent by air mail. Large part USA, Central and South    
America. A selection of scans are present at    
www.philea.se. (160)  * 300:-

1823A Cover collection 1950–70s in album. Two binders with    
mixed content. Commonwealth Africa, Europe and Asia.    
(100+)  * 300:-

1824Bc Cover collection/accumulation in box. First flight    
covers mostly 1960-2000, many SAS in 2 albums incl    
some other flight related covers, also bundle from different    
countries. Mostly fine quality Approx. 5 kg. (320 +)  * 300:-

1825Mf Postal stationery. Shoebox with 100 ś of mostly used    
postal stationeries 1880 ś-semi modern. Mostly Norway    
but also e.g. Denmark, Germany, Belgium, USA and    
Italy etc.  * 500:-

1826Mb  Postal stationery. Accumulation with several hundred    
older (mostly) and more modern from a lot of different    
countries in a box.  * 300:-

1827A GFR (BRD) Cover accumulation 1920s-1940s in album.    
More than 125 covers/postal documents/postcard from    
a wide range of countries (e.g. Latin America, the    
Baltic States and more.) Many interesting items from    
a postal historic view. Please see a selection of    
scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  * 3.000:-

Thematics, other / Motiv, övrigt
1828A Polar. Cover lot 1957–2011 in binder. Polar expeditions    

or similar. Vast majority postmarked at the Australian    
Davis Station. A selection of scans are available at    
www.philea.se. (About 50)  * 400:-
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Non-Scandinavia A-Z / Utomnorden (engelsk bokstavsordning)
Australia

1829K 17 New South Wales 6 d on cover front sent from    
 SYDNEY 8.MR.62 / N.S.W. “pr Wonga Wonga” to    
 South Australia, with arrival pmk G.P.O.    
 ADELAIDE 15.MR.1862.  * 300:-

1830K 17 New South Wales 6 d on cover front sent from    
 SYDNEY 29.SP.60 / N.S.W. “via Melbourne” to    
 South Australia, with arrival pmk G.P.O.    
 ADELAIDE 12.OC.1860. Also cancelled TOO LATE.  r 300:-

1831K 17 New South Wales 6 d on cover front sent from    
 SYDNEY 18.JA.62 / N.S.W. “pr Wonga Wonga” to    
 South Australia, with arrival pmk G.P.O.    
 ADELAIDE 23.JA.1862.  r 300:-

1832K 115, 116 Queensland 1p +2 d on cover sent from INNISFAIL    
 QUEENSLAND 16.NO.11 via BRISBANE 21.NOV.11    
 to Austria.  * 300:-

1833K 147, 148 Victoria 1 p + 2×2 d on cover sent from    
 BALLARAT 14.OC.07 to Tasmania, with arrival    
 pmk HOBART 16.OC.07.  * 300:-

Austria
1834P 192 1916 Franz Joseph/Coat-of-arms 25 H ultramarine    

 on postal form no. 438 Nachfrageschreiben    
 (Réclamation). Cancellations TURNOV TURNAU B    
 21.4.17, K.K. POST=D. TEL. DION. F. BÖHMEN    
 PRAES: 5.5.1917, and other. Very unusual item.  * 200:-

1835K 197 80 h on express cover sent from WIEN 2.VII.19    
 to KARLSBAD 5.VII.19.  * 100:-

1836P  Cover collection 1910s on visir leaves. Nice    
 mix of covers, postcards, printed matters    
 and address cards incl. registered, special    
 delivery, censor, etc. (16)  * 700:-

1837K  Cover lot 1947-1952. Eight different events    
 (e.g. Wiener Messe), vast majority with a    
 complete set of the issued stamps. All sent    
 to Sweden. Tiny tape adheshive marks on some,    
 but fine condition anyway. The entire lot is    
 presented at www.philea.se. (8)  * 500:-

1838K  Covers. Lot. 15 different covers/cards. The    
 entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  * 500:-

1839P  Cover lot 1950s–1960s. Duplicate lot FDCs    
 incl. a few somewhat better. Most sent to    
 Sweden. Mostly good quality (60)  * 500:-

Great Britain
1840K 10B 1855 Queen Victoria 1 d red-brown on blue    

 die II, watermark large crown, perf 14 on    
 cover cancelled EDINBURGH 8.SP.62.  * 100:-

1841K 29 1867 Queen Victoria wmk Spray of Rose 6 d    
 lilac, with hyphen, watermark Spray of Rose,    
 plate 6, on letter sent from LIVERPOOL / 466    
 5.MR.68 to Sicily, Italy. Endorsed “Via de    
 Marseilles par Balean direct”. Cancellations    
 LONDON 6.MR.68, PD, MESSINA AL PORTO    
 10.MAR.69 and PALERMO 12.MAR.68.    
 SG 2016 at least £200.  * 250:-

1843K  Registered cover from West Brompton (UK)    
 Dec 20, 1900 to Gothenburg with a special UK    
 registration stamp (2p). also some blue pen    
 notes on the cover.  * 100:-

1845 193, 195-96   FDC.  * 200:-

Canada
1846K 10, 12 1+5 c on cover sent from QUEBEC 21.MR.68,    

 “pr. Cunard Str” to Norway, with arrival pmk    
 MOSS 14.4.1868. Nice item.  * 300:-

1847K 12 5 c on very beautiful cover sent from    
 ORANGEVILLE 9.DE.65 to TORONTO 11.DE.65.  * 300:-

China
1848K 54 Incoming mail Sweden. 2x10 öre on cover sent    

 from PKXP No 6B 1.9.1910 to Kingchowfu, Hupeh,    
 China, “via Siberia”. Seemingly forwarded “via    
 Hankow”. Postmarks e.g. SHANGHAI DEUTSCHE    
 POST 20.9.10, SHANGHAI 20.SEP.10, SHASI    
 28.SEP.10. Interesting cover to a less common region.  * 500:-

1849K 82 Incoming mail Sweden. Postcard sent from    
 ÖREBRO LBR 6.2.1912 to SHANGHAI 23.FEB.12.    
 Variuos postmarks incl. SHANGHAI LOCAL POST    
 and 8.  * 400:-

1850K  Empire Incoming mail Norway. Postcard 10 öre    
 Kristiania 3.7 1909 to North China, many    
 interesting cancels.  * 1.500:-

1851K 269-77 1956, 1955 Five Year Plan set . Airmail cover    
 Shanghai 56.11.12 to Sweden via Czechoslovakia,    
 franking on both sides.  * 200:-

1852K 278-83, 286-87, 311-13   1956, Air mail cover Shanghai    
 56.4.13 to Sweden via Chechoslovakia, franking    
 on both sides.  * 250:-

1853P 306, 581, 615,714   1963, Airmail printed matter    
 cover Peking 63.9.20 to Sweden.  * 300:-

1854K  Postal stationery, Missionary postal stationery    
 sent from Shasi Nov 10, 1911 to Marstrand,    
 via Shanghai and Siberia. Sender Rev Mandel,    
 Sweish Missionary society. Additional franking    
 3 cents for dleivery overseas.  * 1.000:-

1855P  Covers. Lot 11 covers 1980 ś, 8 f flower    
 postal stationary 1982 (two complete sets a    
 10 covers M1), local post Kewkiang and more.  * 500:-

1856P  Cover lot 1978-83. and two blocks.  * 300:-

Cuba – Fiume
1857K  Cuba Cover dated in Havana, Cuba 11 September    

 1839, sent by ship “SALVADOR” via New Orleans    
 to New York, then by Transatlantic Steam Ship    
 Company “LIVERPOOL” from New York 19.10.1839    
 to Liverpool 6.11.1839. cancellations LIVERPOOL    
 SHIP LETTER and F 8.NO.1839 used in London.    
 Nice transatlantic mail.  * 400:-

1858K  Fiume Postal order (center fold, small paper    
 loss) to Gratz, Switzerland, cancelled FIUME    
 28.6.75. Interesting item!  * 400:-

1859Mc  Fiume 5 heller on correspondence card to Vienna    
 from FIUME 1902 with additional PAQUEBOT    
 cancelletion + 34 cards and five from the    
 Levant and two from Austria. 42 in total.  * 400:-

1860K  Fiume Covers. Lot. 15 cards/covers. The entire    
 lot is presented at www.philea.se.  * 500:-

France
1861 3y 1849 Ceres Head 20 c black on yellowish paper    

 on cover (slightly dirty).  * 300:-
1862K  Prephilately lot. Four covers sent from Paris    

 between 1854–1856, all to Spain with mostly    
 different postage due marks: 2.R, 4.R and    
 4.Rs, respectively. (4)  * 150:-

1863K  Prephilately lot. Four covers sent from either    
 Bodreaux, Paris or Rixheim between 1836–1859,    
 all to Spain with different postage due marks:    
 2.R (in two types), 4.R and 5.R, respectively. (4)  * 150:-

1864K  Prephilately lot. Three covers sent from    
 either Bayonne, Bordeaux or Paris between    
 1830–1857, all to Spain with different postage    
 due marks: 2.R, 5.R and 6.R, respectively.    
 One cover with tears. (3)  * 150:-

Germany
Reich

1865K 43 1880 Numerals with PFENNIG 25 pf orange-brown    
 on postal card 5 pf, sent with special    
 delivery, from REINFELD I/ HOLSTEIN 21.11.82    
 to WANDSBEK 21.11.82. Superb.  * 300:-

1866P 576-79 1935 OSTROPA ‘35 souvenir sheet on registered    
 cover postaly used. Damaged corner.  * 1.000:-

1867K  Registered letter, sent from Kaiserslauten    
 29.11.1923 to Sweden, franked with, in total,    
 210 Mrd mark. Postage period 26.11.-30.11.1923.    
 This letter was insufficiently franked.    
 Arrival cds Falk-Ranten (railway mail    
 cancellation) 2.12.1923.  * 300:-

1868K  Military, Nürnberg 14 september 1935.  * 300:-
1869K  Military, Krems 9 juli 1939, Adolf Hitler.  * 300:-
1870P  Covers. Interesting lot (15) 1880-1943 incl.    

 e.g. Mi 423 and 424 air to USA, camp Ravensbrück    
 1943, Parcel card 1887, some Reg. etc.  * 500:-

Associated areas
1871K 42A-45A  Baden Zone 1949, Registered cover sent 1948    

 from SALEM (Baden) to London. EUR 740  * 500:-

German Federal Republic (BRD)
1872K 133, 135 FDC, Posthorn 40 and 60 pf 1951.20.12. EUR 850  * 500:-
1873P  Covers. Very interesting lot covers/cards    

 1946-54 (also Berlin, mixed franking BRD/DDR    
 and Allied Zone) including special cancels    
 e.g. LUFTBRÜCKE BERLIN and expensive    
 FDC e.g. Posthorn 1.8.51 and 20.9.51. Part of    
 an exhibition collection. Please see a selection    
 of scans at www.philea.se. (ca 90)  * 2.000:-
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1874K  Cover lot 1970–71. POSTAL AUTOMATION.    
 Fifteen covers and cards with Mail sorting machine    
 barcodes. Very fine condition. (15)  * 200:-

General German collections
1875A  Cover accumulation 1890-1960 in album. More    

 than 200 covers and postcards (picture    
 postcards and regular postcards) covering    
 the hyper inflation (1923), exhibitions, the    
 Olympics (1936), the occupation of Austria    
 1938 and a lot more. Please see a selection    
 of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  * 3.000:-

1876Cb  Cover collection/accumulation 1900s in album    
 without stamp mounts. 3 smaller FDC albums    
 including Envelopes from Gramany, also 4    
 bigger albums also containing Envelopes from    
 Germany. . Mostly fine quality Approx. 22 kg.  * 700:-

Guatemala – Portugal
1877P  Guatemala Cover collection 1897-1951 on    

 stockbook pages. Postal stationery and cover    
 assemblage. Vast majority of latter sent Air    
 Mail abroad. A selection of scans are available    
 at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (53)  * 800:-

1878K 17 India 12×½ a cover sent from ALLEPY 14.MAR.(77)    
 “via Brindisi” to USA, with arrival pmk NEW    
 YORK PAID ALL B 17.APR (with inverted letetr    
 B). Also cancelled TOO LATE. One stamp    
 defective due to the placement.  * 300:-

1879K 20 India Stamped envelope 6 p additionally    
 franked with 2 a, sent registered from    
 RAWALFINDI to Great Britain, with arrival    
 pmk REGISTERED LONDON 4.MR.94.  * 300:-

1880P  India Postal stationery. About 70 postal    
 stationeries incl. many unused Inland letter    
 cards etc.  * 400:-

1881 149, 174 India (GB) George VI 1 A in three pairs and    
 4 A in pair on air mail cover to Abrahamsberg,    
 Sweden, cancelled NEW DEHLI 3 APR 47.  * 300:-

1882P  Liechtenstein Covers. Nice lot (32) mostly    
 1939-60 incl. e.g. FDC ś Mi185, 244-46 souvenir    
 sheet 5 etc.  * 800:-

1883K 140 Malaysia Straits Settlements Cover sent to    
 India from Penang single frank with 4 c lilac.    
 With OPENED BY EXAMINOR label and violet    
 cancel PASSD.  * 300:-

1884K 6 Malaysia British Military Adm Cover sent to    
 India from Kuala Lumpur 1945 single franked    
 with 6 c red. With OPENED BY EXAMINOR label    
 and violet cancel PASSD.  * 300:-

1885K 150-64 Malaysia Sarawak 1947 Monogramme overprint    
 SET (15). FDC sent to Kuching.  * 300:-

1886K  Malaysia Sarawak Postal stationery, 1899 4 c    
 on 3 c unused. Unusual.  * 300:-

1887Fc  Monaco Cover collection/accumulation 1900s    
 in box. A bundle of Evelopes and Postcards    
 from Monaco with its Royalties and others.    
 Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
 Mostly fine quality  * 500:-

1888A  Netherlands Covers. Nice lot 47 covers and    
 cards prephil-ca 1960 incl. some better    
 prephil, F2, FDC ś Mi565-69 and 575-79, some    
 Fieldpost etc.  * 1.000:-

1889K 4,5,12 North Borneo Registered cover sent to Germany    
 1913 franked with 4, 5 and 12 c tied by TAWAO    
 cds. Unusual.  * 300:-

1890K  North Borneo Postal stationery, 1892 1 c on    
 8 c green, unadressed with red SANDAKAN 12    
 SEP 1892 cds. Unusual.  * 300:-

1891K  North Borneo Postal stationery, Set of the    
 first issue 1, 3, 6 and 8 c in different    
 colours (4). All unused, very fine. EUR 300  * 300:-

1892K  Poland Military 1943, military post from Poland    
 to England.  * 300:-

1893K 124 Portugal 1895 King Carlos I 2½ R grey/black    
 on newspaper from 1.1.1901.  * 100:-

Russia
1894K  Incoming cover, dated “1820” by pencil, sent    

 to Riga. On reverse postmark IACOBSTADT.  * 300:-
1895P  Cover collection 1890–1920s on visir leaves.    

 Nice selection of covers, stamped envelopes,    
 postcards, etc. incl. additional services,    
 cancellations, postage due and so on. Also    
 better. Mostly good quality (37)  * 1.000:-

1896 37 P.O. in China 1917 Overprint on Russian Stamps    
 3 c on 3 k carmine-red. on postcard date    
 13.11.17. POW.  * 500:-

Switzerland
1897K  Air mail cover, Mourning letter sent from St    

 Blaise (Switzerland) Sep 12,1931 to Batavia    
 (Java, Indonesia), franked with Mi 233 and 245.    
 Arrival cds Batava Oct 12, 1931 on the back side.  * 500:-

1898Dc  Cover collection mostly 1880s–1940s on leaves.    
 Nice mix of covers, cards, postal stationery    
 and FDCs, incl. additional services, postage    
 due, undeliverable mail, etc. Also a few    
 classic ones, e.g. franked with 9 II, 13 II and    
 16 II, and some later. Mostly good quality (170)  * 4.000:-

1899A  Covers. Lot Pro Juventute covers 1930-70 ś    
 with various frankings and cancels including    
 some expensive FDC in thick binder. Also a    
 few loose stamps. (100-120)  * 1.000:-

1900L  Covers. Large box with hundreds of covers    
 from 1800th century to 1950 ś. Many interesting    
 items! Please see a selection of scans at    
 www.philea.se.  * 1.000:-

1901P  Covers. Lot covers 1930-70 ś with various    
 frankings - mostly pairs from booklets - and    
 cancels. Also a few loose stamps. (40-45)  * 500:-

1902P  Covers. Lot airmail covers 1930-40 ś with    
 various frankings and cancels. Also a few    
 stamps. (45-50)  * 500:-

1903A  Cover lot 1896-1994 in visir album. Twenty    
 different kinds of postage due and about    
 thirty WW2 field post, e.g with Soldier    
 stamps. A selection of scans are available    
 at www.philea.se. (100)  * 500:-

Tannu Tuwa – U.S.A.
1904P 66-75 Tannu Tuwa 1935 Animals SET (10). on rec-   

 cover to Franc. Canc. Tuan 26.III.35 and    
 arival canc. Paris 11.IV.1935.  * 300:-

1905P  Tonga Covers. Interesting lot (19) mostly    
 1931-80 incl. many sent to Germany and England,    
 one telegram 1938 etc.  * 500:-

1906K 267, 282   U.S.A. FIRST FLIGHT VIA GRAF ZEPPELIN    
 OCT 28 1928. 5 c and 50 c on postcard Chicago    
 Oct 24 to Sweden. Rec pmk Friedrichshafen 1    
 Nov 1928.  * 500:-

1907K  U.S.A. Postal stationery, Stamped envelope 5    
 c sent from BOSTON 18.JAN, by LUSITANIA, to    
 Sweden. Arrival pmk STOCKHOLM 1.TUR 28.1.10.    
 Also a ppc (reprint) depicting the Cunard liner.  * 300:-
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2-fold, 3-fold, etc. tvådubbelt, tredubbelt, etc.
above upptill, ovanför 
abroad utrikes
accumulation parti 
addition tillägg 
adjustment crack plantsspricka
adjustment marks plantsrispor
advantageous förmånligt 
advertisement stamps reklammärken 
air mail luftpost
album leaves albumblad 
among others bland annat, bland andra
angle vinkel 
angular cut vinkelskuren 
appealing trevlig 
appr, approximately ungefär
army post fältpost 
associated areas biområden 
bag påse 
basic collection grundsamling 
beautiful vacker 
below nedtill, nedanför 
binder pärm 
block of four fyrblock 
bold fet 
booklet häfte 
booklet pane häftesblock
box låda, fyndlåda 
bright klar 
bundle bunt
c., ca cirka
cancellation stämpel 
carmine karmin 
catalogue value katalogvärde 
cds (circular date stamp) cirkelstämpel
certificate intyg
chipped kantförlust
classic, classical klassiskt 
coat-of-arms type vapentyp 
coil rulle 
c.o.d. postförskott 
collection samling 
colour line färgstreck 
complete komplett, hel
connected sammanhängande 
contents innehåll 
copy exemplar el. kopia
corner cut vinkelskuren 
courier post kurirpost
cover omslag, brev, försändelse
crack spricka
crease veck
cross kors, kryss
crown krona
crown postmark kronostämpel
cto (cancelled to order) orderstämplad
cut skuret
cut in, cut into inklippt
cut piece (frimärks)klipp
cylinder number cylindersiffra
damaged skadad 
dark mörk 
day of issue utgivningsdag 
decent hygglig 
declared value angivet värde
deep djup 
definitives bruksmärken
denomination valör 
different olika 
digit siffra 
divided delad 
dot prick 
double print dubbeltryck 
doubtful, dubious tvivelaktig
dull matt 
duplication, duplicate dubblett 
early tidig 
edge nick kantskada
e.g. till exempel
engraving gravyr, prägling 
envelope kuvert 
estimate, estimation värdering, uppskattning
excellent lyx- 
exciting intressant, spännande
exhibition utställning 
face value nominellt värde 

faint svag
file pärm 
filing crease arkivveck
fine fin, bra
flaw spricka 
fold, folded veck, vikta 
folder mapp
forwarded eftersänd
foxing spots åldersfläckar
frame ram 
full sheet helark 
genuine äkta
glassine pergamynkuvert
glossy blank, glättad 
good bra 
gum gummering, gummi 
hand-made handgjord 
high value högvalör 
hinge fastsättare 
horizontal vågrät, liggande
i.e. närmare bestämt
important viktigt 
inland inrikes 
insignificant obetydlig
insufficient otillräcklig
insured cover assurerat brev
inverted omvänd 
invisible osynlig 
issue emission, utgåva
item exemplar
large stor
late sen 
letter brev(innehåll)
letter card kortbrev 
letter-press printing boktryck 
light ljus 
lightly lätt
line rad 
line-perforated streckperforerad 
low lågt 
mainly huvudsakligen 
manuscript handskrift, handskriven
manuscript postmark bläckmakulering
military mail militärpost 
mint ostämplad 
mint never hinged, mint nh postfrisk 
misplaced förskjuten 
misprint feltryck
mixed blandad 
mnh (mint never hinged) postfrisk 
money order postanvisning 
mourning cover sorgebrev
multicoloured flerfärgad 
narrow smal 
obliteration makulering
obverse åtsida
off-centered snedcentrerad 
official stamps tjänste 
offset impression spegeltryck 
old gammal 
overseas utrikes
pane block (t.ex. ur häfte), blad
parcel post paketpost 
part del 
partly delvis
pc (postcard) brevkort
pen bläck-
pencil blyerts-
perforation, perfs tandning, tänder
phosphor fosfor 
picture postcard vykort
planchet faults plantsfel
plate plåt 
pm (printed matter) trycksak
pmk (postmark) stämpel
postage due lösen 
postage rate portotaxa 
postal stationary helsak 
postcard brevkort 
poster stamp reklammärke
postmark stämpel
P.O.W. (prisonerofwar) krigsfånge-
ppc (picture postcard) vykort
printed matter trycksak 
print, printing tryck 
printing error feltryck 

Engelsk-svensk ordlista
probably troligen, antagligen
prohibited otillåten
proof provtryck 
PS (postal stationary) helsak
quality kvalitet 
railway stamp järnvägsmärke 
rare sällsynt
rate porto, taxa
ray cancellation strålstämpel 
receipt kvitto
rectangular postmark fyrkantstämpel
reg. letter, registered letter rekommenderat brev
reingraved omgraverad 
remainder collection restsamling 
remarks anmärkningar
repeat upprepa 
reply card svarskort 
reprint nytryck 
reserve, reserve price utrop 
revenue stamp stämpelmärke
reverse baksida 
reversed omvänd 
ribbon postmark bandeaustämpel
rural mail lantbrevbäring
scarce sällsynt
seam line plåtskarvlinje
semi-postal stamp tilläggsmärke 
serrated taggig 
set serie 
several flera 
shade nyans
shaded skuggad, streckad 
sheet blad 
shield sköld 
ship mail, ship letter skeppspost
size format 
slanting sned 
slipcase albumkassett, bokkassett
slot-machine automathäfte 
small liten 
souvenir sheet block
special delivery express
spine print ryggtryck 
spot fläck 
spread spridning 
stamp booklet frimärkshäfte 
stamp in bad condition luckfyllare 
standing stående 
star cancellation stjärnstämpel 
stockbook insticksbok, lagerbok 
straight postmark rakstämpel
striped randig 
substantial väsentlig
superb prakt-
surcharge påtryck, övertryck 
tear riss 
thick fet 
thin tunn 
thin paper tunt papper 
total issue upplaga 
TPO (traveling post office) ambulerande postkontor
translucent genomlysande
transparent genomskinlig 
undeliverable obeställbar
unfolded ovikt 
unknown okänd 
unused ostämplad, obegagnad
upright stående 
upside down upp-och-nedvänd 
used stämplad, begagnad 
value värde 
variety variant, avart
vertical lodrät, stående 
very mycket 
visir leaves visirblad 
wavy lines våglinjer
watermark vattenmärke 
weak svag 
well-filled välfylld 
well-represented välbesatt 
whole hel
wm, wmk (watermark) vattenmärke
worn sliten
worse sämre 
wrapper omslag
year set årssats
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Auktionsvillkor
Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objektet säljes 
till högstbjudande för näst högsta bud + en fast höjning. Finns endast 
ett bud säljes objektet till utropspris. Av två lika bud gäller det först 
inkomna. Underbud accepteras ej.

Alla bud skall avges i svenska kronor. Alla fakturor avseende köp på 
auktionen ställs ut av AB Philea, org.nr 556326-1949, som är ekonomisk 
och juridisk motpart för alla köpare på och inlämnare till auktionen.  

Köparprovisionen är 25 % på klubbat auktionspris, även för utländska 
kunder. AB Philea använder sig av vinstmarginalsystemet (VMB), vil-
ket betyder att moms inte specificeras på fakturor. Dessutom tillkommer 
i förekommande fall porto- och försäkringskostnader.

Avgivet bud är bindande. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgi-
varen för att försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles som om det vore eget bud. 
Budgivaren är också ansvarig för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdra-
get. Likaså vid obekräftade telefonbud är budgivaren ansvarig för ev. 
fel och missuppfattningar. För telefonbud på objekt med ett utrop under 
2000 kr har auktionären rätt att bjuda upp till 2000 kr åt telefonbudgiva-
ren utan att behöva få respektive budsteg bekräftat av budgivaren.

Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några 
andra åtaganden från firmans sida. Vi förbehåller oss rätten att avvisa perso-
ner från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Vi förbehåller oss 
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning.

Betalning sker kontant eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objektet förblir säl-
jarens egendom till dess full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 
8 dagar från fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2 
% per påbörjad månad räknad på faktura beloppet, samt kravavgift med 
40 kronor. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om  
köparen vägrar att betala, kan objektet utan ytterligare meddelanden säl-
jas på köparens bekostnad. Utländska kunder erhåller förhandsfaktura.

Objekten säljs i befintligt skick såvida inte andra utfästelser om deras 
kvalitet har gjorts i katalogen eller på Internet. Detta innebär bl.a att som 
fel betraktas i första hand på foto ej synliga defekter eller avvikelser från 
kvalitetbeskrivning av enstaka objekt/serier. Beträffande samlingar eller 
partier innebär det att näringsidkare inte äger rätt att göra några påfölj-
der gällande och att den enskilde konsumentens möjlighet är begränsad 
till vad som stadgas i konsumentköp lagens § 9.
Reklamationer skall göras inom skälig tid efter det att köparen upptäckt 
eller bort upptäcka felet, normalt inom 10 dagar efter det att köparen har 
mottagit objekten eller haft möjlighet att göra detta genom avisering om 
objektens översändande från dennes postanstalt. Vid godkänd reklama-
tion återfår köparen auktionspris plus 25 % och ev. porto.

Auktionären kan vid reklamation kräva intyg från opartisk välkänd 
expert. Objektet med äkthetsintyg kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, 
endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända experter har en 
från intygsskrivaren avvikande mening.

AB Philea har ensamt rätt att utse vilken internationellt erkänd expert 
som skall användas, om inte annat överenskommits innan bud lämnats.  
       
Avgivande av muntliga bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande 
av ovanstående  villkor.

Katalognummer och värden är hämtade ur Facit för Norden samt Michel 
för alla andra  länder och områden, om inget annat anges.    
       
Vid tvist gäller svensk lag.

  – 1 000 kr       with / med 50 kr
 1 001 kr – 5 000 kr       with / med 100 kr
 5 001 kr  – 10 000 kr       with / med 200 kr
 10 001 kr – 25 000 kr       with / med  500 kr
 25 001 kr –         with / med 1 000 kr

The auctioneer may use other advances / Auktionären kan frångå de fasta budstegen

Advances / Fasta höjningar

Auction conditions
The auction is voluntary and is conducted on behalf of the vendors. The 
lot shall be sold to the person making the highest bid at a sum equal to the 
next highest bid plus a fixed increase. If there is only one bid the lot will 
be sold for the starting price In the event of two identical bids the first bid 
received has priority.

All bids must be made in Swedish crowns (SEK). All invoices pertaining 
to auction purchases are made out by AB Philea, the financial and legal 
counterpart to all buyers and vendors at the auction.

Commission of 25 % is added to the hammerprice for both domestic and 
foreign customers. AB Philea uses the “Margin scheme” (also known as 
the “Global System”) meaning that no VAT will be specified on invoices. 
When incurred, expenses for insurance and postage are also added.

Bids made are binding. In the event of bids being presented by persons on 
behalf of  another (agents) the person presenting the bid is liable to satisfy 
the sales conditions as if it were his own bid. The person presenting the 
bid is also responsible for errors made by him in when acting as agent at 
the auction. Similarly, the person presenting the bid is liable for any errors 
or misunderstandings in the case of unconfirmed bids by telephone. For 
telephone bidding on lots with reserves less than SEK 2000, the auctioneer 
has the right to bid on behalf of the bidder up to SEK 2000 when the lot 
is auctioned, without having to confirm each bidding increment with the 
bidder on the telephone.

The auction will be conducted with as much care as possible but without 
any under taking on our part. We reserve the right to reject persons from 
the auction and decline bids without giving any reason for doing so. We 
also reserve the right, in the event of misunderstanding or differences of 
opinion, to re-offer the goods for auction.

Payment for lots purchased by a bid at the auction shall be made in cash, or 
against an advance invoice. The lots remains the property of the vendors 
until such time as full payment is made. Payment shall be made within 
8 days of the date of invoice. In the event of delay in payment interest is 
charged at 2 % of the invoiced sum for each month commenced plus a 
reminder fee of SEK 40. If payment has not been received by us  within, at 
the latest, 30 days after the date of invoice or if the purchaser refuses to pay, 
we are entitled to sell the lot at the purchaser’s expense with out giving any 
further notice. If this occurs the sum received on sale, after deduction of 
sales expenses, will be deducted from the unpaid debt. Any sum remaining 
due will be sub sequently recovered by legal measures. Foreign customers 
will receive advance invoices.

Lots are sold in their present condition except where other remarks concern-
ing their quality have been made in the catalogue or on Internet. This means, 
among other things, that defects not  visible in photographs or deviations 
from descriptions of quality of individual articles/sets are not regarded as 
defects. For collections and accumulations  tradesmen are not entitled to 
make any claims and private consumers rights are limited to those stipulated 
in Section 9 of the Swedish Consumers Sales Act.

Complaints must be presented within a reasonable time after the purchaser 
discovered or ought to have discovered the defect, normally within 10 
days following the purchaser’s receipt of the lot or his having had such 
opportunity following notification by his post  office of the lot’s arrival. If 
a complaint is approved the price of the lot will be repaid to the purchaser 
plus any postage.

The auctioneer may in the event of a complaint request a certificate from 
an impartial well-known expert. Lots with certified authenticity may, if the 
auctioneer considers it appropriate, only be returned if at least two impar-
tial and well-known experts have an opinion which  varies with that of the 
person who certified the authenticity.

AB Philea has the sole right to appoint an internationally recognized expert 
to be consulted, unless alternative arrangements about expertization is 
agreed prior to placing a bid at the sale.      
 
The presentation of verbal bids or auction instructions means that the above 
conditions are approved.

Unless otherwise stated, the catalogue numbers and valuations are taken 
from Facit for the Nordic Countries and from Michel for other countries 
and territories.

The auction is conducted and sales made are subject to the exclusive                    
jurisdiction of the Swedish courts and is subject to Swedish law. In the 
event of any discrepancies in the text arising from translation, the Swedish 
text shall prevail.    
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Bid form / Budblankett     

Please use block letters / Var god texta

Max purchase sum: 
Ev. maximal inköpssumma:

I hereby authorize AB Philea to bid on my behalf – and to the lowest possible price – on the lots below at this sale. Bids are 
exclusive of buyer’s premium. I agree to the conditions of sale. / Härmed ger jag AB Philea i uppdrag att för min räkning, och till 
lägsta möjliga pris, bjuda på nedanstående objekt på angiven auktion. Bud är exkl. provision. Jag godkänner auktionsvillkoren.

Date / Datum:            Signature / Namnteckning:

Customer number / Kundnummer:

Name

Address

Phone

Mail

22 March 2022

Postal history 2

Please contact me about consignment:
Kontakta mig angående INLÄMNING:

Phone for delivery notifi-
cation / Mobilnr för SMS-
avisering: 

If necessary, increase my bids by: 
Vid behov, höj mina bud med:

10 % 20 % 30 % 

Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK)

Leave your bids primarily at www.philea.se . Bidding can 
also be made by email to bids@philea.se , by phone 

+46–8-640 09 78 or +46–8-678 19 20 or by handing over 
the bid form at our office. We do not recommend sending bid 

forms by ordinary mail as mail distribution can be slow.
Lämna bud företrädelsevis via www.philea.se . Bud kan även avges via 
email bids@philea.se, telefon 08–640 09 78 / 08–678 19 20 eller genom 
att lämna budblanketten på vårt kontor. Då postgång kan vara långsam 

rekommenderar vi inte att ni lämnar bud per post.

Form of delivery / Önskad leveransform
Advance invoice 
Förskottsfaktura

Pick up in Stockholm
Hämtas i Stockholm


